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FOREWORD 

The Chinese are justifiably said to be fond of, and adept at 
historical records, such as the record here translated by Lahiri. 
I t  is frequently claimed that the Indians were neither fond of 
nor adept at such records. Even so, Chinese monks did not lose 
sight of India as the spiritual fountain of Buddhism. Certain 
native Chinese compositions by Buddhists were attributed to 
Indian authorship to lend the works greater prestige-thus the 
attributed authorship contradicts correct literary history, despite 
the fondness of the Chinese for historical records. 

As long as the Buddhist institutions of India continued as 
viable spiritual centres, they inspired visits by intrepid Chinese 
monks, who braved all sorts of perils to reach 'non-historical' 
India. And I-Ching wrote up the lives of the eminent Chinese 
monks who risked their lives to come to India to study, during 
the Great T'ang Dynasty of China. He modelled his composi- 
tion called Kao seng-chuan after earlier and a large work of this 
genre. Latika Lahiri provides the first English translation of 
I-Ching's treatise. Doubtless, many a scholar will be interested 
in this translation and the notes thereto, as they previously used 
the observations of India by the celebrated Hsuan-tsang. Indian 
scholars also, despite the 'non-historical' label, can be expected 
to consult and appreciate Lahiri's translation. 

New Delhi 
August 9, 1986 
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PROLOGUE 

This work was started in 1958 when I was an Indian Govern- 
ment scholar in Peking (Beijing) University. I t  was through 
the initiative of Dr. Ji Xianlin, the renowned Buddhist and 
Sanskrit scholar, now the Vice-Chancellor of Peking University, 
that I undertook this difficult but interesting task of translating 
Kao-Seng Chuan (Biography of Eminent Monks) by I-ching as 
there was no complete English translation of the text. Under his 
able guidance I undertook the work with much hesitation. I am 
extremely grateful to him. . 

Here I also record my gratitude to Prof. Feng, "An Old 
Master", a veteran retired professor of Indian Philosophy, 
Tokyo University, but for whose active support and generous 
encouragement I would not have undertaken this work. He 
helped me in reading the text with all sincerity and patience. Old 
and traditional China was revealed to me through him. His 
suggestions and encouragement were very helpful. I remember 
him today with sorrowful heart when he is no longer in this 
world. 

I brought back the incomplete manuscript to India in 1959. 
In  India I could not find a bi-lingual scholar (Sanskrit and 

Chinese)who could help me in completing the work. After join- 
ing the University of Delhi I had the opportunity to get help 
from Mr. Richard Yang who had then joined this University as a 
visiting professor. The work was practically completed in 1 969. 
But due to various factors such as unavoidable delay in printing, 
pre-occupations in service life, etc. its publication got delayed. 

The object of the present work is to make available the infor- 
mations relating to historical, geographical and political condi- 
tion as well as the prevailing condition of Buddhism in East Asian 
countries in general and in India in particular during the seventh 
and the eighth centuries. In  working on this text, my attention 
was not exclusively fixed on the specialists and scholars only. 



x Prologue 

In recent times the Buddhist Studies have become very popular 
among the educated people not only in India but also in coun- 
tries other than India. I hope this subject will receive increasing 
attention and interest from the students of Buddhism. 

In the following pages I have transcribed the Chinese words in 
English phonetics and adopted mostly the Wade-Giles system as 
used in Mathew's Dictionary. Modern China is making frequent 
changes in the style of transcription of Chinese words in English. 
I have adopted some important names frequently used in this 
publication according to Chinese pronunciation such as Fa- 
hsien, Hsiian-Chuang and I-Ching, etc. 

The practice of adopting Sanskrit names on ordination prevail- 
ed among the monks in China as well as in the Far Eastern 
countires. Some of the names of the fifty-six monks of the text are 
not given in Sanskrit which I have tried to translate into Sanskrit 
without any corroboration. If these are not correctly translated, 
it is my shortcoming. 

I am greatly indebted to my colleagues and friends Professor 
Richard Yang, Professor Tan Chung of Jawaharlal Nehru 
University, and Professor Lokesh Chandra for their very valued 
help and encouragement. 

Lastly I am deeply thankful to Mr. Dwijendra Nandi for his 
many helpful suggestions and editorial as well as other assistance. 
I am also indebted to my talented young grand nephew 
Mr. Angshuman Bagchi for preparing the index, a task of great 
labour willingly undertaken by him. 

This is the very humble result of my hard efforts. If thepubli- 
cation is able to satisfy even partially, the inquisitive readers and 
receive their critical appreciation, my labour will be more than 
repaid. 

New Delhi LATIKA LAHIRI 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Xao seng-chuan, "Biographies of Eminent Monks", writ- 
ten in the third half of the seventh century, by the famous monk- 
scholar, I-ching, is the prototype of earlier Buddhist compila- 
tions. I-ching's X'ao stng-chuan is undoubtedly an indispensable 
source of and an outstanding work dealing with the history of 
Buddhism and Buddhist Church in China, and the socio-political 
and cultural history of India of the seventh and eighth centuries. 
I t  is a brilliant piece of literature of the T'ang period (A.D. 618- 
907). I-ching's poetic expression at the end of major and minor 
biographies and his style sometimes excel even the famous writers 
and secular poets of that period. 

The compilation of lives of eminent monks is not an innovation 
by I-ching. From the very hoary ancient days, the Chinese had 
shown their eagerness and keen insight to preserve their history. 
Their love for history and interest in historical records encoura- 
ged the Buddhist scholars of China to preserve the valuable 
biographies of devoted, intrepid, illustrious and worthy monks 
from India and Central his. Their lives are included in Kao 
seng-chuan. I-ching only followed the tradition and time honou- 
red convention, methodology, and more or less the same style 
as adopted by his predecessors like Hui-chiao . & , Seng- 
yii i$ +b and others. The h-ao set1.g-chuarrl (Chinese Tripi?aka, 
Taisho Ed. Vol. 50, No. 2059 in 14 chapters) of Hui-chiao (.\.D. 
497-554) contains 257 major and 259 minor biographies of 
eminent monks, from A.D. 67 to 5 19, thus covering almost five * 
hundred years. The monk Seng-vii (\vho lived under the reign 
of the Emperor Wu of the i iang Dy.--4.D 502-55T), in 
the last three chapters of Ch'u-san-tsarrg Chi-chi2 & 5% $t $. 

1 .  Arthur F. Wright. Hui-chiao's Lirles o/ Eminent Afonks. Silver Jubilee 
volume, Zinbun-Kagaku Kenkyusyo. Tokya University (Tokyo, 1954), 
pp. 383-432. m' 

2. The oldest extant catalogue compiled by Seng-yii in A.D. 318. 
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Collection of notes concerning the translation of Tripitaka (T. 
2115), gives biographies of 32 famous monks, mainly translators 
and exegetes. 

Tao-hsiian, the most famous Buddhist historian of the T'ang 
Dynasty (A.D. 6 18-907 ), continued the series of eminent monks 
known as Hsu-kao seng-chuan, Further Biographies of Eminent 
Monks, which contains biographies of 33 monks (CTT 30 No. 
2060, pp. 425, 657 c-658a). Not only the biographies of eminent 
monks have been preserved but also lives of eminent nuns have 
occupied the same exalted position in the Kao serzg-chuan (here- 
after abbreviated KSC). It  records the biographies of 65 
Eminent Nuns, Pi-ch'iu-ni chuan ct ir 48 (CTT 2065) 
compiled by Pao-ch'ang of the Liang Dynasty. All these intel- 
lectual elites' writings of lives of eminent monks, on account of 
their excellent qualities, both as historical as well as literary 
works, became the standard to be followed by future biographers. 
I-ching tried to write within the convention and tradition of 
Chinese historiographers. The historical biographies of the re- 
nowned Indian AcBryas like ASvaghosal, NBgBrjuna2, Arya- 
deva" and Vasubandhu4 and the biography of Emperor .4Soka6 
and others are to be found in KSC. These biographies are un- 
doubtedly an indispensable source for the history of the early 
gentry Buddhism and Buddhist Church in China and are of im- 
mense importance for their literary and social value. 

The monk Hui-min @. R of the Liang Dynasty (A.D. 
502-557), first introduced the title KSC and gave the name to 
his work. Hui-chiao, compiler of KSC wrote in his preface ". . .If 
men of real achievement conceal their brilliance then they are 
eminent but not famous; when men of slight virtue happen to 
be in accord with their times then they are famous but not 
eminent. "6 Thus hui-chiao has made a clear-cut distinction 

1 .  Taisho Ed. Vol. 30 No. 2046, p, 183. Translated by Kumirajiva. 
2. Ibid. No. 2047, p. 134. Translated by Kumirajiva. 
3. Ibid. No. 2048, p. 186. Translaten by Kumsrajiva. 
4. Ibid. No. 2049, p. 188. Translated by Paramirtha also called 

Gunaratna from Ujjain. 
5.  Ibid. No. 2042, p. 99. Translated by a Parthian (Persian) monk, An 

Fa-ch' in. 
6. Ibid., p. 408. 
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between an eminent monk and a famous one. A famous monk 
might be able to glorify his religion during his life time but an 
eminent monk was able to set open a new vista and was to herald 
a new epoch in Buddhism by his brilliant scholarship and exam- 
ple, and his life would be the model to future generations. 

I-ching undertook the difficult task of collecting and compiling 
the biographies of fifty-six monks who may not be considered 
as important as Tao-an, Hui-chiao, Kumirajiva and others but 
their contribution is equally great in promoting and transmit- 
ting the light of Buddhism. From his preface, from his KSC as 
well as from his own biography, we understand his various motives 
which prompted the writer in compiling the biographies of 
eminent monks. 

His main objective was to immortalise those self-sacrificing 
monks who made a striking contribution to the propagation and 
prosperity of Dharma bequeathed by the Buddha. They were 
the torch-bearers who would illuminate the posterity. I-ching 
not only tried to establish the religious eminence of the monks 
but also the prestige and honour they commanded from the 
people, officials, kings, princes in China as well as in India. The 
austere lives, self-sacrificing and adventurous spirit, the brilliant 
scholarship and wonderful accomplishment of the Buddhist 
monks would inspire the future generations. In this regard I- 
ching's monks are eminent. 

From I-ching's account of these monks, we get a general im- 
pression of the immense hardship and perils the pilgrims braved 
during their travel, their indomitable spirit and desire for learn- 
ing Buddhism in India. But in spite of these difficulties they 
never faltered, never wavered. This quest for spiritual knowl- 
edge gave them impetus to take up the perilous journey either 
by land or by sea. I t  is in fact, a pathetic succession of tales of 
woes and disappointment. Some of them withered away unre- 
cognised without sharing the benefit of their experience and 
learning with their compatriots in their own homeland. I-ching 
in the Preface said, "No doubt, it is great merit and fortune to 
visit the Western country (India) in search of the Law but at 
the same time it is an extremely difficult and perilous under- 
taking." I-ching gave his own experience in the same Preface. 
"Many days I have passed without food even without a drop 
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of water. I was always worried and no spirit was left in me.. . .IC 
however, a monk happened to reach India after such perilous 
journey, he would find no Chinese monastery there. There was 
no fixed place to settle down. We had to move from place to 
place like a blade of grass swept by wind. I wish to fulfil my 
desire so that the future generations may know all about the 
facts. I had heard with my own ears and seen with my own eyes 
the difficulties the monks had undergone previously." 

He mentioned that on one occasion a monk with a very vague 
idea of Buddhist establishment in India drew a sketch of Jetavana 
Vihiira but the sketch was far from reality. I-ching sent a plan 
of Niilandii to acquaint the Buddhist followers with the real 
Niilandii of India. I-ching was very much distressed when he 
found the Chinese government did not appoint any commission 
to investigate the whereabouts of those missing monks. He thou- 
ght it reasonable and proper to write a comprehensive and con- 
nected account of them. 

Sino-Indian relation was established by the selfless Buddhist 
monks of both India and China who undertook to carry the 
message of love which Buddha delivered for the suffering man- 
kind. The cultural intercourse between the two great countries 
was primarily initiated by the Chinese, hence, source materials 
of its history are to be found in Chinese only. Unfortunately, 
Indian history has not recorded the great achievements of those 
noble Indian scholars who went to China with purely missionary 
spirit and whose names are interwoven with the history of Bud- 
dhism in China. They were the torch-bearers of Indian civili- 
sation abroad. The Chinese not only preserved the names of 
those Indians but also had preserved the record of the Chinese 
monks who went out to India in search of the Law. These source 
materials of spiritual and cultural intercourse between the two 
ancient civilisations have not yet been fully explored. 

Politically India was considered weak and feeble, being the 
prey of frequent foreign invasions in the North, but the specta- 
cular cultural conquest which India had achieved cannot be 
under-estimated. Indian culture penetrated peacefully and glori- 
ously into various parts of Central Asia and East Asia enriching 
their political, social and cultural life including art, literatul-e, 
and architecture. Sir Charles Eliot says, "For the reality of 
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Indian influence in Asia-from Japan to the frontiers of Persia, 
from Macedonia to Java, from Burma to Mongolia is undoubted 
and the influence is one."' This idea of 'oneness' removed natu- 
ral, political, social and religious barriers and united all these 
countries into one world. 

This cultural intercourse between India and China was mainly 
carried on through important routes : one, over-land route thro- 
ugh Central Asia to India; another, sea-route, starting from the 
port of Kuang-chou through the South China sea into the 
Indian ocean. 

The over-land route was older and the sea-route became popu- 
lar with the advancement of scienw and culture during the T'ang 
Dynasty. The ancient route passed through one of the caravan 
towns and the Chinese territory of Tun-huang, outside the 
Great Wall, on the edge of the Gobi desert and then through the 
province of Kan-su to Ch'ang-an and Lo-yang. This over-land 
route with its cities and towns was 'terra incognito' to the Chi- 
nese till the second century B.C. In the seventh and eighth 
centuries, navigation became a little easier and safer with China's 
progress in ship-building and mariners' compass. Such danger- 
ous routes were used by the Sramanas who built up the cultural 
relation between India and China. The immense hardship 
and privation the monks had to face either by ancient over-land 
or sea-route is still a legend to us, living in the Space Age when 
the journey to the Mpon is no longer a myth. I-ching was the 
pioneer who first took up the sea voyage from China. 

After the introduction of Buddhism, the Buddhist intellec- 
tuals faced a serious problem regarding the translation of Bud- 
dhist Siitras with their highly technical terminology. In order 
to popularise the new Faith and salvage the docrine from initial 
vagueness and remove doubts, the sacred books had to be made 
available to the population. People had to be given an oppor- 
tunity to acquire correct knowledge of the philosophical thou- 
ghts of Buddhism and also have an idea of the controversial 
issues. The main concentration of the Buddhist community in 
China, therefore, was on the translation and explanation of Indian 
Buddhist texts. In this matter China was much ahead of time.a 

1 . Hinduism and Buddhism. Introduction p. xi. 
2. Chao Po-chu: Buddhism in China, p. 10. f. n. E. Ziircher-Th Buddhist 

Conquest of  China, pp. 202-204. E .  J. Brill. 1972. Leiden. 



Lo-yang, the capital city became an important centre of a 
highly organised team of translators. In this stupendous task 
those whose names still shine like bright stars are the bi-lingual 
scholars like a Parthian monk An Shih-kaol, Dharrnaraksa2 
and Lokaksema3 of Indo-Scythian origin and Kum5rajiva4 of' 
Kucha. They worked with a team of Chinese monk-scholars who 
helped them in their work. As a result of this joint endeavour 
about 1 1 53 Buddhist texts were translated into Chinese two and 
a half centuries after the first introduction of Buddhism in China 
in A.D. 67. Equally important are tlie famous Chinese monk- 
scholars like Tao-ans, Chih-~h'ien,~ and Hui-yiian7 who awake- 
ned a new spirit and encouraged the Chinese monks to make 
pilgrimage to India. Before long missionary activities entered a 
new phase. 

The Chinese Buddhists were greatly confused by multifarious 
forms of Buddhism introduced in China from India and Central 
Asia by importation of missionaries belonging to different schools 
and different countries, by translation of Mahgy5na Siitras like 
VimalakirtinirdeSa, Saddharmapundarika, Mahciparinirocina and the 
Buddha Avatanisaka ncima Maha'vaipulya Siitra of two great Indian 
schools of Ngggrjuna and Asanga and by the translation of some 
Hinayha texts. Amidst this ever growing confusion and uncer- 
tainty the Chinese thinkers were groping in the dark for centuries 
and thus led to the departure of renowned pilgrims like Fa-hsien 
in A.D. 400, Hsuan-chuang in A.D. 629 and I-ching inA.D. 637 
and others for India in search of genuine texts and the true doc- 
trines and to pay homage to the far-famed shrines of their reli- 
gion. The confusion caused by erroneous translation of the Bud- 
dhist texts, the misunderstanding of subtle and mystic ideas of 
the Buddhist philosophy and lack of disciplinary code for monastic 

1. Chinese Tripitaka. T. Vol. 50, No. 2059, p. 323. Nanjio's Catalogue 
Appendix ii, No. 4. 

2. Ibid. App. 11, No. 23. 
3. CTT Vol. 50. No. 2059, p. 324, NC ii. 3. 
4. Ibid. p. 330. NC ii, No. 59. 
5. Ibid. p. 351. 
6. NCii, No. 18. 

7. KSC, vii. 358. 1 .  6. 
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life prompted the earnest pilgrims to undertake hazardous voya- 
ges across the breadth of Asia to procure complete and purer 
sources. The eternal religious fervour of the monks to make pil- 
grimage to India, the holy land of the Buddhists, was nonethe- 
less important. 

After the death of Tao-an (who was eager to send monks to 
India) in A.D. 385, a large number of Chinese Sramanas was 
ready to make pilgrimage to India. Fa-hsien, the able disciple of 
Tao-an, the pioneer of all, started on the adventurous journey 
to India from the western border of China, with an avowed inten- 
tion of collecting Buddhist texts on the Vinaya so that he could 
be able to correct the misrepresentation and irregularities of the 
Vinaya rules practised there. Fa-hsien left an account of his 
journey of about sixteen years (A.D. 399-414) in the Fo-kuo chi1 
(Record of the Buddhist Country). He knew Sanskrit well and 
succeeded in translating a voluminous work on the disciplinary 
code of the Mahgsanghika. 

The period which intervened between the visits of the two fa- 
mous missionaries viz. Fa-hsien and Hsiian-chuang (-4.D. 629- 
645) of the Great T'ang period is known for the visits of Sung- 
yiin and Hui-sheng2 (A.D. 518) who left very short narratives 
of their travel. 

The Sino-Indian cultural intercourse wl~ich was built by reso- 
lute monks during the five centuries, had a set-back. There was 
a temporary eclipse of activities of the missionaries nearly for one 
hundred years. But after this period of inactivity and stagnation, 
a new era began in the histor). of Buddhism with the political 
unification achieved under the Sui (A.D. 590-617) and the 
T'ang Dynasties (A.D. 6 18-907 ) . During this new era of rejuvi- 
nation, Buddhism became more prosperous and flourishing under 
the Imperial patronage. 

1 .  I t  was translated into English by S. Beal in 1869, 1884; by H. A. 
Giles in 1877. A notice by T .  IYatters was published in the China Ra~isw 
1879 and 1880 and one by Prof. Janles Leggc in 1886 (Clarendon Press). 
French Translation was done by Re' musat in 1836. 

2. CTT 51, No. 2086 p. 866, Vol. These two monks were sent by 
the Empror of the Northern-FVei Dynasty to visit the relics of the prince 
Sudsna ( Sudina KumHrarija JAtaka) of Dantalokagiri. After their short 
visit to the holy land (India) they went back to China in the second year of the 
& Cheng-kuang period ( A .  D, 519) of the Emperor Hsiian-Wu. 
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Both the Sui and the T'ang Dynasties maae it an Imperial 
policy to patronise the Buddhist establishment by innumerable 
donations, by erecting hundredsof Buddhist monuments and tem- 
ples not only in the Imperial capital but also in provincial cities 
and towns. By then Buddhism had already acquired a glorious 
past history of five centuries. Buddhism flourished both in the 
North and South China. During the first two hundred year; of the 
the T'ang, Buddhism flourished as never before. 

In the third vear of the k Chen-kuan period (A.D. 
627-649) of the Emperor T'ai-Tsung, the most renowned travel- 
ler, the Great Tripitaka-master Hsuan-chuang secretly set out 
on his long journey to the West in A.D. 629. His travel in the 
Western regions and in India covered almost seventeen years 
(A.D. 629-645). When Hsiian-chuang returned from India, the 
Emperor T'ai-Tsung gave a great ovation and public honour was 
conferred upon him. He returned witha priceless treasure con- 
sisting of 657 sacred books, images of the Lord in gold and silver, 
150 relics of the Buddha and good-will from India. Learned 
monks were employed to assist him in translating the large num- 
ber of books he had brought. Hsuan-chuang presented to the 
Emperor the account of his travel known as Ta-T'ang-hsi-yii chi1 
(The Buddhist Record of the Western World of the Great T'ang' 
Dy. ). The pilgrim-monk worked tremendously till his end came 
in A.D. 664, and translated the most difficult Mahgygna texts- 
Vijikptimdtratd Siddhi Jdstra with sanskrit commentaries, Mahd- 
prajiid Pdramitd Stitra, Madhydnta Vibhafiga Jdrtra etc. 

The detailed and romantic accounts of the Buddhist shrines 
in India and other countries he passed through and his perfect 
faith, devotion and love for learning became a constant source cf 
inspiration to his contemporaries and posterities. I-ching, the 
most important Chinese traveller after Hsuan-chuang and a 
devout Buddhist, was greatly moved and inspired by the life of 
his illustrious predecessor. 

1. It was translated into French by M. Julien, under the title 
Memoires sur les Contress occidentales in 1857 ; Hisloire de La Vie de Hiouen- 
Thasang is another French translation by the same author ( 1853) . Also see 
the English translation The Record of the Western Kingdom b y  S .  Beal 
and Thomas Watters, 1 884; The  Life of Hiuen-Tsang ( abstract) b y  S. Beal, 
1888; The Lifc of Hitlen-Tsang b y  Chinese Buddhist Accociation, Peking, 1959. 
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I-ching was born in Fan-yang (near Peking) in 635 A.D. when 
the Emperor T'ai-Tsung was reigning. At the age of nine he 
went to his preceptors Shan-yii and Hui-hsi who were living on 
the mountain at Shan-tung. First he was taught the secular lite- 
rature and later on, he devoted himself to the Sacred Buddhist 
Canon. He took his Pravrajyi (Order) when he was fourteen 
years old. He must have witnessed the great ovation 
extended to the great pilgrim Hsiian-chuang by the Emperor 
T'ai-Tsung. He entertained the idea of visiting India from early 
life, but he had to wait till his thirty-seventh year (A.D. 671 ) 
when his dream came to be true. He was very energetic, pains- 
taking, persevering and loving to his friends and teachers. 

After getting fully ordained by his Updhy@a  Hui-hsi, I-ching 
devoted full five years to the study of the Vinaya, practised some 
of the 13 Dhiila'rigar. All through his life he never deviated from 
the teachings of his preceptor. 

I-ching had great admiration and love for his predecessors both 
Fa-hsien and Hsiian-chuang. The former was much interested 
in the monastic code and the latter in Buddhist philosophy and 
metaphysics. I-ching belonged to the Miila-Sarvistiva'da School 
and his primary object was to collect the original texts of the Vi- 
naya like Fa-hsien and to study the Buddhist code of disciplinary 
rules in India. We get the idea of the prevailing system of dis- 
cipline in the biography of Shih-lo-po-p'o, Silaprabha (One of 
the 56 monks) of the T'ang period-"Many years had already 
passed when the great religion (Buddhism) had flooded China 
in the East but the Institutional School has just started, at the 
same time the Canonical texts emphasising the importance of 
monastic discipline are also very rare." 

While I-ching was in Ch'ang-an attending religious discourses, 
he agreed to form with Ch'u-i, a teacher of the Law of Shen-si, 
Hung-i, a teacher of Sistra of Lai-chou and two or three other 
monks and make pilgrimage to the place known as Vulture's 
Peak (Grdhrakiita) in Rijagrha. Ultimately most of his compa- 
nions backed out for some reason or other. I-ching undertook 
his projected journey with a solitary young monk Shan-hsing of 
Shen-si. He embarked on a merchant ship from Canton and 
proceeded towards the South. "He thus parted with his friends 
while he did not find a new acquaintance in India". He was 
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very much unhappy in his solitary \vandering but the memorable 
lines of Confucius-"An excellent General can resist the aggre- 
ssive army but the resolution of a gentleman \\-ill never changew- 
always consoled him, inspired him and kept his spirit high. He 
took leave from his preceptor Hui-hsi who encouraged him to 
proceed on the pilgrimage, and blessed him to attain spiritual 
light. Before his departure, the devout Buddhist neighbours 
came to say good-bye to him and gave him fine piecesof silk, 
brocades and thousands of canopies to be offered with devotion 
to the holy shrines and Buddha images in India, on their behalf. 

I-ching reached Sri-vijaya (Sumatra) and stayed there for a 
couple of months studying Sanskrit Grammar. Sri-vijaya became 
one of the most important centres of learning under the patron- 
age of the Sailendra Kings. There he studied the practices and 
customs of the Buddhists of Sri-vijaya and other neighbouring 
countries. I-ching during his long sojourn of twenty-five years 
(A.D. 67 1-695 ) travelled through more than thirty countries. 

In India, this devoted scholar spent ten years learning Sanskrit 
Grammar and Buddhism from profoundly erudite scholars of 
the premier University of Nilandi, the Alma mater of Hsiian- 
chuang. Nilandi was then at the zenith of prosperity and fame. 
I-ching had deep regard and sincere gratitude for his teachers. 
"I-ching with utmost reverence and undivided mind prostrated 
before the image of the Buddha and first prayed for China that 
the four kinds of benefits must prevail in the Dharmadhdtu (in the 
realm of Law) among all the living beings there." After visiting 
the Buddhist shrines he took leave to return home. He sailed fl-om 
Timralipti in A.D. 685 and reached the crowded city of h i -  
vijaya. He stayed there again for four years. From there he sent, 
through one of his friends, a complete manuscript of Nan-hai- 
chi-kuei-nei-fa chuan ('A Record of The Buddhist Religion as 
Practised in India and the Malay Archipelago'', A.D. 67 1-695 ), 
the Ta-T'ang-hsi-yii-chiu-kao-setlg chuan (Biographies of Eminent 
Monks who went to the Western World in Search of the Law 
During the Great T'ang D y n a ~ t y ' ~ )  in two volumes \vhich is 

1 .  English translation by t he learned Japanese scholar J. Takakusu 
(Munshi Ram Manoharlal, Delhi) . 

2. French Summary by E. Chavanness-Memoip-e compose a l'epoque dc la 
grnnde dynastie T'ang sur les religieux eminent.( qtt i  nllerent chercher la loi duns les 
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translated here, to Ch'ang-an (modern Si-an ). During his stay 
in India, he came across a large number of Chinese monk-pil- 
grims whose accounts he recorded later. Most of them were 
contemporaries of 1-ching. He at the end has remarked, "My 
only desire is to receive the light handed down from time to time. 
I am satisfied that I, having learned the Law in the morning, 
my doubt like rising dust is dispelled in the morning. I shall not 
regret dying in the evening." 

On his return to the Divine Land, he received official recep- 
tion in 689 A.D. The later part of the seventh century was do- 
minated by the Dowger Empress Wu, a devout follower of the 
Faith. Under the patronage of Wu, I-ching spent his busy life 
in China completing the stupendous task of translating the texts 
he carried home, with the assistance of some Indian monks like 
SiksBnanda, Iivara and others. He completed the translation 
of 56 works in 230 volumes and 5 compilations in A.D. 700-712. 
The Account of The Fifty-six Monks is one of them. He died in 
A.D. 7 13 in his seventy-ninth year of age. This devout scholar 
who braved all the perils of journey to India to collect original 
Vinaya text was one who decided 'not to live but to know'. 

These fifty-six monks were all Chinese with a few exceptionsof 
Koreans and one from Sogdiana.1 They started their travel 
with the commencement of the glorious reign of the Great T'ang 
Dynasty (hence the title of the work). They came to India 
with an insatiable desire to pay respect to the far-famed remains 
of the Buddha and to learn Buddhism in its birth place. I-ching 
has described the gifts and honour they received from the Indian 
rulers, princes and the Buddhist scholars during their sojourn in 
India. 

Dr. Lo says that Prof. Liang Ch'i-ch'aoz (1873-1929) after 
much research had found about 180 monk-pilgrims and men- 
tioned them in his essay on "Chinese students going abroad 1500 

years ago and afterwardr". Most of the eminent monks whose lives 

flab d'occident, par I-tsing, Paris 1894 (Buddhist Bibliography p. l l S), the 
English excerpt "Indian Travels of Chinese Buddhists" by S. Beal . The 
Indian Antiquary vol 10. 188 1 .  p. 1 09. 

1 .  Khirgiz S. S. R. ,  Kazak, S. S. R. in U. S. S. R. 
2. Chinese Sources for Indian History published by the National 

Archi\-es of India p.83. Liang Ch'i-Ch'ao, was a great thinker, reformer and 
literary figure of modern period. 
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are recorded by I-ching's XSC belonged to unknown families 
living in poverty with an exception of four or five who belonged 
to the gentry family. Their fathers, grandfathers, were holding 
Imperial posts. In  the third and fourth centuries a new type of 
Buddhism known as gentry Buddhism was developed by a group 
of cultured, intellectual monks who excelled both in secular learn- 
ing and Buddhist scholarship. But in t he sixth-seventh centuries 
the scene changed and the Buddhism which was confined to the 
higher strata of the Chinese society became known to the com- 
mon masses and by the time of the T'ang it was deeply rooted in 
the society. It is because of this that I-ching did not know the 
secular surnames of the monks or anything about their family 
connections. But most of them were well versed both in non- 
Buddhist and Buddhist literature. Their literary activity is 
greatly emphasised. Some of them having memorised the Clas- 
sicsr a t  an early age became proficient in writing prose and poetry 
and in calligraphy. 

The lives of those fifty-six monks throw a flood of light on their 
patriotic zeal, love for their own homeland China, for its old 
ways of social and domestic life. Wherever they went they always 
longed to return to China. The Chinese monks all through the 
history of India-China intercourse never thought of settling down 
in India. The splendour of India did not shake their love for 
their own motherland. Their feelings, their subtle emotions are 
well expressed in the following lines. On one occasion, I-ching 
along with Prajiiiideva was on a visit to Grdhrakuta. They offe- 
red worship there and then ascending to the mountain top cast 
their glances afar and seemed to see China (on the horizon). 
Both were sorrowful at heart. I-ching composed a poem express- 
ing the feelings of the moment. Its concluding lines are: ". ..You 
go to India not for worldly happiness but for the Life Eternal". 

Many of these fifty-six monks after ordination took Indian 
names. The Chinese transcription of the Sanskrit names of some 
of them are given against their names. This transcription is not 
difficult to interpret but in many cases transcriptions of Sanskrit 

1. Five classics viz. Shih-ching, Shu-ching, I-ching, Li-chi ancl Ch'un Ch'iu 
(Book of Songs, Book of History, Book of Change, Book of Rituals, Aritumn and 
Spring). 
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names are not given. I have tried to translate those Chinese 
names into Sanskrit. 

Arthur F. Wright has done wonderful and excellent work on 
Hui-Chiao's Lives of Eminent Monks (KSE) and thus set an 
example for the future scholars to work on the same scientific 
line (Silver Jubilee Vol. Kyoto University). 

The long history of Sino-India relation ,was founded entirely 
upon Buddhism. This was possible as a result of peaceful pene- 
tration by missionaries and traders and not by force of arms. 
This relation was mainly spiritual and cultural in character car- 
ried on by Buddhist monks both from India and China. The 
Indian religion with its fascinating culture had exercised a 
profound influence over the countries in the East and the South 
where it spread. 





Biography of Eminent Monks 
Who Went to the Western Region 

in Search of the Law 
During the Great Ta'ng Dynasty 

E N G L I S H  T R A N S L A T I O N  





CHAPTER I 

PREFACE. 

Biographies Of Eminent Monks Who Went to The Western 
World1 In Search Of The Law During The Great T'ang Dynasty. 

I, Sramana2 1-ching returned to Shih-li-fo-shih, Sri-vijayaa 
in the South Sea from the Western Country (India), and from 

I .  The ancient Chinese travellers always mentioned India and neigh- 
bouring regions lying to the Western border of China as Hsi-yii, Western World. 
Hsiian-Chuang's travel is known as Hsi-yli chi, ,. +& he 

2. He, who renounces the family, to follow the Law is called Shu-man 
5 - v  ?? H e  has to observe 250 rules. 

3. This name has been mentioned many a time in this text. Sri-vijaya 
or Sumatra was one of the important islands in the South-China sea or Malay 
Archipelago. I t  was for a long time a renowned centre of Indian civilisation. 
I-Ching who made the voyage to India by sea, stayed in this prosperous and 
flourishing Kingdom for seven years from A.D. 688-695 both on his outward 
voyage to India and on his return. The record of his experiences contains 
more information about South-East Asia than is to be found in the official 
annals of dynastic history of China. Sri-vijaya was the meeting place of both 
Indian and Chincsc pilgrim-monks proceeding to opposite directions as the 
Caravan town like Tun-huang was the resting place for the traveller monks 
coming and going by the Caravan route. In the 222nd Chiian of the New 
Tang Dynasp Record, there is a mention of Chih-li-fo-shih. I t  was commonly 
called S r i - ~ h o ~ a .  From east to west, it was one thousand li and from north 
to south four thousand li with fourteen cities. Sri-vijaya produced lots of gold 
and was famous for mineral products. See J. J. Takakusu, A Record of th 
Buddhist Religion as practised in India and Malay Archipelago, p. XI. (hence forth 
abridged ARBRPIMA) ; Chang Hsing-lang, Chung-hsi chiao-t'ung Shih- 
liao (The Materia1.r for a History of Sino-Foreign Relatio+) Vol. VI, p. 374. 

C. P. Fitz Gerald, The Southern Expamion of the Chinese Peoblc, Second Map. 
S. E. Asia. 
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there sent back the manuscript of (Nan-hai ) Chei-Kuei (nei-fa- 
chuan)' and the sketch of the NBlandP, Na-lan-t'a monastery. 

Previously there were many noble monks in the Divine Land 
(China) who had gone to the Western Country (in search of the 
Law) without caring for their lives. Fa-hsien, the pioneer of all, 
went forth on difficult and perilous route (to India and the neigh- 
bouring countries). Hsiian-Chuang, following his footsteps, 
opened the regular overland route to India. 

The earliest Chinese travellers started their solitary journey 
either by following high road, crossed the Great Wall (Western 
frontier) or they took the sea route to reach India. The monk- 
travellers, while making journey by land or by sea, remembered 
all along the traces of the Buddha and prostrated before his Law 
reverentially. They always desired to go back to their mother- 
land to report their experiences to the Emperors. 

However, it was a great luck and fortune (to visit India), but 
it was extremely difficult and perilous undertaking. None of 
those who brought leaves, flowers and canopies (to offer), could 
produce any significant result, and a few of them could corrlplete 
their mission. This was due to the rugged stony deserts and big 
rivers of the Land of the Elephants (India), the blaze of the Sun 
that puts forth scorching heat, or the sky kissing waves swelled 
by giant whales, the abysses and the waters that reach the hea- 
vens. While travelling alone outside the Iron Gate #, ?? 
T'ieh-mena (between Samarkand and Bactria), one wandered 
amongst ten thousand mountains, fell into the pit of cliffy moun- 
tains or while sailing beyond the Copper Pillar T'ung-chu3 
$q& one had to cross thousand rivers 5 :z and, 10s t one's life. 

1. For details Vide I-Ching's own description of NllandH. 
2. Iron Gate was the name of a mountain pass at about ninety milu 

south-east of Samarkand. The pass was almost inaccessible. In the Ta-T'ang- 
b i @  chi, Hsiian-Chuang had mentioned the name of Iron Gate. He des- 
cribed that on both sides of the pass there were precipitous mountains of iron 
colour. Innumerable iron bells were fixed on the gates which were strong and 
impregnable. Iron pass is Derbent near Badabshan. 

3. During the time of the Eastern Han, A.D. 25-220, Ma-Yiian, the well- 
known commander was sent to resist the attack by Tibetans. He repelled the 



I had passed many days without food, even without a drop of 
water. I really wonder, how could the travellers, under such 
difficult conditions, keep up their morale and spirit. Due to this 
perilous journey, the appearance of the pilgrims would undergo 
complete change. 

When I decided to leave China I had fifty companions, but 
finally most of them stayed back. If, however, a monk happened 
to reach India after such perilous journey, he would find no Chi- 
nese monastery there. There was no fixed place (for us) to settle 
down. We had to move from place to place like a blade of grass 
swept by wind. Under such difficult circumstances, to study 
Buddhism and the Law was really a very great task. Their since- 
rity and devotion were praiseworthy indeed ! 

I wish to fulfil my desire (to write about my experience) so 
that the future generations may know all about the facts. I had 
heard with my own ears, and had seen with my own eyes, the 
difficulties the monks had undergone previously. Hence, I write 
this book according to the chronological order of the past events. 
I record first the biographies of those who were still living and 
afterwards of those who had already passed away. 

I .  k *q -' is 9 Hsiian-chao Fa-shih of T'ai-chou. 

2. @ -y $ $i S& Tao-hsi Fa-shih of Ch'i-chou. 
3. %++j $#f%$ Shih-pien of Ch'i-chou. 
4. $7 % 4 #kg A-li-yeh-pa-mo Fa-shih of Hsin-luo. 
5. $9 ,+ 9 4 & $ HBi-yeh Fa-shih of Hsin-luo. 

6 .  & Ch'iu-pen Fa-shih of Hsin-lvo. 

7. @j% 2 $ Hsiian-t'ai Fa-shih of Hsin-luo. 

8. $q @ 2 Hriian-k'o Fa-shih of Hdn-luo. 
9.-10. $q f& $j :& 9 ~ X ' w o  other monks from Hsin-luo. 

- comman- attack and turned them back to the Western frontier. Later on, h, 
ded the army to Chiao-chih, modern Tonkin. The people of Chiao-chih 
tried to overthrow the Chinese supremacy over them. But Ma-Yuan defeated 
the rebellious people headed by a woman. To commemorate this victory be 
erected coppcr pillars on the extensive southern border. These were used as a 

mark of demarcation between the two countries. 
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1 @ 9 FO-t'o-pa-mo-shih of Tu-huo-luo. 
12. -& $ A ig $ Tao-fang Fa-shih of Ping-chou. 

13, $i .q & t :h $?, Tao-sheng Fa-shih of Ping-chou. 
14. & -9 $ % $7 &if, Ch'ang-min Ch'an-shih of Ping-chou. 
15. $ # 3 - A disciple of Ch'ans-min. 
16.% tq rp Mo-ti-seng-he-shih of Ching-shih. 
1 7. 9 * $ Hsiian-hui of Ching-shih. 
18. $ Chih-tuo-pa-rno-shih. 
1 9 - 2 0 . ~ ~  $ 5 ~ l s j  @- & = TWO men. 
21. :& $ Lung Fa-shih. 
2 2 . 6  ++J 8A i& 9 Ming-yiian Fa-shih of 1-chou. 
23. $ ."1 $4 f i )  9 I-lang Lii-shih of I-chou. 
24.21 ggii, # - A disciple of Lii-shih Lang. 
2 5 . g  .t+j $ :& Chih-an Fa-shih of I-chou. 
2 6 .  $ $ f$ Hui-ning Lii-shih of I-chou. 
27.k -q 5 tfl :a pip Yiin-ch'i Fa-shih of Chiao-chou. 
28. A '$ bp MU-ch'a-t'i-p'o-shih of Chiao-chou. 
29.Q -4 ; b~ K'uei-ch'ung Fa-shih of Chiao-chou. 
30.2  'q 4 ;& )if Hui-yen Fa-shih of Chiao-chou. 

31. 44 $ <& b? Hsin-chou Fa-shih. 
32. & -q $3 :ti $ Chih-hsing Fa-shih of Ai-chou. 
33-85 mkk *$c 6.P Ta-ch'ang-teng ch'en shih of 

Ai-chou. 
34.4 la i$ & $ Seng-chia-pa-mo-shih of T'ang- 

kuo. 
35-36. ,% 8 fk % Pi-an and Chih-an of Kao-ch'ang. 
37. -g 7% 4 j. :q :4 $ T'an-jun Fa-shih of Lo-yang. 

38. ;& 7% & $$ $$ $ I-hui Lun-shih of Lo-yang. 
39-40-41. K. @ L A. Three more men from China. 
42. &j .% #. V 6 :& irg Hui-lun Fa-shih of Hsin-luo. 

43. ;{ i-#. :h $ Tao-lin Fa-shih of Ching-chou. 
44. $! -4 a C ik bp T'an-kuang Fa-shih of Ching-chou. 
45. A 7, $j - One mcre from China. 
46. $fi 7 @ tf + Hui-rning Ch'an-shih of Ching-chou. 
47. yd -Y d f$ &P Hsiian-k'uei Lii-shih of Jun-chou. 
4 8 . 9  4 5% $ Shan-hsing Fa-shih of Chin-chou. 



There were fifty-six monks as mentioned above. The monks 
whose names are mentioned in the beginning (of the list) wcre 
all scattered. I-ching met only five of monks-Wu-hsing, Tao- 
lin, Hui-lun, Seng-che and Chih-hung mentioned in this note. 
In the first year of the 4% Ch'ui-Kungl period, I-ching 
with the monk Wu-hsing, the Dhyina-master, bade farewell to 
China and embarked on his journey towards Western regions. 
Even 'to-day' (at the time of I-Ching), no commission had been 
deputed to find out whether they were living or they were dead. 

Sramana Hsiian-chao Fa-shih-the monk Hsiian-chao was a 
native of Hsien-chang2 in T'ai-chou. His Sanskrit name was 
& p- $ & &, Pan-chia-she-mo-ti, Prakiiamati. He was 
known as Jfiinaprabha in Chinse. His grandfather and father- 
both were successively holding high posts in the Imperial 
Services. But at an early age he cut his hair done up in a knob, 
threwaway the hairpins and accepted the tonsure. 

As he grew, he desired to pay homage to the sacred places. 
For this purpose, he went to the capital city to attend discussions 
and deliberations on Buddhist Sfitras and Sistras. In the middle 
of the 6 @ Chen-Kuan period, in the monastery of 

I .  In A.D. 685 the Dowger Empress Wu of the T'ang Dynasty dethroned 
the rightful sovereign and usurped the throne for herself for twenty years. 
T o  commemorate this event, she started this era and founded the Dynastic 
title of Chou instead of the T'ang from this date. 

2. In T'ai-chou Fu, modern Che-kiang, or Che-chiang, Lat. 28"52', 
Long. 120" 46'. 

3. T'ai-Tsung the second Emperor of the T'ang Dynasty started this era 
in A.D. 627. 
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Ta-hsing-shad h 91 -$ of Hsien-chang, he first started 
learning Sanskrit literature with the monk teacher Hstian- 
chang. Thereafter, he with a mendicant stick proceeded to- 

wards the West as a Parivrijaka cherishing the memory of $R [a 
Chih-yiian, J e t a ~ a n a . ~  Leaving behind Chin-chou (Lan-chou ) 
(or the Capital city) he crossed the drifting sands and passing 
through the Iron gate, ascended the snow-clad mountains. In  
the fragrant water of the nearby lake he had his wash, bearing 
in his mind to complete the vow of (acquiring) profund know- 
ledge. He climbed the dangerous 3 . Ts'ung-foua 
Pamir, and kept up his vigour and spirit. He took a vow 
of achieving San-yu4, 3 % Trailokya ; he crossed i& # 

1. 'The Great goodness-promoting' 'Bhadrodqva' was one of the ten 
famous T'ang monasteries of the capital Ch'ang-an. According to Ennin's 
report dated A.D. 775, the capital had three hundred Buddha halls as well 
as thirty-three small monasteries and an unspecified number of larger one. 
Vide The Chinese Tripilaka, Taisho Ed. (Hence fo~ th  C.T.T.) Vol. 51, No. 
2093, p. 1022. 

2. The founder of the Jetavana-Vihka, in the vicinity of Srgvasti, was a 
f~mous and wealthy merchant Aniithapindika (supporter of destitute and 
orphans) of Sr~vasti. He purchased the pleasure-garden of the prince Jeta 
by paying a fantastic price for the residence of the Buddha. Aniithapindika 
transformed the park into a Sanghir5ma which developed into a large estab- 
lishment and became a favourite resort of the Buddha and his followers. The 
legend says that the Buddha had spent nineteen 'Vassa' period in this Jetavana 
and delivered most of his important sermons here. The early Chinese travel- 
lers like Fa-hsien and Hsiian-Chuarig visited this place. Fa-hsien lecorded 
tnat "The Jetavana-VihHla was originally seven storeyed. The kings and the 
people of the countries vied with one anothel in their offerings hanging up 
about it silken streamers and canopies, scattering flowers, burning incense and 
vghting lamps, so as to make the night as bright as the day." James Legge: 
A Record of the Buddhist Kingdom (Translation) pp. 56, 57. 

In A.D. 636 when Hsiian-Chuang visited this place, he found that most 
of the buildings had fallen into decay. 

3. Pamir or Onion range (Kizil rabat). It was known as the Imaos to 
ancient Greek geographers. Pamir joins both the mountains, the T'ien-Shan 
(Celestial Mountain) in the north and the snow clad mountain in the south. 
It is popularly known as the 'Roof of the World'. 

4. Triloka. The three kinds of 'bhava' or existence. The state of mental 
existence in the realm of Kdma or desire, KZmaloka, the field of five senses of 
form or r ilpa-planes of meditation, rifpnloka and beyond form, ar Jpa-the 
fo~mless world corresponding to the higher level of Dhydna. 
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Su-lil to reach tk 9 Tu-ho-luos, Tokhara. Then he passed 
through the countries of the barbarians and reached.& 
T ' ~ - f a n . ~  He was very much favoured by the princess Wen- 
Ch'ang of Tibet who gave him financial help for his journey 
to North India. He gradually reached ?L Tu-lan-t'a, 
Jalandhara.4 

I t  was an extremely difficult and perilously long journey. 
Before he could enter the city, he fell in the hands of robbers. 
There was no place whel e the merchants and travellers could go 
and report the crime or could get help. Despairing of human 

I .  According to Hsuan-Chuang's Travel Su-li (Sogdiana) was the place 
between the city of Su-she water and the country of Kasanna inhabited by 
Su-li people. Su-li was not only the name of the place but also thename of the 
people, their language and literature. The Chinese character SU-li 
used by Hsiian-Chuang differs from & +] used by Iching. He ha. 
mentioned the Su-li people as a general term for the northern extra-India 
people. Takakusu thinks Su-li was in the West of Kashgarh peopled by Mon- 
gols or Turks. See Dr. P. C. Bagchi: India and Central Asia. pp. 43, 44. 

2. Tokharestan, the land of Tukhara people was a great centre of Indian 
culture and religion in Central Asia. 

T o  the ancient Greck it was known by the name of Tochari. In the ancient 
Chinese Annals of the Han Dynasty, it is recorded as Ta-hsia. In the second 
century B.C. China first established contact with Ta-hsia. In the Record of the 

North-Wei  Dparty it is transcribed as T'u-hu-luo ot. 07 8. and in 
the T'ang A-mlr it T'u-huo-luo -9, in the Sayyuktd~ama, Tou- 
sha-luo >j %and in the Saddhrrna Smrtyupaxthina Sara Tu-Chu. @ 4% 

During the Mahomedan period Tokharesthan wa: limited to the territory 
between Badakshan and Balk. But in the earlier p e r i d  the geographical 

boundary of the country was more exterrsive than in the Mahomedan per id .  
According to Hsuan-Chuang, Tu-huo-luo was extended up to the Onion 
range (Ts'ung-ling) in the east, to Persia in the wmt, in the south it touched 
the snow-capped Hindukush and to Iron Pass (Derbent near Badahhan) 

in the north. According to Thomas Watters Tu-huo-luo of Hsiian-Chuang 
was definitely Tukhara of ancient geographers. See Wattrrs- (On Yuan 

Chwang's Travel in India), Vol. I, p. 103. 
Aurel Stein. On Ancient Central Asian Tracks, p. 107 ; Dr. P.C. B n ~ c h i  : I nd ia  

and Central Asia. Chapter 11; Feng Ch'eng-Chun: The Geogruphical names of th 

West. Hsi-Yu-ti-ming : p. 72. 
3. Tibet. 
4. Jalandhara in Punjab. 
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assistance, he chanted some sacred words. In the following night 
he had a dream that fulfilled his desire. Suddenly he woke up 
and found that the robbers were all fast asleep. Stealthily he 
left the place and fled away quickly. Thus he averted the 
danger. 

He lived in Jalandhara for four years. There he was warmly 
received by the king and all arrangements for his food and stay 
were made. While he was living in Jalandhara, he practised 
Sanskrit language and studied the Buddhist Su'tras and Vinaya 
texts, but made little success. 

Next he gradually proceeded towards south and reached 
ifj ~ ~ M ~ - h o - ~ ~ u - t ' i ,  the Mahibodhi sarigh8rirna1 

where he spent four years. He felt very much disappointed 
that he could not see the reverend Arya but he was lucky enough 
to pay reverence to the sacred vestiges of the presence of the 
Buddha. He saw the image of @. TT'zu-shih Maitreya2 that 

1. Mahibodhi Sanghirima was situated in the present thriving village 
of Bodh-Gayi (Lat. 24" 42'N, Long. 85" 01' E, in the District of Gayi, Bihar). 
The present Bodh-Gayi grew and developed around the ancient Sambodhi 
near the sacred village Uruvela, and this Sambodhi later on with the entire 
Buddhist establishment over there came to be known as Mahibodhi. The 
SarighPrima was erected during the Gupta period at the foot of the Bodhi 
tree. .Hsiian-Chuang had left a vivid description of this gieat establishment. 
He  saw an image of Avalokiteivara and Maitreya each made of silver. They 
were above 10 ft. high. 
Vide. Rajendra La1 Mitra: Buddha Cayd; 

Watters 11. pp. 113-136; 

Dr. D. Mitra: Buddhist Monuments, pp. 60-66. 

2. Mention of this Bodhisattva has been made in early Buddhist literature 
like Lalitavistara, Divydcada'na, Mahivastrl, Saddhnrma-Pundarika and Vimala- 
kfrtinirdefa Su'tra. The popularity of Maitreya Bodhisattva in China was enor- 
mous. The Buddhist texts which narrate the story of Maitreya were extensi- 
vely translated into Chinese. In  all these Siitras, it is said that during the rule 
of Cakravarti ruler, peace would specially prevail in this world when Mait1 eya 
the 'Buddhist Messiah' would descend from the Tujita heaven, appear in the 
world and become Buddha under Nigarjuna tree, open three successive meet- 
ings, preach law, and rescue the suffering humanity. 



had been carved h perfect likeness ; it exhibited the fine and 
delicate, absolute sincerity and carefulness (of the artist). I t  
created more veneration. Deeply he studied fg & Chu-she, 
Koha,' Chich-tui-fa i.e. & $4 A b h i d h a d  and the Vinayasa 

See Latika Lahiri: 'Lungmen Cave Inscriptions and the Popularity of 
Maitreya Bodhisattva', Proceedings of the International Seminar on Buddhism and 
Jainism, (Cuttuck) pp. 75-82. 

1. Vasubandhu, one of the three Asanga brothers who lived in the fourth 
century A.D., was one of the most prominent figures in the history of Buddhist 
literature. An erudite scholar, he was a Sarvdstiuddin but in late life he was 
greatly influenced by his elder brother Asanga and became a devout MaU- 
yinist. The chief and the most celebrated work of Vasubandhu is the Abhi- 
dharmakoia, a general exposition of Abhidharma. The original Sanskrit is lost, 
but extant in Chinese (Nanjio's Cat. No. 1267, 1269, 1270) and Tibetan, 
Paramirtha, the biographer of Vasubandhu translated the Abhidharmakofa 
into Chinese between A.D. 563-567. In the following century, the renowned 
Chinese pilgrim scholar Hsiian-Chuang also translated this text into Chinese. 
According to ParamHrtha this work consists of 600 verses (Kdrikds). I t  deals 
with the entire field of Ontology, Psychology, Ethics, Cosmology and the 
doctrine oC Salvation. 

See Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics Vol. I, pp. 19,20; Winternitz Vol. 11, 
pp. 356-359; 

Sir Charles Eliot Vol. I1 pp. 88, 89. 
2. The third section of the Tripifaka, AbhidAannapi#aka, Buddhist Scholas- 

ticism. In the Affhusalini Buddhaghosa defined Abhidhanna as higher religion or 
excellent religion. The prefix 'Abhi' means "excellence and difference" and 
Abhidharma according to him is Dharma which excels and is differentiated ft om 
other Dharma (Suttapi#aka). But the Buddhist scholars, at present, do not find 
much difference between the philosophy and Dharma as taught in the Sutta- 
pilaka. In the nineteenth century Europe there was an idea that the Abhi- 
dhanna is the Buddhist metaphysics but the present scholars differ with the 
idea. "The only difference between the scriptures of the Abhidhmapi;uka and 
the Su'trapifaka is that these works are more scholastic, drier and mere circum- 
stantial than those of the Sitrapifaka." 

Abhidhannapifaka or Lun-tsang is like the Su'trapifaka. divided into Maha- 
ygnist and Hinayinist texts. The books belonging to Abhidhannapi#aka are 
Dhammnsamgani "Compendium of Dhamma", the Vibhanga "Classification", 
Dhcitrrkathd "Discourses on the Elements", Puggula PaiIifati, "Description of 
Human Individual" and Kafha'votthu "Subject of Discourses". 

Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics; Winternitz Vol.11 pp. 165- 173. 
Prof. G. P. Malalasekera. Ditcionarv of Piii  Proper Names. Vol. I. p. 138. 
3. Discipline of the order, Vinaya is the name given to the system of 

monastic life, or the disciplinary rule and precepts governing the Monachism. 
The Vinaya is the fundamental basis for the existence of Buddhist monastic 
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of the two Schools (Mahiyina and Hinayina) and became 
very much enlightened. 

Next he went to the Nilandi monastery where he remained 
for three years. There he studied $6 Chung-lun,' Prdnya- 
m d k  Sistra like Sata Sdstra etc. with the (Indian) monk 16 & 
Sheng-kuang, Vijayaraimi, and $j t h ~  + *g YB-chia- 
shih-ch'i-ti SaptadaJabhiimifdstra-Yogicdryabhtimia with Bhadanta, 
the virtuous preceptor $ & Poo-dih-tzt, Ratnusipha. 

He learned the different degrees of i!f pLj & Ch'an-rnen- 
ting9, abstract contemplation (so that mind itself would be free 

life. Vinaya is the rock bed of Sangha-life. I t  contains the following texts: 
(1 ) Sutta Vibhanga consisting of Mnhdvibhanga and Bhikkunivibharipa; (2)  The 

Khandakas consisting of Mahdungga and Culfavagga; (3) The Parivira. The most 
essential part of Vinaya is Pilimokkha the disciplinary code of an Order. 
Pdlimokkha gives a list of penal consequences of these transgression together 
with corresponding atonement. 

See Winternitz Vol. 11, pp. 21-24. 
Dr. S. Dutt. Early Buddhist Monachism. 
1 .  Prdnvam iila Sdstra or Prdpyam Plnfa'stra tiki, Chung-bm literally means 

discourse on the Midhyamika $dstra. The great exponent of the Midhyamika 
or the Middle School, Rodhisattva NigHrjuna wrote this Sastra and Nilacaksus 
or Pirigalanctra was the compiler. This Work of Nigcirjuna was translated by 
Kumirajiua in Chinese in A.D. 409. This book of the Later Chin Dynasty 
(A.D. 387-417 ) is now available only in Chinese and Tibetan. 

See N.C .  No. 1179. 
2. Saptadatabhu'mifdstra-rogdcdryabhifmi is one of the works of Asnrtga 

of the fourth century A.D. The legend says that rogdcarabhdrnifdstra was 
dictated to him by Maitreya from T u ~ i t a  heaven. 

This Mahiyinist work has both Chinese and Tibetan versions. I t  was 
translated by Hsiian-Chuang in Chinese (NC. No. 1170) in A.D. 646-47. 
This Chinese version is ascribed to Maitreyanitha and the Tibetan version to 
Asanga. The Sanskrit text of the Saptadaiabhdmi consists of 40,000 flokar. 
I t  agrees with the Tibetan text. 

The Doctrine of Yoga was first propounded by Patafijali, the great gram- 
marian who flourished in the second century B.C. Later on, Asanga founded 
a Yoga School in Buddhism in the fourth century A.D. Hsiian-Chuang was 
a great patron of Yogicira system. 

The original Sanskrit text of 2"~ga'ca'ralhi2rni~dstra has been recovered from 
Tibet by Rihul Sgnkrityayana. 

3. In the Dictiotiary of Chinese Buddhist Terms there is mention of Ch'an- 
men and Ch'an-ting separately. Ch'an is a transliteration of Dhyina in Sans- 
krit, Jhina in Pili and Zen in Japanese. The basic meaning of Ch'an is 



from a11 subjective and objective bondages), earnestly gazing 
at the gate of a precipice to get the bottom of the vast principle 
or law. 

Thence he proceeded along the bank of the Gangi. He recei- 
ved hospitality from the King of Shan-pul country, to the north 
of the Garigd. He lived in the monastery of the I$ 
Hsin-che-Great Faith and other monasteries for about three 
years. 

The envoy Z ik Wang Hsfian-t~'e,~ from the Court 
of the T'ang Emperor, on return to China, gave a very good 
report about the monk Prakiiamati, to the Emperor. Immedia- 
tely the Emperor sent people to West India in search of the monk 
and ordered them to escort him back to the Imperial Capital. 
On their way back, they arrived in :k, s& Ni-po-lo, 
Nepal. The King of Nepal helped the monk Hsfian-chao to 
proceed towards Tibet. There h e  called on the Princess x & 
Wen-Ch'angJ who helped him with money needed for the journey 
from Tibet to China, the country of the T'ang rulers. 

So after travelling a long distance in Western Tibet he reached 
China. In September, he left % 4~ Shan-pu and arrived at 

'meditation' Dhylna leads to Ting-Saddhi. Ch'an-men-ting is the 
method of meditation and SamZdhi. 

1. See Chirng Hsing-lang, Chung-hi Chiao-t'ung shih- lh  Vol. VI, p. 363, 
No. 8. 

2. He came to the court of KBnyakubja, as an envoy of the Chinae 
Emperor in A.D. 655. The King Har?avardhana died by that time and the 
throne was usurped by A-lacma-shu-Arunifva. The Chinese envoy Wang 
Hsuan-ts'e was not received with honour. He went back to Tibet, raised an 
army and attacked the usurper. ArunBs'va was taken as a prisoner to China 
and along with the captive a vast amount of booty. 

See R. S. Tripathi : History of Kamrrj pp. 188- 190. 3. R. A. B. VI, pp. 69-70. 
Herbert A. Giles, A Chinese Bwgraphy Dictionary No. 825. 
3. The wife of the most powerful ruler Srongstan-Gampo of Tibet. He 

was so formidable that he compelled the Emperor of China to give him in marri- 
age a lady from the Imperial Court. She was a devout Buddhist and brought 
with her Buddhist religion and Buddha images to Tibet. The Tibetans say 
that there were three other great Kings outside China who were the sui t~rs  
for the princess' hand-the King of Magadha, of Persia and of the Hor 
(Turki tribes). 
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;g Lo-yangl in January. He travelled more than 10,000 
li in five months time. In 1 f .. Lin-tea period the Emperor % &  
gave him a long audience in the Imperial Court and commanded 
him to go to 'jp 3% f l  9 Kashmir to escort an old Brahmin 
named & &- ,;A Dp Lu-chia-i-tuo, LokBditya. 

While in Lo-yang he met many venerable monks and dis- 
cussed mutually the fundamental principles of Buddhism. In 
Lo-yang he took in hand the translation work of the Vinaya 
of the $ Sa-p'o-tuo-puVarvistivido School with 
the assistance of the great Vinayicirya (Vinaya-master) & Tao 

1. The city of Lo-yang (Lat. 30°, 43' N, Long. 112" 28' E.) in Ho-nan 
witnessed rise and fall of various Imperial Dynasties throughout the 
historical epoch of China. Lo-yang was a great centre of Buddhist culture. 
According to the Chinese tradition, the first Buddhist temple (in China) 
known as White Horse Pagoda (Pai-ma-Ssu) was built in Lo-yang by the 
Emperor Ming of the Eastern Han Dynasty in A.D. 65-67, in honour of the 
two Indian monks KBiyapa MBtanga and DharmSranya. The greatest 
Imperial patron of the new religion (Buddhism) were the Northern-Wei 
rulers (A.D. 336-534). The Buddhist cave-temples at Lung-men near Lo- 
yang contain some of the finest artistic remains of early Chinese Buddhism. 
Under the Emperor Hsiian-wu, some famous temples were constructed in 
Lo-yang, the Yung-rning temple, the Ching-ming temple and Yao-kuang 
temple. The most outstanding Buddhist activity carried out by Dowager 
Empress Ling of the Northern-Wci, was the construction of the Yung-ming 
temple by spending a fantastic amount of money. It is said that in Lo-yang 
there were 1367 Buddhist temples. 

See, Yang Hsiian-chih. Lo-yang Chia-Ian-chi (Record of the Monasteries in 
Lo-yang), C.T.T. Vol. 51, No. .2092, p. 999; J. R. WARE. Wci-Shu on 
Buddhism; Tong Pao. 30, 1933. 

2. The Emperor Kao-Tsung of the T'ang Dynasty started this era in A.D 
664, fourteen years after his accession to the throne. 

3. The Sarvdstivdda school is one of the earliest schools of Bcddhism. 
The history of this School begins with the KathSvatthu of Moggaliputta 
Tissa in B.C. 240, who presided over the Aioka's Council. The doctrine 
of this school is "Sarvam Asti" Everything exists. 

This materialistic and realistic school appears later on as the Vaibhisika. 
Three hundred years after the ParinirvBna of the Buddha, KPtyiyaniputra 
compiled the Jfldnaprarthina Sdtra which is the fundamental work of the 
Samdstivddins. The Chinese traveller Fa-hsien (A.D. 399-414) who came to 
India in search of the Vinaya texts says that this school was followed at Pitali- 
putra as well as in China. Sarvistividins were located in Central India, 
North India, North-Western frontier, Kashgar, U d y h a  etc. Kaniska was 



and Dharm&c&rya @, Kuan etc. of the #& & Ching-ai1 tem- 
ple. But after some time he proceeded towards India in 
obedience to the Emperor's command. His long cherished dc- 
sire, therefore, was not fulfilled; he had to leave all the Sanskrit 
manuscripts behind him in the Capital. 

He travelled through the drifting sands, passed over steep and 
precipitous mountains. He trailed down the side-way of a steep 
mountain path where a plank lay across a dangerous precipitous 
point, found the trace of the slanting path and was successful to 
cross through. He came to a riker. There was a hanging rope 
bridge but he swam across the river. Thus he averted the danger 
from the robbers of Tibet. For the time beiilg he was saved, he 
was again attacked by the dreadful tribes but fortunately this 
time also he narrowly escaped. After much travel he reached 
North India. 

On his way, he met a Chinese envoy sent by the T'ang Em- 
peror who had Lokddilya already under his escort. The envoy 
commissioned Hsiian-chao, who directed them to accompany 
the  band of travellers who were going to 8 Luo-ch'a, 
Lita country2 in West India, to collect medicinal herbs for 
longevity. In the course of journey, he reached the$fi $ Le 
&j 3 Na-p'o-p'i-ho-luo, Nava Vihira. It was known as 
Hsin-Ssu (Nava Sanghirima) $4 9 in Fu-he-luo $4 % ,% 
Bukhara.' He saw a washing bowl and other relics of +b % 

a great adherent of this school, who convoked the fourth Buddhist Council. 
For the Sarvdsfivddin doctrine see E.  J. Thomas : The History of Buddhist l h u g h f  
(London 1933), pp. 164-1 74; A. C. Bannerjee: 7b Sambtivddo Literalure. 
Calcutta. 

1.  In the period of P'u-t'ung (A.D. 520-527), this tcmplc was built by 
the Emperor Wu of the Liang Dynasty. Taking as a model of the great Indian 
Emperor ASoka, this Buddhist monk-Emperor of the Liang Dynasty ventured 
upon the plan of constructing Buddhist temples and monarteries. Among the 
numerous temples he constructed, the most famous was the Tung-t'ai temple. 

See: CTT Ed. Vol 51, p 1024. 
2. Southern Gujarat. I-ching here mentions Lata in West India together 

with Sindhu. See J. Takakusu: p. 21 7. Additional Note. 
3. According to Hsiian-chuang Nava Sari,ahdrdma of Balhika was the only 

Buddhist establishment to the north of Hindukush. It was a great centre of 
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Ju-lai, Tathggata.' Next he reached 9 g& Chia-pi-shih 
Kapila2 and worshipped the U!ni!a of Tathiigata 4 b  #. sa # 
Ju-lai-ting-ku. The pilgrim paid reverence to the U;niyp by 
offering fragrant flowers, burning incense and there he inscribed 
praSast i .  

He again resumed his onward journey towards Lita country 
in H s i n - t ~ . ~  He received very warm welcome from the king of 
the country where he stayed for four years. Then he proceeded 
towards South India. From there he sent various medicinal 
herbs to China. 

original Buddhist Studies. He has given a vivid description of the city of Balkh 
which was known as little RPjagrha because to the followers of Buddhist faith 
over there, Balkh was as important as Rijagqha in India. The largest 
monastery was the Nava Sanghiriima which was situated outside the city, built 
by a former King. The main hall of the monastery contained the washing 
basin of the Buddha and a beautiful image of the Buddha. The name of Nava 
SanghHrPma is also known from Arabic sources, where it was mentioned as 
Nawbahar. I t  was destroyed by the Arabs in the seventh century A.D. 

1. It is a very common belief in India that great teachers appear at regular 
intervals. In Chinese, Ju-lai means 'one who has come thus'. 'The Chinese 
translation seems to prove that TathHgata is equivalent to TathH-Hgata and 
not to Tathir-gata and the meaning must be, he who has come in the proper 
manner. . . . ' It  is the highest title of the Buddha. 

2. It was known as Ki-pai or Chi-pai(Gandh5ra-Kashmir) in Chinese. I t  
was to the south of Pamir and about 12,200 li from the capital of the Chinese 
Emperor. 

The Record says that Kapiia was 4,000 li in circuit with snow clad moun- 
tain on the no1 th and the ranges of the Hindukush on all the other three' sides. 
According to the Record, the modern Kafristan was Kapiia or Ki-pai or Ki- 
pin. In the History of Early Han Dynasty, it was named as Kapiia and modern 
Kashrnir was described as ancient Kapiia. The name of Kapis'a underwent 
many changes during the time of different Dynastic rulers. There is an interes- 
ting account of Kapiia. During the sixteenth regnal year of the T'ang Em- 
peror T'ai-T'sung, the king of Ki-pai presented him a mattress and a mon- 
goose with sharp teeth and a red tail. I t  could eat snakes and get their smell. 
It passed urine on the spot where a patient was bitten by a snake and as soon 
as it passed urine there the patient was cured of snake-bite. 

See Chang Hsing-lanq, Chung-hi chiao-t'ung Shih-liao. "The Materials 
for a History of Sino-foreign relation." Vol. Vf, p. 93. 

N. C. Sen: "Accounts of India and Kashmir in the Dynastic Histories of 
the T'ang period", Vifva Bharati, Santiniketan ( 1968) pp. 5-8. 

3. Sindhu. 



While he was touring in the country, he reached the $ MI] & 
Chin-kang-tsuo, Bodhirnanda1 where he stayed for some time. 
In the Nilanda monastery I-ching and this pilgrim met each 
other. The long cherished desire of such a meeting was fulfilled. 
They made an agreement to meet again in China. 

The road from Nepal to Tibet and the road through the coun- 
try of KapiSa to Tuo-tieg remained blocked; travel was extremely 
difficult. So to take rest he proceeded further towards the G~dhra- 
kii$cr mountaina +f Chiu-Jcng (Vulture's Peak) and the 
Venuvana (Bamboo grove)' for which he had great respect 
and attachment. Though he had an insatiable desire, yet all 
his hopes were shattered. Alas ! he faced immense hardship but 
he could not fulfil his vow. How he wished to ride on cloud and 
to descend to Mid-India with wings of birds ! At the age of sixty 
he fell sick and died at A-mo-luo-p'o (bha-va) in Mid-India. 

1. Diamond seat where Buddha attained Buddha-hood under the Bodhi- 
Tree on the bank of the river Lilajan (ancient Nairafijani). This ground is 
said to be as h a ~ d  as diamond. It is believed that the Emperor ASoka made a 
gift of the polished sand stone seat, Vajrhana under the Bodhi-Tree during his 
pilgrimage to Bodh-Gaya. 

2. Tajib, Tumasik. Tumti is Ta-shih, k & a 
3. Grdhrakfita (Vulture's Peak) mountain was much associated with 

the life of the Buddha. Gydhrakiita is on the Chhahata hill at RHjacha 
(modern Rijgir in the Patna district of Bihar). It was one of the favourite 
resorts of the Buddha and is one of the five sacred hills surrounding the city 
of R:jagyha, the capital of the powerful state of Magadha. From the foot of 
the Grdhrakfita to the top there is a road supposed to be constructed by the 
King Bimbisira, in order to reach the Buddha and listen to his preachings. 
It was here when Devadatta, the cousin of the Buddha attempted on his life 
by hurling a rock at him. The hill has many natural caves where the Buddha 
lived and delivered the Fa-hw-chin,q, Saddhannapuadarfka Slltra according to 
the Record of Hsiian-Chuang. 

According to the legends, the Buddha lived in one of these caves and another 
was occupied by his disciple h a n d a .  MBra taki~ig the form of a vulture ap- 
peared before h a n d a  and tried to disturb his meditation. When Fa-hsien 
visited this place, he says that the foot prints of the vulture were still visible. 

4. Venuvana (Bamboo-grove) at R g j a ~ h a ,  mode~n RGjgir, Lat. 20' 
2 'N, Long. 85" 26-E., was one of the favourite resorts of the Buddha. He 
once went to Magadha when he was received with highest honour by the 
King BimbisHra. The King then made a present of his favourite park V e ~ u -  
vans (Bamboo-grove) to the Buddha. 
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To mourn his death, I-ching composed the verse. 
'What a towering aspiration he had ! A man of great intellect 

and wisdom, travelled far and wide, much beyond the boundary 
of his own motherland. He stayed in the Venuvana and cons- 
tantly enjoyed the sight of fluttering bamboo leaves. He had a 
great passion for studying Buddhism, and an insatiable desire for 
searching the "Law". He constantly bore in his mind the desire 
to return to China. He remained virtuous to the end. To  raise 
the moral standard of the people of his land, he wanted to pro- 
pagate the Dhamrna. Rut alas ! he failed to fulfil his life's ambi- 
tion, as his life was cut short. His bones were immersed in two 
big rivers there. The river Pa-shui remains famous and celebra- 
ted. How peacefully he held on even to death.' 
& ;& fy Tao-hsi Fa-shih. The Dharmiiciirya Tao- 
-hsi belonged to the city of 9 Ch'i-chou (Shan-tung). 
His Sanskrit name was $ *,J @ & h i - 1 - t i  p'o, Srideva. 
He came from an aristocratic family. They were traditionally 
holding official posts in the Imperial Court. 

From his childhood he was virtuous and kind. He studied 
metaphysics and was greatly influenced by the Buddha's reli- 
gion. At the same time he had an indomitable spirit of adven- 
ture and a longing to visit Mid-India. 

In the course of his travel, he had to climb lofty mountains 
but he never cared for his life. He proceeded towards Tibet but 
he found the road very dangerous. He was afraid to follow that 
route to Tibet. He diverted his route and proceeded towards 
west where he had to face many more difficulties. After passing 
through many countries he reached the Mahgbodhi Sanghi- 
riima. He spent a couple of years there in search of the Buddhist 
SGtras and worshipped the sacred relics of the Buddha. He 
spent some time at Nilandi and 7 Chii-shihl, KiSi. 
The king of An-mo-luo p'o welcomed him with great respect. 
He seriously engaged himself in the study of the Mahiyina, 

1. Viriinasi in Uttar Pradesh, is a very ancient city where the Buddha 
was born many a times in his previous births. 
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TP-ch8ang & Siitrasl at the NPlandi monastery. He 
lived in the monastery of $ 4$ yShu-p80-pan-na 
or Nirvana, the monastery of Great Salvation, where he 
studied deeply and thoroughly the Vinayapi)aka and the 6 b d a -  
uidydshatra in 9 Sheng-ming.' He was a renowned calli- ti a graphist, and a man of literary genius. On a slab of stone in the 
monastery of Great Enlightenment, he inscribed memorial tablet 
in Chinese language and in the monastery of Nilandi he left 
more than four hundred volumes of old and new Chinese Siitras 
and Sgstras. 

I-ching could not meet him in India. 

Srideva was living at An-mo-luo-p'o where he fell sick and died 
at theage of fifty or so. After his death, I-ching came to Amraka 
and paid respects to the room where Srideva had lived. He was 
greatly moved by seeing the room and felt very sad for the monk. 
There he composed a verse containing seven words. "This monk 
encountering much hardship reached India alone. He was 
honest at heart-his only ambition was to propagate Dhamma 

1. It  is difficult to ascertain who first started this late form of Buddhist 
dogma and it is equally hard to arrive at any certain opinion as to the exact 
date. But after the reign of AScka, a great change came in Indian Buddhism. 
The new form of Buddhism is called Mahayina or Great Vehicle in contrast 
with HinaySna or Small Vehicle. MahByina Buddhism has a conception of 
Eternal Buddha or Buddhahood as eternal (Adi Ruddha). Its main doctrine 
is not concerne2 with personal perfection or individual salvation but the 
happiness and salvation of all creatures. A great man who strives for this may 
become a Buddha in some future birth and such a man is called Bodhisattva, 
P'u-sa % . According to this M h ~ n a  Buddhism, Buddha and some 
Bodhisattvas are supermundane. It  believes that faith in a Buddha, especially 
in AmitHbha can secure rebirth in the Western Paradise. HinayHna is sometimes 
described as self-benefiting whereas MahPyHna is said to work for thc benefit 
of others. 

MahPyHna is generally known as Northern Buddhism in contrast with 
Southern Buddhism. The former system is prevalent in Nepal, Tibet, China, 
Japan, Korea and the latter in Burma, Ceylon, Laos, Cambodia, Thailand. 

For details vide N. Dutt, Aspects of Mahdydna Bltddhirm and its relation to 
Hinaydna (Calcutta Oriental Series 23. Luzac & Co. London. 1930). 

2. The science of grammar; it is one of the five sciences taught in 
ancient IrLdia. The science of grammar explains words and their meanings. 



but he could not lit the light (of Buddhism). He never reached 
back home. He died on the way" 
q tip Shih-Pien Fa-shih, Sri KaJa. The 

Warmficirya Pien was a native of Ch'i-chou (Shan-tung). 
He thoroughly studied the Sanskrit language and 'vidjd-tra 
:G Chu-din-him.' He followed the previous monk 
Hsiian-chao to North India and then from there proceeded 
towards West. They reached the city of An-mo-luo-p'o, 
Arnraka and received warm hospitafity from the king. While 
living in the z 3 Wang-Ssu, RBja VihBra, he met the 
Dharmicirya Tao-hsi. They belonged to the same place in 
their country. They became very close and intimate friends. 
The monk Pien could stay only Qne year together with Tao-hsi. 
At the age of thirty-five he got ill and passed away while he was 
living with him (Tao-hsi). 

78 #b 4p & 9 8 A-nan yeh-po-mo, Anandavarrnan 
was a native of 65 $ Hsin-luo.' During the time of 
4 Chcn-kuan period (of the T'ang Emperor) he began 
his journey from 4 $ Kuang-hsieh (a small Rijagrha) 
of the capital city of & Ch'ang-an3 in search of the Truth 

1. Protective magical charms, Dhdrapi-a collection of mantra. In the 
Bodhisattoabhrlmi (Chapter XVIII, p. 185) Asanga explains the term Dirdrapf. 
I t  means that a Bodhisattva must preserve in his memory Dharma, its artha 
and the mantras for all the time to come. 

2. Ancient name of Korea. 
3. Ch'ang-an (modern city of Hsi-an in Shen-si. (Lat 34' 17'N, Long. 

108" 58'E) like an ancient capital city of Lo-yang witnesed rise and fall of 
many Empires. I t  was the capital city of the Earlier Han, Later Ch'in and 
Northern Chou Dynasties. Ch'ang-an, the capital of the largest Empire of 
the world, under the T'ang, was the greatest centre of Buddhism in China. 
The city was teeming with people from all over Asia. The glory of Lo-yang, 
the ancient stronghold of Buddhism in North, China, was overshadowed by 
Ch'ang-an when it entered into a period of unprecedented development. The 
population of the capital city during the Dynastic rule of the T'ang rose to 
1,960,186. The city was studded with Buddnist temples, monasteries, pagodas 
constructed by the devout rulers of the T'ang Dynasty. 

The great Chinese travellet Hsiian-Chuang started on his Indiaward jour- 
ney from Ch'ang-an in 629 A.D. The great Tzu-en monastery was built there 
in A.D. 648, where the Tri~ilaka-Achcirya Hsiian-Chuang translated Bud- 
dhist scriptures into Chinese after his return from India. The Ta-yen Pagoda 



of Buddhism and to pay rupect to the sacred relics of the Buddha. 
While staying at the NilandP monastery he took much care in 
studying the Vinayas and he copied a large number of SOtras. 
I t  is a tragedy that he could not fulfil his heart's desire. 

He started his journey from the eastern border of '@ % 
Chi-kueil and died in the west of the -#a R Lung-ch'iian' 
or Dragon lake or spring (at NilandQ) at the age of more than 
seventy. His mortal remains rested in peace in that monastery. 

f iC $ # Hui-yeh Fa-shih. The Dharmicirya Hiii- 
yeh, Jfiinasampada also belonged to Korea. In  the Chen- 
kuan period, he travelled in Western regions. He lived in the 
Bodhi monastery and paid great homage to the sacred relics 
of the Buddha. He spent some years in the Nilandfi monastery 
where he studied Buddhism and devoted much time listening to 
the religious discourses. 

While I-ching was reading and checking up the Chinese manu- 
scripts he suddenly discovered the manuscript of g, t$ 
Liang- l~n .~  At the end, it is said that the Korean monk (Jfigna- 
sampada) Hui-yeh recorded it, sitting under the shade of the 

$I 4 #j Fo-ch'ih-mu-shu, the Buddha's Tooth-stick 
tree.' After making inquiries from the monks living in that 

t 

was constructed in A.D. 652, which was designed by the venerable monk 
Hniian-Chuang e l f '  to store up the Buddhist scriptures in Ch'ang-an. From- 
the last part of th= k r t h  century, the Indian monks like Saighabhiiti, Gau- 
tuna Siuighadeva, Kumkajiva, Yaia all lived at Ch'ang-an and contributed 
a great deal for the propagation of Buddha's teachings. In the seventh century 
there were three Indian astronomical schools in the capital city. 

1. Korea. Kaemei was the ancient name of Chi-kuei. Chi in Chinwe 
means chicken or fowl and 'Kuei' honourable. Chicken is worshipped in that 
country and people used to put its feathers on their hats for decoration. In 
Suukrit it is 'Kukkuteivara. So the name of the country was givcn Chi-kuei. 

2. Dragon spring, according to Hsiian-Chuang, was in the Mango grove 
to the south of the NBlandi monastery. 

3. Articles belonging to the Liang Dynasty (A.D. 502-557), ruled fifty- 
five years at Nan-ching (Nanking). 

4. According to Hsiian-Chuang, there was a marvellous tree near Ch'bli  
Tope near the Dragon lake at NilandP Establishment. NPlandH is-associated 
with the small  incident^ of the life of the Buddha. This marvdlou~ tree which 
has been referred to by the Chinese pilgrim monk, had grown out of the twig 



( Nilandi) monastery, it was known that he died here at the age 
of more than sixty. Whatever Sanskrit texts he copied, he left 
behind in that monastery. 

& :I Cp # Hsiian-t'ai Fa-shih. He was alm a 

native of Korea. His Sanskrit name was7% 4 a 
Sa-p'o-shen-jo-t'i-p'o, Sarvajfiadeva. (He was khown as 
I-ch'ieh-chih-t'ien - ta k in Chintse. ) During the 7% & 
Yung-huil period, he reached Tibet and from there he came 
to Mid-India via Nepal. He made pilgrimage to the Bodhi- 
Tree, the Wisdom Treea and studied the Buddhist Szitras and 
&trar with great pains. He visited many places in the eastern 
region. On his return journey, he reached A 6 df' T'u-ku- 
h ~ n , ~  turbid valley where he met the monk j& fj Tao-hsi. 
Both of them continued their journey together. They proceeded 
towards the monastery of Great Enlightenment and from there 
to China. Nobody knows where and how his (Hsuan-t'ai) life 
ended. 
& ;a $ 4 Hsuan-k'o Fa-shih, Paramapiijya. The monk 
Hsiian-k'o belonged to Korea. In the Chen-kuan period, 

thrown on the ground by the Buddha after using it as brush to clean his teeth. 
Y~iian-Chuang alro mentioned about another Buddha's Tooth-stick tree at 
Pi-nho-La or Viioka. He described the tree. he saw at NBlandB as Yang- 
chih or "Willow branch". The next pilgrim I-ching found the same tree and 
conl~idered it not to be Willow. 

1. The third T'ang Emperor Kao-Tsung started this era in A.D. 650. 
2. The Pipal tree (dvatth, Ficus religiosa) under which Gautama achie- 

ved Enlightenment or Bodhi. Afterwards it came to be known as Bodhi tree. 
The area around the tree later on became famous as Bodh-Gay& a famous 
Buddhist place of pilgrimage. A cutting of the Bodhi tree was even carried to 
and planted in as far as Ceylon. 

The present Bodhi tree which we find now at the back of the Mahabodhi 
temple, has grown out of the root or seed of the original one. I t  sprang up in 
A.D. 1876. 

Tigyarakgita, the queen of ASoka, it is said, attempted to destroy the tree 
out of jealousy of her husband being deeply associated with the tiee. In the 
beginning of the seventh century S a ~ ~ n k a ,  the King of Bengal and a follower 
of giva cult according to Hsuan-chuang, almost destroyed the tree. 

3. Lob Nor, Lap Nor or Lou-lan is one of the fertile oasis in the Southern 
states of Tarim basin. Under the former Hans, this region was known as Lou- 
lan. Lob Nor was situated on the oldeet route linking Central Asia with 
China. 



he, along with the Dharmicirya Hsilan-chao, left for pilgrimage. 
They reached the monastery of Great Enlightenment. He paid 
great reverence to the vestiges of the Buddha but some days 
after-wards he fell sick and died at the age of fifty. 

There were two other monks from Hsin-luo (Korea). No 
one knows their origin and names. They left the Capital city 
of Ch'ang-an and reached the South Sea. They started 
their voyage to Srivijaya and & a P'o-lu-shihl, the 
country on the west of Sribhoga, fell ill and died there. 

49 ?& A& 4 Fo-t'o-ta-mo, Bodhidharrna belonged 
to # & & $1 Tu-huo-shu-li. He was very big-built, 
and strong enough to undertake the journey for the pil- 
grimage. He studied the Hinayina Buddhism. Sometimes he 
begged his food. He was a light eater and it helped him to move 
easily. He reached Shen-chos, Divine Land (China) and, it is 
said, entered into a monastic life in I-fu. He was very fond of 
long journey. He travelled a lot in Chiu-chouO (China) and 
visited many places. 

He went to India; there he met I-ching in the Nilandi monas- 
tery. After some time at the age of fifty he left for North India. 
He was little more than fifty. 

& 5 5% 4 # Tao-fang Fa-shih. The Law Master 
Dharmidela was a native of Ping-~hou.~ He left home, crossed 

1. Prof. Chavannes, on the report in the T a n g  Dynarty Annals (Chap. 
CC.xxiiC), identified the island of P'o-lu-shih and Marcopolo's Ferlec (=Par- 
lak) with a country called Lang-po-lou-se, the western part of Sribhoga as 
mentioned in the Annals. Marc~polo in his account mentioned the eight king- 
doms of "Java the less"; out of these he has given graphic descriptions of the 
six Kingdoms. Dr. R. C. Mazumdar is of opinion (Hindu Colonies). Firma. 
K. L. Mukhopadhyay, Calcutta, 1974) that Ferlec (= Parlak), one of these 
six Kingdoms mentioned by Marcopolo, must be on the north-east of 'yava 
the less" 

I-ching also narrates the story of two Korean monks who went to the island 
of P'o-lu-shih, west of $ribhoga. P'o-lu-shih or Ferlec is one of the islands 
mentioned by I-ching, in the south China sca. 

2. The Nine divisions of China under the Emperor Yii, the Great. 
3. I t  was one of the twelve ancient Provinces of China. The area varied 

from time to time under different Dynastic rules. This place was also known ar 
T'ai-yiim Fu. I t  was in Shen-si. 
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deserts and mountains ; then reached Nepal. He reached and 
remained in the monastery of Great Enlightenment for a 
couple of years as the head of the temple. Later on, he again went 
back to Nepal where he stayed on till the time of I-ching. This 
monk was very much indisciplined and seldom studied the Bud- 
dhist Satras. He was quite old. 

2 i 5  i t  6 Tao-sheng Fa-shih. He was also a native 
of Ping-chou. His Sanskrit name was $4 $ 8 $. Chan- 
ta-luo-t'i-p'o, Candradeva. He was known as a k Yiieh-t'ien 
in Chinese. 

In the last year of the Chen-kuan period, he followed the route 
to Tibet. He went to Mid-India. Thereafter, he reached 
the Bodhi monastery where he worshipped 41. h, 
Chih-ti-ch'i, . Caitagrhal with great reverence. In  .the Nilandl 
monastery he was the youngest student. So he was very cour- 
teously treated and honoured by the king. After going twelve 
yojanas to the east from this place, he got the 3 4 Wang- 
Ssu Ri ja~ihBra .~  Every resident of the monastery was the follow- 
er of the Hinayina faith. He lived in the monastery for a 
couple of years where he studied the principles of Hinayina 
Buddhism and the essence of the Trripifaka r & Sun-ts'~ng.~ 

1. In Chinese the Sanskrit word Caitya, PPli Cetiya has been transcribed u 
kchih-ti,  $1  9 Chih-tuo or 4+ $ '  Chih-t'i. The term Caitya is 

derived from the word 'Citd', funeral pyre. I t  was generally used by the Bud- 
dhist in the sense of 'stwa', a mound or timuli. A Caiw or stiipa is a maus* 
leum where the relics of the Buddha Surfra (Dhdtu-gerbha, 'structure contain- 
ing within its womb, garbha, corporal relics') were kept. In PBli it is Dhitu- 
gabbha and in Ceylon it is known as dagaha. In these Cetiya gharas, congre- 
gational prayem and worships were conducted before a stiipa or a Buddha 
image. Caityas or st Jpas with their surrounding passages for circurnarnbulation 
became an object of supreme veneration to the Buddhists. 
For details see Dr. D. Mitra, Buddhist Monument.r, pp. 21-30. 

2 .  We find a mention of a R,ija-VihBra, evidently established by a King, 
in south-eastern Bengal (present Bangladesha) , in the Gunaighar plate 
inscription (18 miles to the north-west of Comilla, district Tipper) of the 
Gupta ruler Vinayagupta dated A.D. 507. 

3. Tripitaka, Literally means 'Three Baskets". The three divisions of the 
Buddhist canon: (i) Su'trapilaka basket of the su'tras or doctrine, (ii) Vinoyo- 
bitaka or basket of discipline or system to be followed by the monks or by the 
Sbghas, (iii ) Abhidhamurpi/uka or basket of the higher subtletia of the doctrine. 



He carried with him many Buddhist texts, Buddha's images and 
his teachings to his own country. When he reached Nepal on 
his way back home, he got ill and died at the age of fifty. There ir 
the decree of Heaven at the age of fifty.' 

v%yi"p#  Ch'ang-min Ch'an-shih, Nityadakpa 
Dhyinicirya. The monk 9 Ch'ang-min came from 
Ping-chou. In his childhood, he cut his hair, threw away the 
hairpins and (accepted the tonsure) wore Buddhist robes. He 
was very diligent. He had an insatiable zeal for studying Bud- 
dhism and reciting the Siitras. The Aciirya yearned for the joy 
of the Western Paradise. With a view of being born there he 
devoted himself to a life of purity and religion and used . . to chant 
the name of the Buddha always. He had a very strong religious 
foundation. He was born with many good and auspicious signs 
which are simply difficult to describe. 

He visited the capital city of Lo-yang and devotedlv enhanced 
the cause of Buddhism. For the propagation of these venerable 
ideas he was determined to mite  the whole of the* f _  $1 
Pan-jo-ching, Pra3iid Sdrrcrs' in 10,000 chiian. He was desiring to 

1. Conhcius said, "At 15 my mind is bent on learning, at 30 I stood firm, 
at  40 I had no doubt, at 50 I know the decree of Heaven. . . ." 

Lun yi Book 11, Chap. IV. 
2. A corpus of 16 PrajAo Sdtro2 with anonymous authorship is known as 

MalrcrpajfidfidramitciJ r7tra. It is believed that in the Mahdydm Su'tra like S'addhanna- 
pupdarika, Lartkdvtztdra and the PrajAa Sdtra higher spiritual teachings are ex- 
plained. The rich collection of' Mahdydna SCha which contains Prajfldpdrmitd- 
sutm were greatly esteemed by the Chinese. All the Siitra belonging to the 
Prajffa school were translated into Chinese several times, both in a complete 
form and in extracts. The longest Gtra of M w r a j A d  Pdramitd in 600 f~cicul i  
equivalent to 200,000 i l h  (KanAds) was first translated into Chinese. 
Lokabema, an Inda-Scythian monk was credited to introduce the Muhdjdm 
Buddhism in China. His partial translation of Arlardhasrikd Prajffd-PdrumiLd, 
based on manuscript from India by Chu Shuefu, started a new epoch in the 
history of Buddhism in China. Then followed vario& translations of shorter 
version like PrajAa' PdtmniM Hrdqva Siltra etc. There are six tramlatiom 
of the VajruchediAd PrajAd Pdramitd Sdtra (Diamond SCi tra) by celebrated 
Kumirajiva and Hsuan-Chuang (in 600 chuan in A.D. 659). It is said 
that when Kumirajiva was living in the New monastery at Kucha, he 
discover~cl a manuscript of the Puncwiqdatisdharriko' Prajnd Pdramilo from the 
adjoining old palace of Kucha. The Diamond Sittra was so popular in China 
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go on a pilgrimage to India and offer his devotional homage to 
the sacred vestiges and the relics of Tathigata; thus to secure for 
himself tlie greater merit with a view to a birth in heaven. That 
opportune moment came, when he went to the palace and sub- 
mitted his humble petition requesting the Emperor's permission 
to visit the nine states to propagate Dharma and write Prajiia 
Siitros. By the grace of God, he was permitted to undertake the 
journey. He crossed many rivers, travelled all over south China. 
During his stay in the south, he copied the same Sfitra with 
sincere devotion. He expressed his gratitude to God who had so 
kindly fulfilled his long-cherished desire. 

Thereafter, he went to the sea coast, embarked on a ship and, 
sailed for@ ?& I@ Ho-ling-kuo, Ka1iriga.l From there he 
again sailed for 7k 14 Mo-luo-yii-kuo.' His aim 

that the entire text had been carved on a stone slab by Sung Hsiao-erh during 
the reign of Wu-chou (A.D. 684-705) in Fang-shan county. Prajiifi is the sixth 
of the Six PBramitas with the help of which one reaches the other shore of the 
S q s i r a .  

See N. C. PrajAdpdramitd Lit., 1-22. 
J. Matsumoto. Die PrajAdpciramita Literature. J.R.A.S. 1933. p. 178. 
E Ziircher The Buddhist Conquest of China (Leiden E. J. Brill 1972.) 

pp. 124-126. 
C.T.T. Vols, 5, 6, 7,8. 
1. I t  is one of the islands in the South sea mentioned by I-chins. The 

Indian name XIo-ling is Kalinga on the coast of Bay of Bengal. According to 
the The J\(cul Annals of the T'ang (A.D. 6 18-907), Book 222, Part ii, Ho-ling is 
another name for Java. In the Chinese Annals of the 2nd century A.D. it was 
also mentioned as Ych-tiao. 

While Fa-hsien was returning to China after his pilgrimage to India, he 
passed through Java which was a great centr? 01' Hindu religion and culture in 
the first half of the fifth century A.D. In the seventh century Buddhism also 
flourished there. 

According to Chinese History, Ho-ling or a part of Java had trade relation 
with the southern coast of India and Ceylon. 

Prof. Chavannes placed it (Ho-ling) on the Western Part of Java and 
according to R. C. Mazumdar it is in Central Java. See C. P. Fitzgerald, Th 
Southern Expansion of Chinese People, Second Map (at the back). 

2. The Indian name of Malayu is Suvarnadvipa, Dr. R. C. Mazumdar, 
in his work bearing the title Suvarnadvipa, shows that it was the general term 
for Sumatra, Java and other islands of the Eastern Archipelago. 



was to reach Mid-India. Accordingly, he boarded a cargo vessel 
carrying heavy merchandise. The ship left the shore but could 
not make any headway due to a sudden typhoon that lashed the 
region and made the sea very rough and turbulent. Within a 
few hours, the ship started sinking. In great confusion and panic, 
the sailors, the merchants on the ship began scrambling for 
getting accommodation in a small junk for safety. The captain 
of the ship was a follower of the Buddha. He himself boarded 
the junk, loudly called the monk to join them for safety. But the 
monk Ch'ang-min refused to go. He said "you may take someone 
else in my place. I will not go." He did not join them for the 
cause of others. He remained silently absorbed as if his short 
span of life was agreeable to one possessed of the .# IL: 

P'o-t 'i-hsin, B0dhicitta.l Forget yourself, do good to others. This 
is the true spirit of a greatman. 

Then facing towards west, clasping his hands in adoration, he 
kept fervently praying and chanting the name of rq jfi & q 
- 

1 

Malayu, one of the islands of South sea mentioned by I-ching, was an in- 
dependent kingdom in Sumatra till the seventh century when it was conquered 
by Srivijaya and formed a part of the kingdom. The modern iwime of Malayu 
in Sumatra is Jambi. The name of Malayu was changed to Bhoga or Sribhoga 
just before I-ching's time or during his stay over there. I-ching  ha^ mentioned 
many a times the change of an independent Kingdom's name of Malayu 
to Bhoga. 

In the C.P. Fitzgerald's map (Burma, Indo-China and the Mday Peninsula) 
Malayu is located to the South of Sumatra. 

For details see J. Takakusu, ARPIMA . xxxix-xlvi . 
1. The mind of the Buddha. The Mahdya'na Buddhism in China, Japan, 

Korea makes use of such terms as the Buddha in the heart, the B~tddha mind 
and the Buddha nature. Bodhicarydvatdra, a work of Sintideva extant in original 
Sanskrit (Chapt. I called praise of the Bodhicitta), describes Bodhicitta as "the 
initial impulse and motive Power of the religious life combiningintellectual 
illumination and unselfish devotion to the good of others." According to the 
MahPyinist view every man and woman, whether a monk or a layman who 
cultivates the Bodhicitta (Direction towards Bodhi) has the potentiality to 
attain Buddhahood. By developing Bodhicitta, one can be free from his Prthag- 
jamhood. 

See Sintideva's Bodhicarybuatdra. Chapter one. 
N. Dutt.-Aspects of Mahiiydna Buddhirm and its Relation to Hinaydn a 

pp. 246-7. 
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A-mi-t'o-fo Amitibha.l While he was still chanting the 
great name, the ship sank quietly. He was more than fifty when 
he died. 

He had only one' disciple with him, about whom very little 
was known. He wept bitterly, invoked with tears and also chan- 
ted the name of the West. Without him everything was empty 
and meaningless. He received help from his companions. This 
story was narrated by the survivors of the wrecked ship. 

I t  was lamentable that such a great man (like Ch'ang-min) 
passed away so early ! He sacrificed his life for the good of 
others. He was pure like a mirror-he was priceless like a jade 
of @ nfl 5 Ho-ti'en-yG, Khotan.' He would be steeped in 
a dark fluid without becoming dark. He might be rubbed with- 
out getting thin. He devoted his whole life for acquiring the 

1. ?'here are variations of the name of ArnitBbha. They are Amida, 
Amit., Amitayus, Amitsyur. Amitabha means boundless light. 

There is c'ontroversy among the Indian scholars over the time when worship 
of Arnitibha Buddha was first introduced in India. Some u e  of opinion that 
AJvG~os. was the first exponent of Amitibha cult; others believe it waa NHgir- 
juna. There is no authentic information about the origin of this dogma. Sir. 
C. Eliot and E. J. Eitel contend that without any clear antecedent in India it 
may be supposed that it originated in Zoroastrian mythology. This idea of 
Amitibha had greatly influenced Buddhism in Kashmir and Nepal and the 
dogma reached China from one'of these countries when a Tukharian prince 
took the first Amildbha Sdtra to China. 

Amitsbha, the saviour of all, is most popular in China. The principal 
doctrine of the faith is that salvation is achieved only by absolute trust in invok- 
ing the name of Arnitibha. 

A new school started in China which was known as Sukhivati or Ching-t'u, 
the Pure Land, the home of AmitHbha. I t  is situated to the West of our world 
where spring is eternal and rebirth takes place in lotus. The fbllowers of the 
Pure Land school chant the name of AmitHbha many a time, desiring to be 
born again in the Western Paradise. The venerble Hui-yijan of the fifth cen- 
tury was the founder of this school in China. The venerable Taeluan of the 
sixth century and Shan-tao of the seventh century wde  the important pro- 
pagators of this school. Sukhbvati-Vyuha Sutra was translated into Chinwe 
by Kumiirajiva in A.D. 402, by Gwabhadra in A.D. 420-429 and by Hsijan- 
Chuang in A.D. 650. The popularity of AmitHbha in China waq due to prolific 
translations of Amitdyur Siltrar or the Siitra of Infinite age. 

2. Shih-chi Chiian 81, Biography of Lin Shiang-ju. Ssu ma-Ch'un. (Record 
of Great Hirtorians-Watson) . 



highat Ptajhl. He channelised his wisdom for a noble cause. 
In hir own land he sewed the seed of good Karma and outride 
his country he achieved the reward. He voluntarily went for- 
ward in the face of a very dangerous situation in which death by 
drowning in the sea was imminent. He immediately made up 
his mind and sacrificed himelf for others. Ch'ang-min's disciple 
became friendless. 

Hir filthy, useless body was disintegrated in the sea. By pure 
meditation he reached the heaven. Dhamma would never be 
impaired and the flow of virtue could not be restrained. He dis- 
played the brilliance of charity, compassion. Finally the Kalpal 
of continued mortal existence came to an end for a new one. 

& h .# @j MO-;i-seng-ho. Mati-ha. He was known 
as Shih-hui, Prajfiisirpha in Chinese. He came from 
$ 46 Ching-chao.' His family name was $! 6 Hsing-fu. 
His personal name was not known. He travelled far and wide 
with the monk Pien. 
They reached Mid-India and lived in the monastery of Great 

Faith (16 X 3 Hsin-che-Ssu. He had some knowledge of 
Sanskrit but did not learn the Buddhist Sdtras and &istras in 
detail. He decided to go back to his own land but on his way back 
he breathed his last in Nepal at the age of forty only. 

9 $ Hstian-hui Fa-shih. He belonged to the Capital 
City of China. He was said to be the son of the General An 4 

Following the overland route to Northern India he entered 
into ?& 'a 17 K'e-hsi-mi-los Kashmir. He was assig- 

1. An aeon of incalculable time. Four Kalpas constitute a MahB Kalpa. 
According to Hindu mythology a Kalpa consists ofone thousand mahiiyugas- 
a mahiiyuga being a period of four yugas viz., Satya, TretB, DvHpara and 
Kali. 

2. A district of Ch'ang-an, modem Hsi-an in Shen-si province under the 
Han Dynasty. Peking was also known as Ching-Chao under the Republiq. 

3. Kashrnir was one of the most important centres of Buddhist Sanskrit 
learning and the Centre of the most powerful Buddhist sect, Sarvcisticrdda. 
Kaahrnir played an important role in the transmission of Buddhism to China. 
The Chinese traveller Ou-K'ang or M'u-K'ong while visiting Kashmir (A.D. 
759-763) had seen about three hundred monasteries. (C'TT vol. 51 : No. 
2089. 11, p. 979). 
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ned a job to look after the royal elephants by the King of Kashmir. 
He rode on a royal elephant accompanied by royal music. 
Everyday the King sent food to the Nggahrada Parvata Vihira 

ab :& 4 -$Lung-ch'ih-shan-Ssul, where the monk Hsuan- 
hui was residing. Five hundred .% nk;% Luo-han2, Arhats 
received royal hospitality regularly here. This was the place 
where the venerable Madhyintika, the disciple of Arya 
Ananda, converted the dragon-king. The King of Kash- 
mir was so much impressed by the pilgrim monk that he reveren- 
tially proclaimed gracious pardon inside the country. There 
were more than a thousand convicts who were condemned to 
death but by royal clemancy the convicts were set free. He had 
free access to the royal palace where he spent some years as a 

1. 'According to the local reports, Kashmir was originally a dragon-lake. 
Madhyintika, an Arhat and a disciple of Ananda, was perfect in six 
spiritual attainments (% ?? Liu-shm) and achieved A?ta-vimok*. 
Madhyintika heard Buddha's prediction that he would build a new city. He 
was very happy, came here and took his seat in a forest on a high mountain 
where he performed a series of miracles. A dragon appeared before him and 
wanted to know his desire. The Arhat wanted a place to put his knees in the 
lake where he wanted to sit cross-legged. The dragon granted his mequest by 
removing water but Madhyintika, by super-natural power enlarged his body 
till the lake was completely dried up. He lived in north-west of this place near 
the lake. 

In the Chien-shih mi-chum $8 )t 2 [$ of the New T ' an~  du, there 
is a reference of Mahgpadrna lake, the present Volur. The N~ga-hrada-parvata 
vihira might be vely close to this lake. 

See Chang Hsing-lang, Chung-hi Chiao-t'ung shih-liao, (The Matexials for a 
History of Sino-Foreign Relation). Vol. 6, p. 375. 

2. A saint, a perfect man of Hinayina. The Sanskrit technical term Arhat, 
Chinese Lo-han or A-lo-han is applied to those who have reacned the Eight- 
fold path and enjoy the fruits of it. 

The f i~s t  Buddhist Siitra 'The Su'fra in 42 arficks' translated by KBayapa- 
m8tanga and Dharmiranya into Chinese in the beginning of Christian era, 
has defined the term Lo-han (Arhat).. Thus, he who has left the world in 
pursuit of the Law is Sramana. He has to follow 250 rules. By various endea- 
vours and efforts he will acquire the purity and will attain four degrees (&a). 
The highest degree that of Lo-han confers the power of flying in the air and of 
transforming one's self at will. 

See Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics. Vol. I. pp. 774-5. 
See Zurcher. BCC (Notes) Vol.11 Nos. 62, 63. 



royal guest. But after some time he was very much disappointed 
and left for South. 

In the monastery of Great Englightenment he worshipped the 
Bodhi Tree and Bpent hours gazing at i &  Mu-chen- 
ch'ihl, Muchalinda lake. While he was residing there, he often 
climbed the Grdhrakaw mountain, took stroll on the 4 

Tsun-tsu-shan Kukkutap5dagiri2 (Cock-Foot mountain or 
Sage's Foot mountain). His knowledge was very deep and pene- 

, trating. He had divine sagacity of a sage, and had skill and dexte- 
rity. Despite the many difficulties he had to encounter, hemas- 
tered Sanskrit pronunciation in a short time. He acquired very 
little knowledge in Sanskrit Sfitras and religious thoughts. So 
he decided to go back to his own native country. On his way 
back to China, he reached Nepal where he unfortunately died at 
the age of thirty odd years. Nepal had some poisonous herbs. 
Many people who arrived there died due to those herbs. 

There was a man who along with the Chinese envoy went to 
$0 i& Fu-k'o-luo, Bukha raqy  the northern route. In 

1. Hsiian-chuang has mentioned the Muchalinda lake which w a  near 
the Bodhi tree to the east of the Indra tank at Bodh-GayH. The lake belonged 
to the Dragon King Muchalinda. 

After attaining Enlightenment, the Buddha sat near the Bodhi tree in bliss- 
ful contemplation for four weeks. On the sixth week he went to Machalinda 
where he was protected from showers of rain with seven coils of his body and 
with several extended hoods. 

2. Kukku~apzdagiri-Vihiira named after KukkutapHda-giri, a hill of 
great purity, mentioned both by Fa-hsien and Hsuan-chuang, has becn identi- 
fied by A. Cunninghum with the modern village of Kurkihar (Lat 24" 49'N; 
Long 85" 15'E, District Gaya, Rihar) 3 miles to the north-east of Wazirganj 
and 16 milcs to the north-e,ast of Gaya. He is of opinion that the present Kurki- 
har both in name and position is the famous Cock's Foot hill of the Buddhists. 
This sacred hill, with three peaks, was the abode of the vencrable MahHbSyapa 
who was entrusted with the duty and responsibility of protecting the canons 
by the ~ u d d h a .  The triple peaked mountain is also known as Gurupidagiri. 

3. There is a difference in Chinese transcription of Balkh. Hsuan-Chu- 
ang's transcription is Fu-ho ( .&$ me) whereas I-ching has trans- 
cribed as Fu-k'o-luo ( +g ;e $ ) Bukhara. In Balkh or Bukhara, 
one of the states of Tokharestan, uddhism was the predominant religion. 
Hsuan-Chuang has given a graphic description of the flourishing condition of 



the fii -$ Hsin-Sau Navasanghlrima where the principles 
of little vehicle were taught, he became a monk under the name 
of 4 fk $ Chih-tuo-Po-mo, Cit tavarman. Having received 
the precept, he declined to eat. the three kinds of pure fwd. 

The master of the Navisarigharima said, "the Great Lord 
Tathagata himself took five kinds of food considered proper far a 
monk ( 3 Wu-chang ) .l I t  is not a crime. Why should you 
not eat ?" asked the abbot. "It is not the rule observed by the 
Hinayhist. Therefore, I cannot change the old habits now", 
replied the monk. The abbot said, "I have established a practice 
here in agreement with the three pitakas; I have never read such 
a rule. If you so please you may find out a suitable preceptor. 
I can no longer be your preceptor". 

Cittavarman was thus relu~tantly compelled to eat the food. 
He broke his vow and took food in tears. He conveniently fol- 
lowed the commandments of the monastery. He knew very little 
Sanskrit. He followed the northern route on his way back (to 
China). No one knew where he went. His story was narrated 
by Indian monks from North India. 

There were other two monks in Nepal. They were the children 
of the wet nurse of the princess of Tibet. At a very early age, 
they left home and became monks. One of them later on, entered 

Buddhirm there. He has mentioned that there were about 100 Viharas with 
more than 3000 monks. This city was known as Little Rijagyha with the lar- 
gest monastery Nava SanghHrima. During Hsiian-Chuang's travel, Balkh was 
under the Turkish rule. The Turks wore the followers of Buddhirm. They 
built a huge Vihira close to the Sogdh river. In their language Vihilra waa 
known as Bukhar. So the name of the place was Bukhara. 

See Sir Aurel Stein, On Central A r i a   ruck:. pp. 321-330; P. C. Bagchi, 
India and Central Asia. pp. 34-55; Rahul Sankrityayana, Hisbly of Central Asia. 
p. 71. 

1, Paficabhojaniyam-the five kinds of food considered proper for monks. 
These are often mentioned in the Vinaya. Pdtimokkha or the Sik$dsamuccaya 
deals with the rules regulating eating and drinking of a monk. X Wu- 
Chang is an old translation. A comparatively recent translation is 5 "& & 
Wu-tan-shih. The chapter on Mendicaments says, "0 Bhikkhus, do not know- 
ingly eat meat of an animal killed for that purpose. Whosoever does so, is 
guilty of a dukkhata offence." See-Pdtimokkha, Pik 37. 

See Sacred Boob of the East. Vol. xvii, p. 81. f.n. 117; Vol. xiii p. 40. 



the fmily life again. They lived at the great Rgjavihira (Royal 
monutery ) . They mastered Sansh it language and Sanrkrit 
texts. One of them was thirty-five and the other twentiy-five. 

* ; * @ #  Lung-Fa shih Gauravadharma. The native 
place of the monk Lung was not known. During the Chen-kuan 
period, he left home and followed the northern route (to reach 
India). As soon as he arrived in North India, he wanted to 
witness the transforming influence (of the Doctrine) in Mid- 
India. He had ;a wonderful style of reciting the :h 9 !% 

.Fa-hua-ching,l Saddhunna~un#arika Siitra in Sanskrit. 
He reached $ f% 9 Chien-t'a-luo, Gandh&ras where he 
fell sick and died. This information was gathered from the monks 
coming from North India. 

1. The Lotus Srllra, one of the earliest M d y d n a  SJIrm, is composed of 
both prose and verses-the prose is in pure Sanskrit and versa in mixed Sam- 
krit. This Siitra contains twenty-seven chapters. 

Winternitz says(A Hum of Indiun Literature Vol. 11, p. 302) that i t  is diffi- 
cult to ascertain the date of the composition of this text. Tts sections belonged 
to various epochs. Dr. P. V. Bapat has placed the work in the first-century 
A.D., a little later than Mahdvartu and Lolita-Vistara. 

Saddharmapugdarika was very much popularised in China and Japan. 
The T'ien-t'ai school in China and the Tendai, Nitchiren Sect in Japan con& 
der the Lotus Siitras as the most important Buddhist text. I t  has made great 
contribution to Buddhist art and lculpture in China and Japan. 

I t  war translated into Chinese several times . The earliest translation war 
done by Fa-hu Dharmarak~a of the Western Chin Dynasty in A.D. 286, in 
28 Chapters, then by Kujnirajiva and by Jiiiinagupta and Dharmagupta 
of the Sui Dynasty (A.D. 589-618) NC NIX. 134-1 39. 

The title of the Lotw SJtra (in Chinese) according to Dharmarakgcr is 
Chcng-fa-hua Cbing, and according to Kumlrajiva Miaefa-lien-hua ching. 
Kumirqjiva's version contains 28 chapters and agrees with the Tibetan version. 
See E. Ziircher The BCC Chap. 11. 

2. According to early foreign writers, Gandhiira was the territory between 
modern k h a n  and Jalalabad on the wut, the Swat hill on the north, the 
Indw on the east and the hills of Kalabag on the south. But according to Indian 
literary sourcea, the term Gandhiira denota an area that included PuykalQvati 
and Tak?afilB. Pugkalivati has been identified with Charsadda (about 16 
miles north-east of Peshawar) in Peshawar district and TaksaSilH in Rawal- 
pindi district in Pakistan. 

These places were visited by early Chinese travellers like Fa-hsien, Hsuan- 
Chuang. Gandhira was a second holy land of Buddhism where art had flou- 
rished contributing a great deal to the history of World art. 



Chinese Monks 

9 $ ~ i n ~ - ~ i i a n  Fa-shih. The monk belong- 
ed to the city of 3 f i  Ch'ing in $ 9 I-ch0u.l His 
Sanskrit name was ~intadeva,  Chan-t~-t'i-~'orfa )I $& 8 
He was also known as X Szu-t'ian in Chinese language. 
From childhood he received religious education and as he grew 
up he became very virtuous. He was handsome, respectful, 

\ 

dignified, courteous and was fond of ceremonies. He was greatly 
respected in China. He was conversant in Chung2, 5 Psi," 
Mddh.ymika and fata~cistra respectively. He had the mastery to 
expound the discourses of Chuang-~hou,~ ( the great Chinese 
& j;philosopher ) . 

When he was young, he travelled many places in Hii-nan 

1. During the time of the Western Hans, I-chou was comprised df some 
parts of Szu-ch'uan and Yiin-nan. 

2. The Mahdydna system of thought is divided into Mddhyamika and rogd- 
cdri .  The founder of the Mddhyamika school was B~dhisattva NPgfirjuna who 
lived probably in the 2nd century A.D. The most famous work of NHgPrjuna 
is Mddhyamika-Kdrika. He was followed by many MPdhyamika scholars such as 
Aryadeva (Third century A.D. ) , BuddhapHlita (Fifth century A.D. ) and 
Candrakirti (Sixth century A.D.) . 

The "Tri S~stra" sect in China was formed on the basis of the Mddhyamika- 
Sdstra, &a-~dci~tra and the Drrddahrrikciya-Sistra which were translated by 
Kumiirajiva. 

3. One of the three S ~ t r a s  of the Mddhyamika school. In Chinese 'Pai' 
means hundred. This S~s t r a  contains one hundred verses with each one com- 
posed of 32 words. So the name Sata ,qdstra is given. It was written by Vasu- 
bandhu in Sanskrit and translated by Kumfirajiva in Chinese. But thisversion 
differs from the original Sanskrit. 

4. D.T. Suzuki, in the Introduction of "The Text of Tuoism" (translated by 
James Legge) says: " . . . . Chuang-Tze was the greatest of the philosophers, 
poets, and literary essayists in the entire history of the Taoist School-more 
than that, perhaps in all fields of Chinese literature." (p. 3). 

Chuang-Tze belonged to the feudal age of China when China was disinteg- 
rated into a number of small states. The great historian Ssu-ma Ch'icn in 
the second century B.C., notes that Chuang-Tze came from An-hui. His 
personal name was Chou. He was a sincere devotee of Lao-Tze, the great 
philosopher of the sixth century B.C. Chuang-Tze propagated and expounded 
the "way of life" or "the Tao" against the materialistic, ethical concept of life 
propagated by Confucius and his followers. 



( x ;p Ch'i-the)' and in the area ( 5 + San-wua) e a t  
of Yang-tze river valley, in search of knowledge. Later on, 
he studied seriously the Buddhist siitras and SHstras and practi- 
sed meditation. Conscquently, he spent the summer retreat in 
a lonely, quiet top of the mountain L u . ~  

Since the magnanimous sacred religion (Buddhism) was al- 
ready in decadent state, he (with an idea of restoring it) became 
a mendicant and arrived at extreme south. From here he sailed 
and reached ?,k Chiao-chihm4 He crossed the vast sea to 
reach &j & K'o-ling. From there he went to .q Shih- 
tzu-~hou,~ Sirphala. While the King of the country was 
worshipping, the monk concealing himself in a private 
chamber, tried to rob the Tooth-relic with the intention of carry- 
ing it back to his own country and worshipping with great reve- 
rence. He concealed it in his hand and was taking it away when 
it was detected. The Tooth-relic was then snatched away from 
him. This was a great humiliation for him. 

According to the Ceylonese story, the Chinese pilgrim went to 
South India and it was related that while he was proceeding 
towards the monastery of Great Enlightenment, he passed away 
on the way. How old he was, is not known. 

1. Prerent Hu-nan province. See Ch'u-T'a-Nn,  Vol. 1, p. 10, folio 3. 
2. Area exturding over the east of Yang-tze valley. The three place, 

Suthou, Ch'ang-chou, Hu-chou are known as San-wu. Ibid. Vol. I, p. 15, 
folio 1. 

3. One of the sacred mountains (for the Buddhists) of China in northern 
Chiang-ri. From very ancient timw the mountain 'Lu' was hallowed by 
Taoist and Buddhist traditions. Many miraculous and supernatural events 
are associated with the mount 'Lu'. The famous Chinw monk Hiii-yuan 
(A.D. 380) stayed on that beautiful mountain. He left adetailed de~cription 
of the mountain known as Lu-shan-chi. This mountain has been compared 
with GrdhrlkJta mountain near R&.jagtha in India. See CTI' Vol. 51. No. 
209, p. 1024. 

4. The fro~tier of China today is not the same as it was during the time 
of the T'ang and the Sung. Chia+chih, the modern Hanoi near Tonkin, 
the heart of North Vietnam was a Chinesc province for about nine centuries 
from B.C. 11 1 to A.D. 939. This area became part of the Han Empire and 
was known as commandery of Jihnan. 

5. Sirphala-Ceylon or present Sri Lanka. It  was also known as Ratna- 
dvipa, Isle of Jewels. 



After this incident, the King of Ceylon kept the Tooth-relic 
in a safer place. It was carefully guarded in a very lofty tower, 
the doors of which were very firmly closed. This room had many 
sets of heavy doors. The locks of the doors were covered and 
sealed tightly with mud by five officers. Opening of the doors 
(of that particular room) would start the automatic alarm in 
the town and outside the city gate. 

Everyday offerings were made and incense was b u ~  nt. Flowers 
were offered all the time. When taken out, the Tooth was placed 
on a golden flowcr and its sparkling glow everywhere diffused. 
The tradition goes that if this country loses the Tooth-relic, the 
country would be devoured by ,@ xq Lua-sho, RBksasas.1 
On account of that, the Tooth was very carefully guarded and 
protected to avoid such a calamity. I t  is also said that this Tooth- 
relic could be taken to China only by the Divine Power; and not 
by human contrivance. 

& $5) I-lang LB-shih Arthadipta. The Vin- 
* -tti aya-master I-lang belonged to &, gfj Ch'eng-tua in , 

I-chou. He was well versed in 9, Lti-tian8 and in 
interpretation of riit] ($0 Yii-ga, Yoga System.' He set forth 
from Ch'ang-an with the monk $ Chih-an from his own 
native place and an eminent man I-hstian, for pilgrimage. & & 
While he was about twenty years old, he realised the Truth 
from the teacher. He studied the Buddhist scripture and he him- 
self was a good writer. He desired to pay a visit to the sacred 
shrines of the Lord Buddha with his disciples. They were like 
his own brothers taking care of each other. Soon, they develop ed 

1. The demons with terrifying looks, with black bodiu, red hair and green 
eyes are supposed to be the original inhqbitants of Sri Lanka. 

2. The capital of modem Szu-ch'uan province. (Lat. 20" 34'N, Long. 
103"-l l 'E) .  

3. The Vinaya Canon. 
4 .  The principle of Yoga (the ecstatic union of individual soul with 

Divine soul) was first propounded by Patafijali in the second century B.C. 
Asanga in the fourth century A.D. founded a similar school of Yoga in Bud- 
dhism. Hsuan-Chuang was a follower of this school. 



veq deep attachment for each other in the courqe of their jour- 

ney 
They reached the country . '$ Wu-lei1, and ernbar- 

ked on a merchant ship. Tossing over thousands of high waves, 
the ship passed through dk $1 Fu-nan2, anchored at 
13 &Larig-chia8 where he was entertained with valuable 

e, dl gifts by the king. The fellow monk q Chih-an fell 
sick and breathed his last there. Lang was very much grieved 
at his death. He along with his fellow companions sailed for 
Ceylon where they secured new religious texts and worshipped 
Lord Buddha's Tooth-relic. 

Gradually he reached the Western country. I-ching collected 
this information. No one knew his whereabouts. The people' of 
Ceylon also did not see him again. The people of Mid-India 

1. Pracnt Ch'in-hrien, north-south of Kuang-tung island. During the 
T'mg period this region was known as Wu-lei. 

2. The original name of this country is not known. It was known to the 
Chinese as Fu-nan upto the early period of the T'ang. Fu-nan, the precurscr 
of Cambadia was colonised by the Indian settlers and along with their immi- 
gration the Indian culture and religion also spread. 

During the period of the Three Kingdoms, Fu-nan or Carnhodia was visi- 
ted by Chinese envoys and in the subsequent years there were several Chinese 
embassies to Fu-nan. We can get details and full account of Fu-nan only from 
Chinese sources. In the third century A.D. the southern most part of later 
Cochin-China was Fu-nan territory. In the early T'ang period a great change 
took place in Fu-nan, when the name Fu-nan disappeared from the Chinese 
rccord and thenceforward it was known as Chen-La. Chen-La had very cor- 
dial and close relation with the Tang rulers. Watters has identified I-shen- 
na-pu-luo, I Unapura of Hsiian-chuang with Fu-nan. 

I-Ching in the late seventh century raid that though Buddhism w a  eotia1,- 
lkhed in Chen-La, the founder King of the place peffecuted the Buddhist in 
favour of the jarpib sect of Hinduism which had firmly proapered there. 

3. Hsiian-chuang in his account has given the names of six countries 
beyond Samatata (Lower kngal) .  One of these six countries is KHmalarika 
which in all probability is Lang-Chia or Lankasu mentioned by I-ching. I t  is 
mid to be identical with Pegu and the delta of Irawadi. Dr. R. C. Mazumdar 
also thinks Langkasu of I-chine to be the Man country in Lower Burma and it 
may be the same as Tenasstrim. In the Historical Records of the Liang Dy- 
nasty (A.D. 502-557) a country is mentioned as Lang-kasu. (Book 54). 
See C.P. Fitzgerald. 71ir Souhrn Exputuion o / h  Chims8 fiopk. Maps. 1, 2. 



did not hear anything about him. Most probably he died in a 
foreign land. He was more than forty when he died. 

.& f$ 8 Hui-ning Lii-shih, Mahibh i i a~anav ina~ i  
0 I 

clrya, also belonged to Chleng-tu in I-chou. He was a very 
precocious and intelligent child. As a young boy he visited temples 
and monasteries in pursuit of knowledge. At an early age he 
renounced the pleasures of the world and was admitted to the 
Order (Pravrajyi). He studied profoundly the Buddhist SGtras, 
Sgstras and the Vinaya canons. His desire to know the Buddhist 
Law inspired him to visit the Western country. 

In Lin-te period1, (A.D. 665) he with a mendicant stick Hsi- 
chang2 reached the South Sea from where he sailed for K'o-ling. 
There he lived for three years with a well reputed monk 
zk ?k l$ Ju-na-p'o-t'o-luo Jfiinabhadra. The pilgrim then 
translated a portion of the Agma SPtraa, with Jfiinabhadra, 
concerning the last ceremony held after the Mahdparinirvd& 

1. Started by the third Emperor Kao-Tsung of Ta'ng Dynasty in A.D. 664. 
2. A monk's stick partly made of metal with metal rings. They announce 

their arrival for begging by shaking these rings. 
3. The general term Agarno has been used for a collection of Hinaydno 

texts. There are four Agamas, viz. Dirghdgama (Ch'ang-a-han), Mdhyomdgoma 
(Chung-a-han) , Saqyuktdgamta (Tzc-a-han) and Ekottardgam (Tseng-a-AM) . 
Each of these Agomar has its corresponding SPtraa in Pili canon such as Digha- 
nikdya, Majhima-nikdya, Samyuttanikdya and Ariguttara-nikdya. 

A Parthian monk An-shih-kao arrived at Lo-yang in A.D. 148 and fint 
translated the Dirghdgmno into Chinest during the time of the Eastern Han 
(A.D. 25-220) in 2 fasciculi. Ekottardgama was translated into Chin- by 
Dharmanandi in A.D. 384-385, and Madhyamdgamu by Saighadeva in A.D. 
397-398. 

See Nanjio's Cat. Nos. 542, 543, 545, G. P. Malalasekera pp. 244-248 
Encyclopaedia of Buddhism (Ed.) Vol. I, 2. Nos. 542-678. Vol. 1, 2, No. 
542-678. 

4. Dharmarab  of the Northern Liang Kingdom, at the beginning of 
the fifth century translated the Su'tra on the great demise of the Lord or the 
Mahdparinirodpa Szitra into Chinese in A.D. 423. The monk Hui-ning of the 
T'ang Dynasty with the help ofJiiinabhadra translated the Szitra again in 2 
fasciculi- (NC Nos. 1 13- 125). The Mahdpaririirvdpa of the Hinayinist war 
first translated into Chinese by Po Fa-tsu in A.D. 290-360, and by Fa-hsien 
between A.D. 417-420 in the famous monastery Tao-Ch'ang. 

The Chinese Trz$ifaka contains three translations of the Mahd~arirrirudpa 
of the Hinayha and seven translations of the Mahiygna. 
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of Lord Tathigata. This work dots not agree with the NirvHna 
of the Mahiyana Sfitra. But the venerable I-ching could find 
the N i r v d w  Siitra of the Mah5yHna consisting of about 25,000 
Jlokar. There wete more than sixty chiian translated into Chi- 
nese. He wanted to collect the entire SGtra but could not suc- 
ceed; he got a collection of the first 4,000 flokas of the Mahd- 

sddghika $ $ $ ~ p  Ta-chung+u.l 
Hui-ning translated the Agarnu S l r a  only. He then ordered 

his disciple monk $ $4 Yiin-ch'i to go immediately to 
China and present the S3tra with respect and honour ; he retur- 
ned to Chiao-fua from where it was taken by horses assigned by 
the Government. Yiin-ch'i then presented the book to the Em- 
peror in the royal palace and requested him to propagate this 
book among the people of Tung-hsia5 (China). Yiin-ch'i left 
the capital and reached Chiao-chih 2 7~ . He told the 

After DharmarakgP'r translation of the Muhdpnrinirvdpa Sitra, the Buddhist 
world in China became very much interested in this text which stressu the 
eternal, joyous, personal and pure nature of Nirvina. The Nirvdpa rchool in 
China ir b w d  on the doctrines of the Mohdparinirrl@a Siitra. 

See CIT Vol. 12, No. 374; 
Winternitz. History oJ Indian Literature. Vol. 11, p. 235. 
1. According to the Buddhist canonical tradition, a sharp difference broke 

out among the monks regarding the observing of certain Vinaya rules, j u t  
hundred years after the "Great Demise". The two different groups placed 
their demands for clarification before the second Council at VaiSPli. A section 
of the orthodox monks regarded the Vinaya rules ;as the very foundation, the 
rockbed of the monastic life. The r111es must be entirely preserved and followed. 
There were some liberal monk who opposed this view. According to the Cey- 
lonese Chronicles this dispute was not solved in the Council; instead, it was 
followed by 'Great Schism' (Mahihheda) which split the order into two s c h d  
-the 7hraudda and the Mahdsdrighika. 

"The Mahdsdrighika became the starting point of the development of the 
Mahiyina by their more liberal attitude and by some of their special theories" 
(Edward Conze, Brtdulhism : Its Essence and Deuzlopmcnt, Oxford, 195 1, p. 1 2 1 ) . 
At its inception, this school had an imoot tant centre at VaiiHli. Later, ArnarH- 
vat? and NBgirjunakopdi became the important and popular centres of the 
Mahdsa'lighikas. 

2. The region of modern Kuang-tung, 'Kuang-si And An-nan, 
3. The Chinese writers sometimes call vrhole China as Tung-hsia 

and sometimes only the eastern part of China. Tag-hsia is modern Yen-an. 
During the Northan-Wei period it was Tung-hsia or Ckin-ming. 
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believers and non-believers of the Faith that he got a gift of 
hundred pieces of fine shining silk from the Court. 

When he returned to K'o-ling he reported to $ Te- 
chih-hsien, also known as Jfiinabhadra, that the monk Hui-ning 
wanted to meet him. Just then Hui-ning left for Western 
country. Yun-ch'i stayed there for some time anxiously waiting 
to know the whereabouts of the monk Hui-ning. He looked 
forward to meet him, made inquiries about him. He sent mes- 
sengers to five Indies 3 k Wu-t'ienl in search of him, but 
no information was available. He had probably died by then. 
It was really a matter of great regret. 

Hui-ning travelled all alone in search of Dharma. .His heart's 
desire was to pay a visit to the land of Buddhism; he just com- 
pleted the first leg of his travel. Finally, he reached $ :$ 
Pao-chu2 and temporarily lived in f& & Hua-ch'eng.8 

He died but his Dharma still survives. He is immortal and his 
name would be remembered by future generations. 

He propagated the Will of Bodhisattva and thus his name 
imprinted will last for ever. He died at the age of thirty-four or 
five. 
8 $9 & # Yun-ch'i, Kilacakra. The monk Yiin-ch'i 

was a native of -HI Chiao-chou. He all along travelled 
with T'an-rung. He was ordained by (* $ FU- 
chih-hsien. He returned to the South Sea , & Nan-hai, 
where he spent more than ten years. He was well acquainted 
with the language of the people of & #j K'un-lun4 and 

1. India was known as Shen-tu-koa or P'o-luo-men-kuo (Land of RrBh- 
mins) to the Chinese during the time of the Man rulers. The name of India as 
T'ien-chu became popular during the time of the T'ang Dynasty (A.D. 618- 
W7). India had five distinct divisions viz., Eastern India. M'ut India, 
South India, North India and Mid India. 

See CTT Vol. 51. No. 2087, p. 875, IInd folio. P.C. Bagchi Monummto 
Scnica Vol. XI11 1948 (Peking) Ancrcnt Chinese n m s  of India. pp. 366-375. 

2. Ratnadvipa. 
3. The magic city in the 'Lotus Siitra'. It mews temporary Nirvaga or 

imperfect Nirvina of the HinayHnists. 
4. The Chinese name of Polo Condore is K'un-lun. It is identical with 

K'u-lun, Ku-lun. The Arab travellers of the ninth century called a group of 



some knowledge of Sanskrit language. Later on, he 
retired to lay life and lived in Sri-vijaya up to the time of I- 
ching. 

A sudden change took place in him; he was greatly moved by 
the Law of the Buddha and again he travelled over the island 
preaching the religion in the city. He propagated the religion 
among non-believers. He breathed his last when he was forty. 

$, :h 8T # K'uei-ch'ung Fa-shih. The monk K'uei-ch'ung 
also came from Chiao-chou. He was a disciple of a4 & Ming- 

yiian. His Sanskrit name was % Chih-ta-lo-t'i-p'o, 
Citradeva.l The monk with Ming-yiian embarked f& $upon 
a ship, crossed the South-Sea and reached Ceylon and thereafter 
proceeded towards Western India. There he met the venerable 
monk Hsiian-chao and with him reached Mid-India 

He was very honest, sincere and intelligent. He was good in 
reciting Sanskrit Siitras. Wherever he went he collected Sans- 
krit Siitras and recited them with tunes and actions. He offered 
his sincere devotion to the Bodhi tree $& #j P'o-t'i-shu. 
He reached the Bamboo Grove +f Chii-viian in Riijagrha 
and stayed there long. There he fell sick and died at the age of 
thirty odd years. 

Hui-yen Fa-shih. The monk ~ u i - ~ e n , ' $  E$ ;& $ g~rajf i i ra tna  
was a native of Chiao-chou. He was the disciple of ti Z 
Hsing-Lung. Accompanied by his teacher he reached j* jij .$la 

Seng-h-luo-kuo (Sirphala). He stayed there. It was not 
known whether he died or he was still living. 

/% 8 :d  sin-chou Fa-shih. No one knows the native 
place of the Dharmicirya Hsin-chou. His Sanskrit name was 

dl and big islands by the name Sundar or Sondor and Marco Polo by 
Sundur and Condur. He haa not said much of them. The people belongi~~g 
to the place were of dark complexion with wooly hair. I-ching has said that 
the country with peculiar inhabitants accepted Buddhism to come extent atltl 

he has n~entioned a monastery over there. 
See J. Takakusu: 'ARBRPIMA (Mtinshi Ram Manohar Lal, Delhi) pp. 

xlix-1 . Tk Tra~lels oJ Marco-Polo (Translated by Manuel Komr off) p. 272., 
1. In the text the character is v!2 But I think is better reading. 
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%& qlz @ q ~ h e - l i - t ' ~ - ~ ' a - m o ,  Sraddhivarman. In Chinese 
he was known as Hsin-chou, Sraddhivarman. 

Following the northern route, he reached the Western country. 
He lived in the Monastery of Faith and made offerings there. 
On the top of the monastery he built a brick chamber and dona- 
ted it for the use of all who retired from the cares of public life. 
After some time he fell sick and before his death, one night he 
suddenly shouted saying that Bodhisattva with outstretched hands 
was beaconing him to his beautiful abode. He received the offer, 
standing with folded hands, breathed a deep sigh and passed 
away at the age of thirty-five. 

# b S& &P Chih-hsing Fa-shih. The Dharmicirya 
Chih-hsing was a native of Ai-thou.' His Sanskrit 
name was $)E -je $ Pan-jo-t'i-p'o, Prajfiideva. In Chi- 
nese he was known by the name of % k Hui-t'ien which 
means Prajfiideva. Sailing from the South Sea,he reached West 
India, where he worshipped the sacred relics of the Honourable 
One. He then proceeded to the north of the river 3& i& 
Ch'iang-chia2 the Gangi (the Ganges). He lived in the Monas- 
tery of Faith and died there at the age of fifty. 

*3f if bp 4 Ta-ch'eng-teng Ch'an-shih. Dhur- 
mdcdlyo also came from Ai-chou. His Sanskrit name was 

$3 & & f& & dk Mo-ho-yeh-na-po-ti-i-po, Mahiyina- X 
pradipa. 1n Chinese he was known by the name of Ta-ch'ang- 
teng which means Mahiyinapradipa. While still young, he 
sailed for $a ,A $$, &, Tu-ho-luo-po-ti"ith his parents. 
Here he renounced the world and became a monk. 

1. I t  was Ai-chou during the time of the Liang Dynasty. Modern Tung- 
ching chou. 

2. One of thc longest rivers in the world. Rising from the Sivglika moun- 
tain of the Himalaya, this river meets the Bay of nengal in the east covering 
about 1500 miles. GGgH is the most sacred river of the Hindus. 

3. T'o-lo-po-ti has been restored as DvHrivati. Dvirivati in Wcst Thai- 
land (Siarn) is identical with Ayuthya(or Ayudhya), the ancient capital of 
Siarn. According to Prof. Chavannes Dvirivati is the Sanskrit name of Ayu- 
dhya and according to Reginald Le May Dvirrivati is situated between modern 
Burma and Cambodia. See A Concise History of Buddhist Art in S h ,  p. 25. 
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After that, he fkllowed tr 68 T'an-sll, the envoy from the 
Imperial Court and reached the capital. He lived in the monas- 
tery of g. Tz'u-en1, Mahikaruni, the great compassion 
monastery where the venerble Tripitaka master Hsiian-chuang 
lived, here he (Mahiyiina-pradipa) was ordained to the 
Buddhist faith. He stayed in the capital for a couple of 
years, studying the sacred Buddhist Siitras. He always 
thought of the sacred vintages of Buddhism and cherished the 
great desire to visit the Western country. His love for the Faith 
and magnanimity was inherent in him. At the same time he 
kept his moral principles high. 

He carried Buddhist images, Buddhist Szitror and Sdrtror, 
crossed the South Sea and reached Ceylon. He had a glimpse 
of the Buddha's Tooth and rnade his offerings to that sacred 
relic. He passed through Sout,h India and then reached Eastern 
India. From there he proceeded towards lft $ ir fi 14 Ta-mo- 
li-ti-kuo, T i m r a l i ~ t i . ~  As he reached the firth of the river, 
his boat and other valuables were robbed and destroyed. Only 
his life was spared by the pirates. 

He landed there (Timralipti) and spent about twelve years 
having perfected.hirnself jn Sanskrit Siitras. In the course of 
his studying and reciting, he read the % $ +j2 LC- 

Dr. R. C. Mazumdar thinks that the kingdom of DvPrPvati mentioned by 
Hsiian-chuang comprises the lower v~lley af the Menam river and is probabiy 
located ncar Nakon Pathom, 40 miles to the west of Bangkok. (R. C. Mazum- 
dm, Hindu Colonies, p. 226) 

I n  the map by C. P. Fitzgerald (?7u Southern warnion of the Chinese Peupk) 
Ayudhya (Dvirgvati) has been placed in the north-west of Bangkok. 

1. This monastery was built in A.D. 648 at Ch'ang-an, modern Iisi-an 
in Shcn-si province, on the 22nd year of the Chen-kuan period of the great 
T'ang Emperor T'ai-Tsung. In this monastery of MahHkaruqP, Hsiian-chuang 
translated Buddhist scriptures into Chinese, after his return fiom the Western 
world.' 

2. Thra l ip t i  is modem Tamluk in the district of Midnapur in W a t  
Bengal. An ancient port, Tiimralipti situated on the mouth of the 
Rupngriyan, was known as Tamalites to the Greek sailors. It was an impor- 
tant port on the east and played a very important part in the economic history 
of Bengal. 
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shcng-teng ching Nidlno Stltral and other important texts relatin# 
to Buddhism, and entered into an ecclesiastical life. 

He joined the company of merchants and with the venerable 
monk I-ching reached Mid-India. They first visited Niland&; 
next proceeded towards & d j  & Chin-kang-tso Bodhi- 
ma*da and moved towards & $$L Hsieh-su-li Vai- 
4 i l i a  and lastly they visited Kuiinagara Chu-shih-na.8 The 

1. Lu in Chinese means Pralvaya - Conviction. But accordins to the 
Buddhist specially, it means "a ceoperating cause, the concurent occasion of 
event as distinguished from its proximate cause" M.W. 

NidPna can be explained by t -- 14 $& Shih-erh yin-10, 12 causes 
of existence. This is the fundamental and admirable principle of Buddhist 
thought which explains the 12 chains of causation. The formula of 12 NidPnas 
explains origination and cessation. 

The fundamental dogma is "of all the objects which proceed from a cause, 
the TathPgata has explained the cause and he has explained their cessation also; 
this is the doctrine of the Great Sramapa." (Translated by Prof. Oldenberg 
and Rhys Davids.) 

The Buddha has explained the origin of life's sufferings by natural causa- 
tion known as Pratilycrramutpdda. If there are sufferings there must be some 
causes. Suffereing in life is due to (1) Wu-ming-AvidyH, ignorance, (2) 
Hsing-Sclrjlrkdra, conception, (3) Shih-VijAdna, consciousness, (4) Ming-yi, 
Ndmarilpa, name and form, (5) Liu-ju Saddyatana, six sense organs, (6) Shou- 
Vedand, feeling, (7)  Ai-Trfpd, desire, (8) Yu-bhva, being, (9) Ch'u- 
Updddna, grasping, (10) Sheng-Idti, birth, (1 1 ) Lau-szu-Jard marma, 
infirmities and death. 

This Niddnu SPstra of UlMghana was translated into Chinese by Dharma- 
gupta in A.D. 607 and Pratflyasmufpdda of Suddhamati by Bodhiruci in A.D. 
508534. 

See At, Introduction to Indian Phibsophy, pp. 122, 124; N. Dutt, Early Mowtic 
Buddhinn, p. 215. 

2. Modern Basarh (Lat. 25" 59' N, Long. 85" 7'E, District Muzlffarpur, 
Bihar). 22 miles south-west of Muzaffarpur in north Bihar is the ancient 
Vaiiili, the capital of Lichhavis. The Buddha visited this place many times. 

See Dr. D. Mitra, Buddhist Monuments, pp. 73-75. 

3. The name Kuiinagrira or KuSinHrO haa been transcribed differently in 
Chinese. I t  is either Ku-shih-na or Chu-shih-na or Chiu-shih ctc. The name 
Kuiinagara has been associated with thc gospel of the Buddha. The M a h t  
parinirvina of the Lold took place here between the two Sila trees on the bank 
of the ancient Hiranyavati. 

Tradition says that KuSinPrH was built on the ruins of the ancient city of 
KuSPvati. KuSinPri, the capital city of the Malla tribes, is identified with the 



Dhyina master Wu-hsing together with them vinital all t h e  
placcs. 

The pilgrim always remarked with sigh and expressed his 
desire to achieve Dharma and to propagate it in his own land, 
China. While he was nearing hi3 end, he expressed that if he 
could not achieve it in this life, he would then accomplish the 
same in his next life. 

He studied history seriously that would help him to visit the 
home of # is. Tz'u-ti, Maitreya. Everyday he drew the 
picture of one or two branches of $1 / Lung-hua, Ndgnply#a 
(dragon flower) to express his sincerity. 

He lived in the same old room where the monk Tao-hsi lived 
before. When he reached there, the monk Tao-hsi had already 
died. The Chinese and Sanskrit texts (on Buddhist Siitras and 
Sistras) the monk Tao-hsi studied, were still seen there. With 
a very heavy heart he looked at these books, shed tears and lamen- 
ted for him. Previously they always moved together, discussed 
Dharma together at Ch'ang-an, but he could no longer see him 
in this foreign land. The room was vacant (he was no longer 
living). 

The Dhyina master died in the Parinirvina-vih&ra, Pen-ni-fan 
& 2 $ in KuQnagara. 

Seng-chia -p'a-mo {q & & 9 Sanghavarman was a 
native of 4 8 K'ang-kuo, Sogdiana.' From childhood 

modern town of Kasia (Lat. 26" 44'N; Long. 83' 55'E) in Deoria district of 
Uttar Pradesh; 22 miles north-east of Deoria and 34 miles east of Gorakhpur 
and 180 miles north-west of Patna (Bihar). 

1. Prior to the sixth century A.D., Sogdiana was a kingdom which is now 
known as the Kirghiz S.S.R., and the Kazak S.S.R. covering the regions of 
p resent Samarkand and Bokhara. 

Ancient Sugdik, Sulik was situated in the north of Tokharestan and T'ien- 
rhan mountain. Gradually the Sogdians moved towards eastern Turkistan. 
They were originally a branch of Iranian people; their language was also 
Iranian. The people and their language have long disappeared; but some of 
the Sogdian translations of Buddhist texts have been uneartheds from Eastern 
Turkirtan by alchaeologists. 
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he was a wanderer; he travelled through drifting sand on foot, 
then reached the Imperial city. His passion for religion was 
inborn. 

During the 88 4 Hsien-ch'ingl period, he was order- 
ed by the Emperor to go for a pilgrimage to the Western country 
along with the Imperial envoy. He reached the monasterv of 

lg Ta-chtieh, Great Enlightenment. In India he paid 
offerings to Bodhimanda. The monk lighted the lamp for seven 
days and seven nights as offerings to the Council of discourses on 
Dharma. Again under the Aioka tree 4 .# j  Yu-shua in the 
courtyard of Bodhimada he carved out the image of the Buddha 
and Kuan-tze-tsai, Bodhisattva Avalokiteivara. 

Thereafter he went back to China. He received a n  Imperial 
order again to go to Chiao-chih to collect the medicinal herbs. 
That was the time when Chiao-chih was under the grip of a severe 
famine; people were dying in large numbers without food. He 
prepared food and drinks everyday for the famine-stricken peo- 
ple and distributed them in the afternoon. The pilgrim was very 
much grieved at heart and shed tears profusely at the sight of 
this miserable plight of the distressed people. Therefore, he was 
known by the people of that country as 'Weeping Bodhisattva 

The Sogdians had close contact with other parts of Central Asia and India. 
Buddhism spread there from Tokharestan. Sogdian monks played a great part 
in the transmission of Buddhist culture in China. The two important lnonks 
from Sogdiana translated the Buddhist Siitras into Chinese. They are hown 
by the names of Sanghavarman and S~ghabhadra  in the second and third- 
century A.D. 

Seng-hui an illustrious monk from Sogdiana worked in South China in the 
third century A.D. In Chinese Sogdiana is K'eng-chu. Their names are dis- 
tinguished in Chinese by adding prefix K'eng. Sogdiana has been identified 
with Sakadvipa by S.C. Vidyibhiisan. (.J.R.A.R., P a ~ t  I 1902, p. 154). 

See Rahul Sankrityayana-History of Central Asia, p. 137; Luce Boulnois 
(Tt. by Dennis Chamberlain), 77u Silk Road, Chap. on Sogdiana, p. 149; 
P.C. Bagchi-India and Central Asia, pp. 36-40. 

1. Introduced by the 3rd Emperor Kao-Tsung of the T'ang Dynasty in 
A.D 656, six years after his accession to the throne. 

2. Jonesia Asoka Roxb Gautama Buddha was born under this tree at 
Lurnbini. I t  is very much associated with Sansk~it literature of India 



incarnate'. Some time afterwards, he got slightly indisposed 
and died immediately at the age of sixty. 
d % 5 % 4 % @Pi-an Fa-shih, Dharmic5rya Nirviv ,  

Chih-an Fa-shih. Jfiinapirin. Both1 these monks were the 
natives of Kao-ch'ang, Turfanma They went to the capital city 
chcishing the idea of becoming monk. They were anxious to 
visit Mid-India and to witness with their own eyes the trans- 
forming influence (of the Doctrine) that had taken place there. 

Then, Pi-an and Chih-an with the Chinese envoy k t p  
Wang Hsiian-k'uo boarded the ship. On boa-d they fell sick 
and died. Many- copies of Budd hist Siitras and Sistras in Chinese 
translation, texts on $j & Yii-chia, Yoga belonging to 
them were left in the country of Srivijaya. 

?q Q T'an-jun Fa-shih, Meghasikta. He came 
from Lo-yang. He had profound knowledge of' the art of 
exorcism G #f Chu-shua and of metaphysics. Thoroughly 

1. Pi-an Fa-shih, 'Pi' in Chinex means "that" in contrast with "this". 
Pi-an meanr that world beyond this world, Yondenhore. I have translated iu 
Ni- master and Chih-an as Jfiinapfirin. 

2. Turfan was situated in the east of the T'ien shim ranga, in the north of 
Karashar or Agnidesh in Central Asia. It was closer to the Chinae periphery. 
I t  w u  on the overland route to India. Turfan, though a r d l  ouir state in 
Central Asia and a resting piace fo.. the monk travellers, WY not Y important 
Y Tun-huang. 

In the beginning of the fourth century A.D. the name of the southern p u t  
of the territory w;u changed into Kaech'ang by the Chinut. By the middle 
of the sixth century Western Turks occupied the entire region of Central hi?, 
dominated previously by the Epthalite or White Hum. Turfan a h  came 
under the ascendency of the Western Turks. It war wrated away from the 
Western Turks by the T'ang Emperor Kao-Tsung. This place was unda the 
Vigurs and next under the Mongols in the thirteenth century. 

Wang Yen-te, the Imperial envoy of China left an account of the flourirh- 
ing condition of Buddhism there. Buddhism waq prevalent in Turfvl till the 
first half of the fifteenth century. Several Buddhist xnanurc~ipt fiqmcnts in 
various languag-Sanskrit, Iranian, Chinue, Tokharian, Sogdian were 
discovered here. 

Sec-Stein CAT, pp. 256-265 ; Chun Heng-wang, Simpk Ceogrqhy of C h h  
(Physical Map of China) 

3. Art of exorcism including mystical and magical formulae used in Yoga 
rptem. Different types of exorcism have been described in the Dhirania or 
"Protective spells". 
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he studied the Vinaya texts and practised ifib y] I-ming, Cikiw 
$&trr (science of medicine). He was perfect in manners and 
bearings, thorough and careful in judgement. He demonstrated 
his keen desire of serving all the living creatures. 

Next, he gradually started his voyage in the South Sea and 
reached Chiao-chih where he stayed one full year, leading 
very simple and admirable life. He again embarked on a ship 
from the South, sailing for West India. On his voyage to India, 
he reached K'o-ling, fell sick and died at the age of thirty at 

& Po-p'enl to the north of K'o-ling, Yavadvipa. 
& $$j bip I-hui Lun-shih. Artharahi  $istr&irya. He 

was also a native of Lo-yang. He was extra-ordinarily bril- 
liant, reserved aild a man of profound thinking. His main 
ambition was to attain scholarship and Truth. He listened 
to the discourses on 6 She-lun Saniparigrahu $&tra,8 

& Ch-ru, Kofa etc. and acquired profound knowledge. 
But the monk had found much discrepancy in t h m  texts. Conse- 
quently, he longed to see those original Sanskrit texts and hear 
personally the discussions. Thereupon, he arrived in Mid-India 
with the hope of returning to China. But, alas ! like a tender 
plant, he withered away before he could attain his maturity. 
When he arrived at @p i& Lang-chia he suffered from minor 
ailments and died at the age of thirty odd years. 

There were three other monks in China. Following the north- 
em routea they arrived at .h & Wu-ch'ang, Udyana 

1. According to Takakusu modern Pembuln is P'o-p'en situated on the 
routh coast of Borneo. 

See ARBRIMA., p. xlix. 

2. I t  must be the Mdydna Samparigrh or the Mahdydna SariyrrA. (Com- 
pendium of philorophical treatises on the Mahlyina system). This w u  written 
by Asiuiga irnd was translated into Chinm by an Indian monk ParamArtha 
in A.D., 563, during the time of the Liang Dynasty. The same h t r a  with 
the same title was translated into Chinese by Buddhaihta in A.D. 531 during 
the Dynastic period of the Northern-Wci. 

See NC Nos. 1 183, 1 184. 

3. The principal overland route that passed through Central h i a  is known 
as "Ser India". 



country.' They heard that in Udyana the relics of the Buddh.'~ 
rkull were kept. They worshipped the relics. Whether they were 
living or not was not known thereafter. I-ching gathered this 
information from the monks who came from Udyana. 

$ Hui-lun-shih.' He was a native of &j 9 Hain- 
luo. His Sanskrit name was Pen-jo-p'o-mo Prajfiavarman. 
In Chinese it is known as @ 9 Hui-chia which meam 
"armour of wisdom". He renounced the world while he war in 
his own motherland and inflamed with desire, left his country to 
make a pilgrimage to the far-famed shrines of his religion. 

He started his voyage and arrived at ?A & Min-yeha in 
China. He travelled a long distance to reach Ch'ang-an. The 
Acgrya then received an Imperial order to follow the steps of 

, HsCian-chao who had gone to the Western coun- 
tries and having found him to assist him there. Thereupon, 
he left for India to pay homage to the sacred places of' his religion. 
He lived in the Monastery of Faith in the city of & 8 % & 
An-mo-luo-pa4 for about ten years. Next, going to east he visited 
the nearby Tukhara Saighlrima (k .% @ 4 Tu-ho- 
luo-seng belonging to North India. This Saighirima had 
originally been built long before by the peopleof that country for 
the accommodation of the Buddhist monks from Tukhara. The 
S&gharQma was very rich and had an abundant supply of all 
necessaries and also comfort of life. No other monasteries could 
surpass it in this respect. The name of the monastery was 

1. Udyina means garden or park in Sanskrit. Fa-hsien visited this place 
and mentioned that Buddhism was in flourishing conaition, where 500 mML 
were living in SaighirPma. Hsiian-chuang's transcription of Udyha  im Wu- 
chang-na. Wu-ch'ulg or Udayha comprises "the four districts of Punjkora, 
Bijawar, Swat and Bunir of present day." 

See Watterr Vol. I, pp. 225-227; Cunningham, Ancient Geogrqphy of India, 
p. 93; James Legge's (Translation) A Record o/Buddhi.tt Kindgdomr, pp. 28-29. 

2. S. &a1 has translated (extract) the lives of two monks in Indi.r. Amfi- 
qumy, p. 109, 1881. I noticed some lines are missing in his translation. 

3. Modern Fu-Kien or Fu-chien and part of Chc-kimg or Che-chiang. 

4. S. Beal has rendered this word as Amrivat (or Arnaribid?). India 
Antiquary Vol. X, p. 1 10, 1881. 
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'& 7% A Gandhira Sanda, Chien-t'duo-shan-t'u.1 
The pilgrim Hui-lun remained there for the purpose 
of studying Sanskrit language and became well versed in Kok. 
When the author came there, the monk Hui-lun was forty 
years old. 

The monks coming from north and living in that monastery 
were the masters of that place. To the west of the monastery of 
the Great Enlightenment, there was another monastery for the 
people of & & Chia-pi-shih. This monastery rose even 
to greater prosperity and celebrity for its moral virtues and high 
standard of learning. The brethren living in that monastery 
were all Hinayinists; the traveller monks coming from north 
also lived there. The name of the monastery was $. $ 
9 4 Gunacarita, Chii-na-che-li-t~.~ In Chinese that was 

known as 4% fi Te-hsing the meaning of which is Punyagati. 
To the north-east of the monastery of Great Enlightenment, 

there was another monastery at an interval of two yojanas known 
5% & as Ch'u-lu-kea (ohia) Cilukya. This monastery 

had been built by the King of Cilukya Dynasty of South India. 
Though the monastery was poor and simple, yet it was famous 
for a highly disciplined and religious life of its inmates. 
Recently the King B 9 Jih-chiin, Adityasena4 built again 

1. Gandhara SanghSr5ma. Beal has translated this as 'GzodhPra Sand', 
Ibid, p. 110. 

2. Chii is 'Ku' or 'Gu'. I t  is Guqacarita but the meaning of the Chinut 
name is Punyagati. 

3. The CPlukya Dynasty was founded by PulakeCn 1 at Badami or Vatapi 
(Bijapur district, Mysore), in the middle of the sixth century A.D. The CPlukya 

rulen like other Hindu rulers of India were tolerant to all religions, though 
they were Brahmanical Hindus. They erected many beautiful temples and 
excavated many cave-temples like those of the Budaist rulers. This Sanghl- 
r b m  was donated by the ruler of the CBlukya Dynasty for the Buddhist monkr 
of South India. 

4. The death of Harqavardhana of Kanauj in the beginning of A.D. 647 
was immediately followed by great political upheaval and chaos in North 
India and Magadha. But in the last quarter of the seventh century and in the 
first half of the eighth century A.D. Magadha again rose to a pmition of Impe- 
rial greatness under the later Guptm of Magadha. The Aphsac) inscription 
(near, Bihar) giver a gcr~eaology of the Later Guptas. In the genealogy, the 



by the side of that monastery, a new one which was just 
completed. The monks from south generally stayed there. Every- 
where there were monasteries. So the monks could communi- 
cate with their own countries. But Shan-choul did not have a 
single monastery in India to live in. This caused a great hard- 
ship for the traveller monks from China. 

About forty yojanas to the east of the NHlandi Vihira along 
the down stream of the Gangi, there was another Vih5ra 
known as ( 4 ~  k g$*f~i-li-chia-hsi-t~a-~o-no Mygas- 
t h i ~ a n a . ~  In  Chinese it is known as Lii-yiian which means 
the Deer Park (monaste~y). Not very far from this monastery 
there was another monastery which was in ruins; only the foun- 
dation was visible. I t  was commonly known as h 
Chih-na or Chinese monastery which, it was said, had been 
built by the great King Shih-li-chi-tuo S r i - ~ u ~ t a . ~  There were 
more than twenty monks from the land of the Great T'ang. 
This Chih-na was Kuang-chou (Canton). Mahichina 

$q h a$ Mo-ho-chih-na was the capital, i t  was also 
called qg $ 11; 9 T'i-p'o-fu-tan-luo, Devaputra,. 

name of Adityasena, the son of Mgdhava-Gupta and the grandson of Mahi- 
sena-Gupta is mentioned. Adityasena assumed the Imperial title of MahH- 
rgjidhirija. The Chinese monk, here mentioned the name of a King Jih- 
Chiin. In Chinese the word Jih is Aditya (sun) and Chiin means Sena (army) 
The monk probably mentioned the King Adityasena belonging to'the Later 
Guptas who ruled Magadha assuming Imperial title after the death of Harba- 
vardhana. Like other Hindu rulers he was also tolerant to other religion. 

1. China. 
2. This Mrigasthipana monastery described by I-ching in the seventh 

and eighth century, has been identified with Mrigasthgpana StQpa somewhere 
in I7arendrabhJini (Northern Bengal) by Foucher. An illustrated manuscript 
of A.D. 101 5 containing a painting of the same stupa has been kept in Cambridge 
University. 

See Dr. N. R. Ray, Bangalir Itihs, p..811; Din. D. Mitra, Buddhist Monu- 
ments, p. 235. 

3. According to Dr. N. R. Ray S r i - ~ u ~ t a  and MahPrPja-Gupta the great 
grandfather of Samudra-Gupta of the Gupta Dynasty is the one and the same 
person. S r i - ~ u ~ t a  was a great supporter of Buddhism though he himself was 
a Hindu. 

4. The Emperors and rulers of the Great Roman Empire, Persia, India 
and China where the great civilisation prevailed used high sounding titles 
like Kaisara (Caesar), Shahan-shah, t.he King of Kings , Mahirij5 and 
Devaputra respectively, which is suggestive of the Divine theory of Kingship. 
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which means in Chinese the son of Heaven. During his visit 
there were more than twenty monks from China. They followed 
the track known as KO-yang, passed through 1 1 1  Shu- 
ch'uan (modern Sze-chYuan)l and reaching the Mahibodhi 
Saxighirima paid offerings tc the sacred traces. The distance 
between Sze-ch'uan and this Sanghirima was more than five 
hundred yojanas. 

They were received by the King with great respect for their 
piety. The king donated them a village of considerable extent 
and made an endowment of twenty-four villages for their main- 
tenance. 

Artexwards all the Chinese monks died. This village was 
partitioned and the land came into possession of aliens. When 
the pilgrim visited the place only threevillages were in the posses- 
sion of the Deer-Park (Mrgasthipana) monastery. Five hund- 
red years had already elapsed since the Chih-na monastery had 
been built. At that time, measuring of land etc. was done with 
utmost care. This land then (during the time of the Pilgrim's 
visit) belonged to $& !$ $k J$ T'i-pyo-po-mo, Deva- 
varrnan2, the king of Eastern India. The King returned the temple 

1. Besides the Central Asian l.oute, there were two more over-land routes 
from China to India. One, through Yiin-nan Province, Upper Burma and 
Assam, was not commonly used. Another was through Tibet and Nepal to 
India. 

2. In the accounts of Chinese monks I-ching and Seng-che, mention is 
made of a Buddhist Dynasty ruling at Samatata. This Dynasty is undoubtedly 
the Khadga Dynasty of Ashrafpur (30 miles north-east of Dacca, 
Bangladesh) inscriptions. There a bronze votive stfipa alongwith two 
copper plates were found. In those two plates, the names of Khadgodyama, 
Jltakhadga, Devakhadga and Rljariijabhata have been mentioned. On 
the pedestal of stone image of goddess Sarvipi at Deolbidi in Tippera, 
thc name of PrabhZvati, the wife of Devakhadga and the mother of 
Rijargjabhata has been engraved. I-ching here has mentioned of a 
King Devavarman of Eastern India and Seng-chi has mentioned the 
name of RZjabhata a Buddhist King of Samatata. According to 
Dr. N. R. Ray Devavarman of I-ching may or may not be Devakhadga 
ofthe Khaqlga Dynasty but RZjabhata of Seng-chi is undoubtedly R2ja- 
rijabhata of the Ashrafpur copper plate inscriptions. 

See Dr. N. R. Roy, Bdngdlit Itihds, pp. 453-454; Nalini Nath Dasgupta, 
Bdngltiya Baudhhadham.  



and its land to the villagers to avoid expenses as pilgrim monb 
in large numbers were coming from the land of the son of Heaven 
(China). He also said, "It is easy to make a nest like a magpie 
but to find a fortunate one to enjoy it, is really very rare". 

"One must strive for world's salvation. Now someone should 
represent the Emperor requesting him to show his magnanimity 
for this sincere and worthy cause." 

The Chin-kang-tso, Vajrisana and the Mahibodhi temple 
had been erected by the King of Ceylon. In olden days the monks 
coming from Ceylon always remained in this temple. 

The Nilandi monastery was about seven yojanas to the north- 
east of the Mahhbhodhi which was built by an old king named 
$akridityi f l  4 $! 6 &, Shih - li - shuo - chieh - luo- 
tieh-ti for a Bhikqu .$ i i  % Ho-luo-she-p'an from 
North India. The foundation of the building in the begin- 
ning was on a small scale but, later on, this King's son and succes- 
sors successively continued this noble work on a very large scale. 

This marvellous building surpassed all the buildings in grand- 
eur and artistic workmanship. It was one of the most splendid 
ones in India. I t  is pretty difficult to describe the artistic skill 
and beauty of this temple. However, the description is given in 
brief: The shape of this Sanghirima was four square like a city 
with vertical eaves on the four aides ; and with a lofty enclosing 
wall all around. There was a long corridor around the monastery. 
The three-storeyed building had brickpaved rooms. The build- 
ing was more than one Chang' in height. The rooms had wooden 
cross-beams, ceilings had no tiles, the roofs were brickpaved. 
At the back of the temple, there was direct road by which one 
could conveniently walk round the temple. There was open 
space at the back of each room, with a high and stiff enclosing 
wall. This imposing monastery had a thirty or forty feet high 
enclosing wall with rows of well-modelled stucco figures. 

As usual the monastery consisted of a number of monks' 
cells and they were nine in rows. The floor-space of each cell 
was more than hundred square feet. The windows were on the 

1 .  A China  measure of ten feet. 
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back wall facing the cornice. The cells had a fixed, high single- 
leaf door without screens so that through one door all the cells 
could be seen. Going out of the room, one could clearly see the 
four sides. The monks would rather inspect each other than to 
allow any privacy among them. 

At the end of the four corners, four big halls of brick-work 
were built. It is said that the Bhadanta Buddha f&. Ta- 
tel once lived here. The main entrance was on the west wall 
through a large portico of which the roof rested on pillars. The 
wall was skilfully and marvellously carved out with curious 
figures and figurines. The entrance was connected with all the 
cells but originally there were separate gates. Going forward, 
there stood four pillars erected at a regular distance of two steps. 
Though the door was not very big, it was very strong. Everytime 
during meal hours, the doors were closed in order to protect the 
sacred place from any irregular and unpleasant happening. 

The inncr courtyard of the establishment was more than 
thirty Pu2 9- paces in area. This was laid with bricks; the smaller 
one was either of seven or five paces in length. The floor, back 
and front walls as well as the eaves were all mosaic, made of bricks 
large and small-some as small as dates and peaches. They were 
plastered thickly with a paste which was a mixture of finely 
powdered lime, earth, jute-fibres, oil and jute-fluff. 

This paste was kept for days together to soak and mix, then it 
was used for plastering the bricks. The green grasses were put 
on the plastered bricks for three days. After the paste dried up, 
the polishing was done with soap stone and coloured with vermil- 
lion or red juice or something like that. Finally, it was rubbed 
and polished with oil, which gave to the brickwork the look of a 
mirror. The flights of stairs of the hall were also polished like 
this. After completion, people would walk over them-no crack 
would appear even after ten to twenty years. The colour would 

1. Rhadanta, most honourable term for Buddha or for a monk used by 
the Hinaygnists. 

2. A land measure of 5 Chinese feet, 240 sq. 'pu' being equal to one mow 
or 7 3 3 4  sq. yards. 
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surely fade away if the limejuice was not applied. There were 
about eight such temples. The tops of the temples were evenly 
connected and similar plan, uniform designs were followed all- 
through. To  the east of the temple, it had either one or three 
rooms. Right in the foreground were the Buddha images; at 
the back and front of this temple large and small images could 
be seen. 

A separate structure was erected for the image of the Buddha 
at some distance outside the temple. 

The big courtyard outside the south-west of the monas- 
tery was surrounded by innumerable big and small 

rF. 
votive st war 7 % ;/I?.. S u-tu-pol and Caiiyas 81 &, Chih-ti 
which were known in olden days as +& ;9 $L % T'a-che- 
o-liieh, Dagoba and d $& 8 ${L Chih-t'i-che-o respec- 
tively. These were about hundred in number. I t  was 

1 Originally a funeral mound erected by the Buddhists to commemorate 
the sacred site or to enshrine the relics (Dhftu) of the Buddha or of his principal 
disciples. Much before the introduction of images of the Buddha, s t i ' a  sym- 
bolised the Parinirvina of the Buddha. Later on, stOpa became the symbol of 
the Master himself in the eyes of the devotees who satisfied their religious 
cravings by worshipping the s t v a  as a representative of the Buddha. This 
practice of stifpa worship continued even when images of the Buddha were 
introduced. 

The MnAdparinirvdpa Siftanta says that just before the death of the Master, 
his principal disciple, Lands, was instructed by the Lord to erect a sttipa over 
his ashes on the cross road like a sti2pa of an universal monarch. So the practice 
of constructing stti'a was pre-Buddhistic. Many important st Gjas were built 
on the relics of the Buddha and on the sites which were very closely and dearly 
associated with the life and the activities of the Lord. 

Not only thc King ASoka as it is narrated by Hsiian-chuang, erccted 
84,000 stiipar(controversia1) in India but also the common people, lay devo- 
tees built many stiipas and this was considered as an act of profound merit. 

The shape of a st$a is like a hemispheric dome with a hannikfi (square box) 
crowned by an umbrella on the top. The passage round the stzpa is meant for 
circumambulation. The stjpas were built as an object of worship inside Caitya 
hall. 

For details see Percy Brown-Indian Architecture. H.C.I.P. Bharatiya Vidya 
Bhawan, Vol. 2 (The Age of Imperial Unity) pp. 487-493; Griinwedel Gibson 
and Burgess-Buddhist Art in India, pp. 19-26. ; Dr. D. Mitra, Buddist Mmu- 
ments, pp. 21-30. 
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difficult for the author to recollect the vast number of sacred 
relics over there. These were erected over different sacred vestiges 
and adorned with gold and priceless lustrous stones. 

The monks and their disciples had to observe the rules and 
ceremonies of the monastic life. The rules and precepts of the 
monastic life ' have been narrated in the 7 h & Chung- 

P fang-1 P and 4 /# Chi-kuei-chuan.' 
The oldest man, irrespective of his learning and attainments, 

was regarded only as director. Every night, the main gate was 
to be locked and the key was handed over to the head of the 
monastery. There was no sub-director known as Karrnadina 
or k k  Wei-na3. But the founder of the establishment was, 
in fact, honoured as the master of the temple, Ssu-chu. In Sans- 
krit he was known as % $Fj $ ? $9 Pi-ho - luo - sha-mi', 
Vihirasvimin. The person who was in charge of announcing 
time and circulating information regarding the affairs of the 
monastery to the resident monks, was known as % $4 .$ & .$ 
Pi-ho-luo-po-luo, Vihirapila6 ; which means one who 
"protects the monastery". The person supervising the mess was 
known as +& 4 79 RP Chieh-mo-t'o-na, Karmadina which 
means administrative staff, in general, it is Wei-na. 

If the monks had some business, they would assemble to discuss 
the matter. Then they ordered the officer, Vihirapsla to cir- 

1 .  'Record of Madliyadeia'. The name of the book referred here pre- 
sumably is the work of 'I-ching. Takakusu could not find this book ir tne 
India Office collection. But he thinks it may be found either in the Buddhist 
library of China or Japan or Korea. 

2. I-ching while staying at Sri-bhoga in A.D. 692, sent the manuscript of 
Nan-hai-chi-kwi-mi-fa-chuan, a 'Record of the Inner law sent home from the sotrthern 
sea', through another Chinese priest Tao-tsin who was returning to China. 
The work was translated into English by the most celebrated Japanese scholar 
J. Takakusu. 

See J. Takakusu-ARBRPIMA pp: xviii-xxi. 
3. A director of duties, who was the second irn rank in the adrninigtration 

of a monastery. 
4. The patron or the bestowcr of a monastery was known as the master 

of the monastery nr VihiraswHmin. 
5. The guardian of a monastery was known as the protector of the rnonas- 

t u y  or Vihirapila in Sanskrit. 



culate and report the matter to the resident monks onc by one with 
folded hands. With the objection of a single monk, it would not 
pass. There was no such use of beating or thumping to announce 
his case. In case a monk did something without the consent of 
all the residents, he would be forced to leave the monastery. 
If there was a difference of opinion on certain issue, they would 
give reason to convince (the other group). No force or coercion 
was used to convince. There were some monks who were in charge 
of the treasury of the monastery . Even if there were two or three 
resident monks, the offioer (in charge of the monastery) would 
send monks of lower rank with folded hands to ask their permis- 
sion for spending money. With their unanimous consent, they 
would be allowed to spend. Without the consent of all the resi- 
dent monks, nobody could decide the affaiis of the monastery. 
If anyone used the money without giving explanation, even if it 
were a quantity of rice in husks, that person would be expelled 
from the monastic life. 

In case a monk bragged and used other's belongings, he was 
sarcastically and jokingly called Chii-lu-po-ti ($6 & tt 
Ku1apati.l The translation of the word is Chia-chu, the head of 
the family. He was disliked not only by the .adherents of Bud- 
dhist faith but also by God. The decision taken by anyone with- 
out the consent of others was regarded as a sin against one's 
religion. This might be for the welfare of the monastery but it was 
finally considered as committing a grave sin. A wise monk would 
never do such  thing^.^ 

Previously, there were ninety-six schools of heretics hut during 
the time of I-ching's visit, only ten sects were lcft. At the time of 
any religious meeting, the monks holding their own faith would 
sit together. Generally the monks and nuns would not quarrel 
for front or back seats. The residents of the monastery, profess- 

ing different faiths, would not move or sit together at the time 

1. A head of a family. A householder who practises Buddhism without 
becoming a monk. The use of this term for a monk was considered to be an 
insult. 

2. See D. D. Korambi, 7 h  Culturr u d  Ciw'lisation of Ancirnt Indiu, p. 1 76 . 
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of study. The rules and regulations of this establishment were 
very strict afid austere. 

The officers known as $ Tien-shih and E & Tso-shih, 
inspected the dormitories every fortnight and examined the 
rules and regulations observed by them. The names of the 
monks were not entered into the official register.l In case an 
inmate did anything wrong, his case and mode of punishment 
given to him were decided by all the fellow monks. Consequently, 
all the monks and the disciples were afraid of each other. Al- 
though the ordinary comforts of life were denied to them, it 
(this type of life) was extremely beneficial for the good of others. 

I-ching recollected one incident while he was in the capital. 
He had seen a man drawing the picture of Jetavana vihira 
without real knowledge. In  order to acquaint a large number 
of people with the real fact, he just gave a short description of 
the monastery (Nilandi) . 

In  the land of five Indies i.e., all over India, there were innume- 
rable big monasteries. The King of the couiltry ordered 
his subjects to use s67K Lou-shui, Clepsydra2 or water- 
clock. I t  was not difficult to measure (the length of) hour of the 
day and night with this instrument. A night was divided into 
three parts3-the first and the third were occupied by medita- 
tion and ~ h a n t i n g . ~  During the middle hour, the monks could 

1. China had a unique custom of maintaining an official register of the 
clergy of the country The famous monk Chih Tao-lin protested against this 
sycitem in a written letter to the Emperor in A.D. 399. 

In T'ang China, the preparation of the monks' registration stat ted in AD. 
799. The compilation was done once in three years and recorded in 4 copies- 
one to bc kept in local prefecture , one with the Bureau of National Sacrifice 
and the third one with the Court of State Ceremonials. Such a registration 
helped the state to have an idea of the exact population of the clerics. 

2. The "Clepsydra was a contraption consisting of a smal.1 perforated bowl 
floating in a large oce filled with water, time being noted by each immersion 
of the small bowl and announced regularly" S. Dutt, (Monks and Monasteries 
in India, p. 335).  

This instrument of water clock was not only used in the N2landH monastery, 
but it was universally used in big monasteries of India. I-ching has given a 
detailed description of this water-clock in his famous work Nan-hi-chi-kuci- 
ni-fa-chuan. 

Set Takakusu, ARBPRIMA, pp. 144-145. 
3. P r a t h a  rima, Madhyama Yima, Pafcima rima, first half of the night, 

mid-night, and last half of the night. 
4. Takakusc, ARBRIMA. (The Ceremony of Chanting) pp. 152-166. 



take rest conveniently. Innumerable devices and methods (of 
regulating time) had been elaborately described in Chi-kuei- 
chuan. 

Though he made a humble attempt to describe the plan of the 
monastery in short, he apprehends anyone coming here may not 
be able to understand properly the plan drawn by him. He 
hopes there will be no hurdle to  visitor.^ coming to this 
monastery. If he appeals to the Emperor, requesting him to 
construct a monastery according to this plan, then Rijagrha 
would be in China without much difference. Hence it was 
necessary to draw a sketch of Nilandi. 

The name of the monastery Shih-li-na-lan-t'o-mo-pi-ho-luo 
Sri Nilandi Mahivihgra was translated into Chinese as 
4 9 7 $,& M $ Chi-hsianp-shen-lung - ta - chu - ch'ul the 
lucky dragon spirit palace. The kings, high officials, their family 
members, big temples in India used the appellation 9 $1 
Shih-liB before their names. The meaning of the word Shih-li is 
4 kf Chi-hsien, lucky omen-it means honourable. Ni- 
landi was the name of a NigaS ( Dragon). In the vicinity of the 

1. Niland5 (Lat. 25" 8'N; Long. 85" 27'E district Patna, Bihar) lies 
7 miles to the north of Rajgir. Xarsavardhana of Kanauj (A.D. 606-647), 
a great patron of Buddhism donated revenue of a hundred villager for the main- 
tenance of this great establishment. NHlandH MahHvihHra by this time became 
the premier Buddhist institution not only in India but its prestige as an educa- 
tional centre of supreme importance became known throughout the Buddhist 
world. Its fame and honour continued till the end of the twelfth century. The 
Chinese travellers like Hsiian-chuang, I-ching stayed and studied in this insti- 
tution and they spoke of a high standard of learning and disciplined life of the 
inmates and brilliant attainments of the xeputed teachers of the monastery. 
The students who 'stole the name of Nilandi were all treated with respect' 
wherever they went. 

During the time of the Pila rulers (eighth-twelfth century) NilandH rose 
ever to greater prosperity and fame. One of the luminaries of the university, 
Padmasambhava went to Tibet and founded Lamaism there. 

After Hsiian-chumg, I-ching, many more Chinese and Korean monks 
visited NilandH. 

2. This is a popular appellation used as a prefix to the names of various 
deities and men. $ri in Sanskrit means beauty or prosperity or luck. The 
goddess Lakjmi is also known as Srf. 

9. In Chinese mythology Niga or Dragon is a fabulous q e n t  with 
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temple there was a dragon (Niga) by the name fla & w] i~k 
Na-chia-lan-t'o, Nigananda. So Cas the name given to the 
monastery. a 

& t?j .% Pi-ho-luo means i l  /& Chu-ch'u (dvdra) dwel- 
ling place. The name Nilandi was not correctly translated. 
All the seven monasteries were very similar in general 
appearance and lay-out; if you see one, you have seen all the 
seven. The road at the back of the monastery was a public tho- 
roughfare-straight and even. One could have a clear picture 
of the entire establishment from south. The real view of the same 
was always available through western door. Hundred paces 
(20 pu) to the south was a st iipa (Su-tu-PO) more than hundred 
feet high, where in olden days the Honourable Tathigata re- 
mained for three summer months. The Sanskrit name of 
the sttipa was $ $$ {&P& @ 4 1% Mu-1u0-chian-t9+ch&ti, 
Mfila-gandha-kuyil. I t  was known as $6 Kan-pen- 
hsiang-tien, Miilagandha (monastery) temple in Chinese. 
More than fifty paces ( pu) to the east of the door of the temple, 
there was still a much higher s t q a  than the Miila-gandha-kuti. 
This stiipa of brickwork was erected by the King 4,h e R 
Yu-jih-wang, RilBditya.2 The ornamentation of the stiipa was 

supernatural power. hriga or snake also plays an important part in Indian 
mythological stories. In the Dictionary of Chiruse Buddhist t e r n  (p. 247, A). 
Soothhill has described "as dragon it represents the chief of the scaly reptiles; 
it can disappear or can be manifest, increase or decrease, lengthen or shrink. 
In  spring it mounts in the sky and in winter it enters the earth. Dragons arc 
regarded beneficent bringing the rains and guarding the heavens, they con- 
trol rivers and lakes and hybernate in the deep." 

See Anthony Christie. Chinese Mythology. p. 11 1. 
1. The root temple is 'the chief shrine of the Buddha', the root and frag- 

rant residence of the Buddha. Miila-gandha-kuti VihHra was erected in these 
places like SBrnBth, NPlarldB, Vais'Pli wherever the Buddha spent his time. 

2. He belonged to the Later Gupta Dynasty when the Imperial power 
was completely aisintcgrated due to internal struggle and foregin invasion. 
Narasimha-gupta assumed the title of BPlHditya, who according to Hsiian- 
chuang defeated the Hiina Chief, Mihirakula. About the time and identity of 
BaHditya, there are controversies. According to some scholars Kumdra-gupta, 
the son of Narasimha-gupta was known as Bifiditya. Dr. Roy Choudhuri 
identifies this Ba'la'ditya with Bhinu-Gupta. 



delicate and superb. The seat in the hall with mosaic .floor was 
made of gold and was studded with jewels. Offerings were made 
generally of rare and precious things. The hall had an image of 
the Buddha Tathagata in Dharma-cakra-Prmarhm-dra' 
(turning the Wheel of Law). 

Again, to the south-west, there was a very small caitla of more 
than ten feet high. I t  was here that a brahrnin holding a bird in 
his hand was coming to ask the Buddha many questions. 
So it was known as ,#. $$ )$ Ch'ueh-li-fou-t'u Sparrow 
s t i ~ p a . ~  To the west of the Mda-gandha-kuti temple wm 
the Buddha's tooth-stick tree 4b & [il* Fo-ch'ih-mu-shu 
and not willow branch. Again, to the west of this temple was an 
"altar of precept" rr( i& Chieh-t'ad, more than ten square 

feet in area. 
Like the early Gupta rulers, BBlPditya was a great patron of Buddim 

though he was a follower of BrHhmapical faith. Under the active patronage of 
the Gupta rulers and in the atrnosphe~e of toleration, Buddnism flourished in 
India. BHlHditya was a donor of the N%landa monastery; he built a three stom 
yed mot aatery and temple. He marked the occasion by a religious convoca- 
tion and invited sonle Chinese monks to attend the function. 

See-A. Ghosh. Ndkmdd, 4th Ed. p.46, H.C.I.P., Bharatiya Vidya-Bhavan, 
Clcrrn'caL Age, pp. 42-43; S. Chattopadhyaya, Early Hisbry of Northern India, 
pp. 222-224. 

1. Before imageworship came into existence, symbol-wonhip was vay 
popular in the history of Buddhism In the beginning of the Christian era, 
Bhdcti movement started in Buddhism. The Buddha was no longer a teacher 
or a superman. He was deified; the image-worship of the Buddha could some- 
what satisfy the craving and devotional impulses of the masses. Before the 
introduction of imagewonhip, a symbol like Bodhi tree, Wheel of Law repre- 
sented various aspects of the Buddha's life. The Buddha delivered his first 
sermon at SHrnHth ana this evmt is known as Dhm-cukra-prwmha or moving 
the 'Wheel of Law'. 

The pilgrim refers here an image of the Buddha in Dhurmu-cukrapwurtunu- 
mudrd. 

2. Hsiian-chuang while describing the NHlandH establishment has refer- 
red to a tope (stiipa) at the spot where a Tuthika holding a bird in his hand 
asked the Buddha about life and death. I-ching also has mentioned the Sparrow 
std'a more than 10 ft. high on the same spot referred by Hsiian-chuang. Accor- 
ding to him, it was erected outside the west wall near the tank of NHlandP. 

See Watters, Vol. 11, pp. 170-1 7 1 (Reprinted in Peking, 1941 ). 
3. The altar where a novice receives the commandments from the jme 

ceptors. 
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The compound walls of brickwork were, however, plain and 
more than twenty feet high. The wall had a niche, five Chinese 
feet high, with a small cailya. The eastern corner of the altar 
contained brickwork base, inscribed with sacred Buddhist texts.' 
In  breadth it was two chou2 and in length either fourteen or fifteen 
chou and was more than two chou in height. On it blooming 
lotuses were carved with white lime. These lotuses were about 
two inches high and more than one foot in circumference. There 
were fourteen or fifteen flowers manifesting the traces of the lotus- 
like footprints (or steps) of the Buddha. 

Going from this temple south to Rijagrha was thirty li. The 
Ch'iu-feng and Chu-yiian Grdhraktita or the Vulture Peak and 
Venuvana, Ramboogrove were all in the vicinity of the capital. 
Going south-west to the Mahibodhi SanghirHma seven yojanu.9 
direct to the south was the f$ & A Tsun-tsu-shan, Guru- 
pHdagiri4 sage's foot mountain. The city of @ $ $1 Rsieh- 
she-li Vaiiili was situated twenty-five yojanas to the north 
of the Nilandi Sangh5rima and the Deer Park or Mrgadiva6 

1. Some fragmentary brick inscriptions have been found from the core 
of a votive sfi2pa of the main tern1 le at Nalandi. These inscriptions contain 
the tenets epitomizing the teachings of the Buddha.-It follows: 

Ye dharmi hetu-prabhavi h e t h  t e ~ i m  Tathigatohyavadat. 
tesim ca yo nirodha evam vidi Mahi-irarnanah. 
'TathHgata has revealed the cause of those phenomena which spring from 

a cause, also (the means of) their cessation. So says the Great Monk'. These 
inscriptions contain the Nida'na-Su'fra or Pratityz.sunutpa'da Szitra (the Cdf& of 
the Chain of causation). 

2. Cubit. 
3 Indian measure of length. It was described as one day's march of royal 

army in ancient India. Two English miles make one Indian KroJa and 4 KroJu 
make one yojana i.e. 8 English miles. rojana is nearly 40 or 30 or 16 Chinese li; 
according to Hsiian-chuang 40 Chinese li was equivalent to one KroJa. 

4. The mountain of the venerable preceptor MahikZSyapa. Cunningham 
has identified this place with the three rugged and barren hills near Kurkihar 
(Lat. 24O 49'N; Long. 85'15'E District Gayi, Bihar) a small village, 16 
miles to the north-east of Gaya. Dr. R. C. Mazumdar identifies the place with 
a small hill Gurpa on the south-east of Bodh-Gayi in Bihar. The present name 
of Gurpa is the same as Gurupidagiri. 

See J.R.A.B., Vol. 11, 1906, pp. 77-83. 
5. SPrnith (Lat, 2.5' 22'N; Long. 830 1'E. District VIrInasI, Uttar 

Praduh) 4 miles to the north of Viriqasi is the site of ancient Mqgadiva. 



twenty yojans to the west. The city of q t  $ - .  i, /&Tan-mo-li-ti 
Tgmralipti was sixty or seventy yojanas to the east. I t  was 
situated on the mouth of the sea from where one had to sail for 
China. 

About three thousand five hundred monks were living in the 
Niland5 monastery. This establishment was in possession of 201 
villages. The kings of successive generations had donated those 
villages permanently for the resident monks. 

$7 I is translated into Sanskrit as h$j /$ np 2%-shun-na, yojam. 
The infinite ocean, the home of dragon, and the river 

Lol, the home of the holy tortoise are divided by the Heavenly 
river. On the long distant track for horses across the desert, not 
a single traveller would be seen. Consequently, very few people 
could have any real picture of the situation through hearsay. 
The image made by the artist though corresponded to the origi- 
nal, still there was something lacking in it. The drawing of the 
ancient theme would always inspire the new generation. All the 
visitors would reverentially remember the Lord Buddha and 
thus their divine souls would be elevated. 

The first chuan of Eminent monks who went to the West in 
search of Law during the Great T'ang rulers. 

S h H t h  is one of the four sacred places for the Buddhists. T h e  Buddha preached 
his first Sermon or moved the Wheel of Law at SHrnith. This event is known 
as Dhanna-cakra-Pravartana. 

For details see Dr. D. Mitra, Buddhirt Monuments, pp. 66-69. 
1. The river 'Lo' delivered to Yii thc Great, Emperor of the Hsia Dynasty 

(2205 B.C.-1818 B.C.) a transcendent tortoise. This divine tortoise had the 
numbers from one to nine at the back. 

See the chapter A Ku-ming of the Annals -$ ez and Shu-rhg,  47. 
"P 



CHAPTER I1 

15 MONKS 
Written bv the Tripitaka Master I-ching 

-& :k $ T a d i n  Fa-shih. The monk Tao-lin w u  a 
native of :Z & Chiang-ling in $1 Chingsh0u.I His 
Sanskrit name was p ,% 6 Shih-luo-po-p'o, Silaprabha. 
He was known as Chieh-kuang in Chinese (Sila- 
prabha). When he was very young, he renounced the world 
and resolved to become a Buddhist monk. At the age of twenty, 
he fervently searched for an able teaaher and the Truth. He 
collected the ViMya Pi)oka jT ,+&, Lii-Ts' ang, controlled his 
passions and acquired profound knowledge. 

He spent most of his time in meditation and thus quietened 
down the waters of the heart, to behold the Buddha as the moon 
reflected in still water. He was endowed with very good qualities 
of heart. He was of pure and humble nature, refined, modest 
and truthful. Taking oblations in the pure and crystal-clear 
water of the fountain, he calmed down his mind, washed his 
mouth with pure water and thus nurtvred his inner soul. He 
seldom retired for rest ; major part of the day and night he would 
sit and study. Hc took his meal only once in a day. 

Many years had already passed, when the great religion (Bud- 
dhism) had flooded China in the East. But the Intuitional 
Schoola had just started, yet at the same time, the canonical texts 

1. It  comprised the modern rtatca of Hu-nan, Hu-pei, Kuang-si, Kuei- 
chou and Sze-ch'uan. One of the 9 chour or divirions of the Empire made by 
the Emperor Yit. 

2. Ting-men: The nyatcm of meditation of the Intuitional School. It was 
h t  founded in China by Bodhidharma, commonly known iu Ta-mo in Chinese. 
Different dates have been recorded for his arrival in China. Theearliest source 
material concerning Bodhidharma is the Lo-yang chia-lan-chi by Yang Hgiian- 
chih (C.T.T. Vol. 51, No. 2092,.p. 999) completed in A.D. 547. A different 
date and time of hi8 arrival is p e n  in another source Hsu-kao-scng-chwn 
(Fur* Biogr@hk of Eminmt monks) (C.T.T. Vol. 50, No. 2060 p. 425) .  
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emphasising the importance of the monastic discipline were also 
very rare. So he eagerly longed for visiting the far-off India to 
procure the sources and the history of the canonical rules of the 
Vinaya Pitaka. 

Then, he with a mendicant stick, reached the South Sea in a 
foreign ship and from there set sail for India. On his way he 
passed through copper pillar T'ung-chu and arrived at  Lang- 
chia. He crossed $q 7& Ho-ling and Luo-kuol 
to reach India. He received very warm and affectionate welcome 
from the kings of those countries he passed through. He Ppent a 
couple of years there and then he reached Tan-mo-li-ti, Timra- 
lipti in East India. He spent three years there in studying Sanskrit 
language. 

In spite of the divergences of opinion, it may be presumed that Bodhidharma 
was in China in the second half of the sixth century A.D. 

However, Bodhidharma was universally considered as the real founder of 
the contemplative form of Mahsyina or esoteric school in China. It is known 
as Ch'an from Sanskrit Dhycina which is said to be an Intuitive School. It d m  
not depend on canon or texts. This school follows an immediate way instead 
of ~ a d u a l  meditation. Hui-neng the sixth patriarch of the seventh-eighth 
centuries popularised this school. Till the eleventh century this was the most 
prevalent school in China. Indian DhyBna, Chinese Ch'an, Japanese Zen. 

1. 'Luo' in Chinese means 'naked'. Luwkuo or Luejen-kuo means 
the land of the naked people. I-ching, on his way to India, passed this island 
(in Bay of Bengal). He has given here a graphic description of the island 
(Nicobar) that agrees to some extent with the Venetian traveller Marco Polo's 
account of this place of the thirteenth century. But Takakusu thinks the des- 
cription of the Arab navigators of the ninth cer tury is very much like the des- 
cription given by I-ching. 
According to the Arabs, the island of Nicobar is Langabatus or Lankhabatus, 

very thickly populated, where men and women go out naked. They barter 
their commodities of cocoa-nuts for iron. 

According to Marco Polo, the two islands of Nocueran (Nicobar) and 
Andarnan are situated about 150 miles away from the Kingdom of 1,arnbri. 
The inhabitants of these islands are almost savage; men and women go out 
naked without covering any part of the body. These places are rich in forest, 
and grow cocoa-nuts, a variety of drugs, and sandal woods-red and white. 
(Revised from Marsden's translation and edited by hlannel Komroff. The 
Travels of Marco Polo, New York, p. 281 ). 

All these three accounts of the seventh, ninth and thirteenth centuries art  
more or less the same. A group of islands known as Andaman and Nicobar is 
spread in the Bay of Bengal. The extreme north point of the Andamans lies in 
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He rejected the old precepts, accepted the important ones and 
studied thoroughly the Vinayas of I-ch'ieh-yu-pu SarvdstivddD 
school. Not only he studied the canonical rules of the Vinaya but 
also tried to make a synthesis of Knowledge with Dhyina-medi- 
tation. The pilgrim spent much of his time in studying carefully 
q t  % & Tan-chu-t'sang Dhrira~i Pifako.' 

He next witnessed the chanping influences (of the Law) that 
took place in Mid-India, paid offerings to the sacred shrines of 
Chin-kang-yii-tso, Bodhimanda and performed sacred cere- 
monies to the image of Bodhisattva. Then he proceeded towards 
the Nglandg nionastery where he learnt the real significance of 
the Mahdydna Satra and fcirtras. He spent many years there, and 
completely mastered (saturated with) Abhidhanna KoJa. Next 
he visited the Vulture's Peak mountain, $4 & lfl Chang- 
lin-shan-yuan Yajhanagir i2  and #& #f Ku-shu, Wild goose 

13" 34' 3"N and extreme south point of the Nicobars is 6" 45' N. See 7h 
ImpGrial Gazetteer of India, New Edition (Reprint) Vol. V, pp. 350-4. 

1. DAa'ra(ri is synonymous with the word raksg, PHli-Paritta. 
Dhranfs are protective magical charms, spells, mantras, exorcism against 

bad omened stars, poison, snake-bite, for recovery from diseases, longivity and 
spells for rebirth in the Western Paradise etc. There are numerous Dhdrapis 
and this collection of Dlrdrapis may be called Dhrani Pilaka. The Dhdrapfs 
constitute a large part of Mahdycina literature. These are very peculiar kir~d of 
Buddhist literature which are diametrically opposed to the original teachings 
of the Buddha. If any one repeats the mantras or Dirdrapis for a long time, it 
will surely produce some mystic power. 

The five Dhrapis known as "Paficarak$i" are extremely popular in Nepal. 
These are (1) Ma&-Pratisarci, (2) Mahd-Sahasrapramardini, (3) Malrd-Mdyiiri, 
(4) MU&- Sftavati, (5) Mahn- Mantrinusciripi. 

As early as third century, Dhdrapis constituted a portion of the Siitra Lite- 
rature but were made popular chiefly in the eighth century when the Tantric 
teachings of Yogic5ra system was introduced in China by Subhikarasimha, 
Vajra-bodhi and Arnoghavajra, which resulted in the growth of the Tantra 
school in China. 

See Wintemitz, HIL Vol. 2, pp. 380-386; Binoytosh Bhattacharya, 
Indian Buddhist Iconography, p. 14; G7. Vol. I, Nos. 1034- 1036, 1070-1072A, 
1073, 1074, 1092. 

2. Y ~ t i v a n a  (Jethian) lies six miles to the south-west of Riijagrha. The 
Buddha visited this place and As'oka is said to have built a sttipa there. 

Hsiian-chuang narrates that more than 100 li to the east of tlie Buddhavana 
mountain there was a dense forest of bamboos. This was Ya?utivana or stick- 
wood forest. I-ching, here, says it was stick-wood park or a hill park. Cun- 



forest (vma)l. While he was living there, he with great respect 
and sincerity developed his honesty, loyalty and spirit. He tra- 
velled all over South India in search of 2 a Hsfian-m~ 
(Monk). 

Then he proceeded to West India where he spent hardly a 
year at Luo-ch'a, Lita country. There he established an altar, 
got acquainted with 84 % Ming-chua Vidyd. Sometimes he 
tried to explain the teachings of that Sdstra. 

Generally, the meaning of fl Ming-chu in Sanskrit is 
8 9 ?k 8& $iq 5- P'i-t'i-tlo-ho-pi-kan-chio Vidyddhara 

pi/akd. I% 9 P'i-t'i, Vidyii has been translated as el] a 
Ming-chu. ?& $ T'o-luo in Chinese means fS Ch'ih 'dhara'. 

@ 9 Pi-kan-chia is & Ts'ang, Pitaka. Thus, it is called 
Via'yddhara P i ) a k ~ . ~  The Sanskrit text, it is told, contained 
100,000 ffokas. I t  might have been translated into Chinese 
three hundred chuans, (chapter, fasciculi). Now (at the time 
of I-ching) most of those translations were lost, only a few 

were extant. 
After the Mairbparinirva'na of the Great Sacred One (Buddha), 

& A-li-yeh-na-chia-ho-shu-na Arya 

ningham says that this place is modern Jakhtiban (Indian Ant iquq ,  1901, p. 
621). According to B.C. Law it is about two miles from Tapavana in Gay%, 
Bihar (Geography of Emly Buddhism, p. 45). 

See Wattm Vol. 11, pp. 146-148;Alahrivagga, p. 35, R. 36. 

Aurel-Stein: Indian Antiqimy, 1901, p. 62 1. 
1. Hsiian-chuang saw a Harnsa tope or Wild goose tope on the eastern 

peak of the Indra dila-guhi (identified with Giriyak) at Rgjagrha. The Wild 
goose tope was erected there to commemorate the incident when a wild goose 
fell down to satisfy the hunger of the HinayHnist monks living in the monastery 
on the eantern peak of the Indra sila-guhi. I-ching presumably mentioned 
the wood on the eastern peak of the mountain where the incident took place 
and the wild goose tope was built. 

2. Mantras of mystic knowledge. 

3. Vic?'j%idhara pijaka, according to La Vallee Poussin (JRAS p. 433, f), 
is another name of Dhdrapf pijaka or Mantra pilaka. The literal, meaning of 
Vidyddharapi;aka is a collection of mantras for the purpose of excorsism, some of 
which are included in the Sammyukta pilaka. It consists of different dhirapfs, 
oidyd mantras, tantrar, yoga, tantra etc. 
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NPgPrjunal that is Nigarjuna Bodhisattva preserved the true 
spirit if the Pilaka. 

One of his disciples, known as ? Nan-t'oa, Nanda, 
was a brilliant scholar, and was very much proud of his know- 
ledge ; he paid special attention to this tent. He spent twelve 
years in Western India, wholeheartedly studied the Vie@ or Spell 
and acquired great knowledge of the my sticmantras. Every meal- 
time he chanted the mantras and food would fall from the sky. 

1. We do not have any precise information about the life of AVa NBgHrjuna. 
Scholars are of different opinion about the date of his birth, his native place 
etc. Dr. P. C. Bagchi thinks NHgHrjuna was a contemporary of Kaniyka, 
(A.D. 78- 10 1 ), the KusHna King, who convened the fourth Great Bud- 

dhist Council. Tradition associated hiin with a galaxy of renowned teachers 
like NBgHrjuna, the great exponent of Midhyarnika Philosoply, Aivaghosa 
etc. According to Tibetan tradition, NPgBrjuna, the famous MahHyBna scholar 
of the second century A.D., was the high priest of Niland%. Commonly accep- 
ted view is that he was a native of South India or Vidarbha (Nagpur). 

The founder of the Mddhyamika philosophy, the composer of Madhyamika- 
Kdrikd (Verses on the Middle Path), the NHgHrjuna Bodhisattva was a mystery 
and wonder in the Buddhist history. As a profound philosopher of the Mddhya- 
mika system, he "created a revolution in Buddhism and through that in the 
whole range of Indian philosophy." (T.R.V. Murti, The Central Philosophy of 
Buddhism, Preface). Nigirjuua's philosophy is known as 'Middle Way' between 
the Saruci.rtiudda individual realism and the Sautantric universal idealism, 
between assertion and negation. His philosophy is also known as ,fu'nyavdda or 
the philosophy of voidness. 

KumHrajiva translated the biography of NHgHrjuna in A.D. 405 into Chinese 
and also the three treatises known as Chung-lun (Treatise on the Middle), 
Pai-lun (Treatise in one hundred verses), and b9hih-crh-men-lun (Treatise on the 
Twelve Gates) and Kumsrajiva has described NBgHrjuna as a great magician, 
an alchemist and a great sorcerer. Through his translation KumHrajiva estab- 
lished an important MahByBna school in China known as Sun-lun or the School 
of three Treatises. 

The Ma&-PrajAd-Pdramitd Sritra or Sdstra is the largest of the works of 
NBgHrjuna. The Sanskrit original is lost but preserved in Chinese in 100 fasci- 
cuii (Nanjio's Cat. No. 1 169). This is known in Chinese as Ta-chih-la-lun trans- 
lated again by KumBrajiva. 

See Winter~itz HIL. Vol. 11, pp. 341-351; Watters Vol. 11, pp. 202-206; 
Dr. P.C. Bagchi, India and China; T.R.V. Murti, The Central Philosophy of Bud- 
dhism; P. C. Roy-Histor_y of Chemistry in Ancienf and Mediaeval India, (Indian 
Chemical Society, Calcutta 1956-pp. 1 16-1 19) ; "Life and Legends of NigHr- 
juna," JRAB, 1882 Part I,  pp. 115-120; CTT Vol. 50, pp 185; Life of 
Ndgdrjuna) by tr. KumBrajiva. 

2. I can neither find nor suggest any identification. 



sky. No sooner did he recite the mantras and ask for food with 
magic bowl than he obtained it from the sky. He could get all 
the desired objects with this magic bowl in his hand. Supposing 
the mantras were not chanted the bowl would vanish in no time. 

Therefore, the great monk Nanda was afraid that his know- 
ledge of the V i e d  would be of no use if it was not practised regu- 
larly. He collected 12,000 ilokas which later on were compiled 
into a separate school of thought. Each and every word of the 
printed text was carefully compared. Although the language 
and the words of the book were same, the meaning and appli- 
cations were completely different. Until it was expounded orally 
no one could understand and realise the significance of the 
mantras. 

Later on, when the $&trc~cdrya 78 RP Ch9en-na Dibnigal 
studied his works, he was astonished to find his lofty and noble 
ideas, profound knowledge and his extreme attachment to the 
subject. 

1. Dinniga's life has been recorded by Tiranith, the Tibetan historian 
Bu-ston and others. Bu-ston's history presents a whole series of life sketches, 
though mostly legendary, of NBgBrjuna, Vasubandhu, DinnHga and others. 
Their accounts say that DihHga was an illustrious pupil of Vasubandhu. 
Dinnaga belonged to the end of the fifth century A.D. 

He was born in Kanchi (modern Conjevaram) in the south, in a Brahmin 
family. He came to the north and became a disciple of Vasubandhu, the most 
brilliant teacher of this time. About the celebrity of the teacher, F. Th. Stcher- 
batsky records, "Among the great names of later Buddhism, the name of Vasu- 
bandhu occupies an exceptional position; he is the greatest among the great. 
He is the only master who was given the title of the second Buddha. His teach- 
ing was encyclopaedic embracing all the sciences cultivated in India at his 
time". (The Buddhist Logic, Vol. I, p. 32.) 

Dinnaga's early works consisted of a summary of Abhidham-Kob-Marm- 
Pradfpa, and of Ajla-Sdhasrikb-Praj Pdramitd-Su'lra. But as a founder of Bud- 
dhist Logic (Nybya) his name is remembered throughout the ages. His main 
work in Buddhist Logic preserved in Tibetan, is Prama'pz-Samuccava. Another 
work Nyiiyamukha is extant only in Tibetan and Chinese, and Nyga- 
PravcJa is extant only in original Sanskrit. 

The work of DinnBga was translated into Chinese by HsOan-chuang and 
I-chins in A.D. 649 and A.D. 71 1 respectively. 

See F. Th. Stcherbatsky, fi Buddhist Logic; S.C. Vidyabhushan, "Mcdieoal 
Schuol of lndinn Logic (Calcutta University, 1909). 
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Touching the Siitra affectionately, he said with a deep sigh- 

"If he (Nanda) attains perfection in Hetu vidydl could I be 
compared any longer with him in scholarship ? Not only a wise 
man could ocomprehend the range of his knowledge but also a 
stupid one could understand his profound scholarship." This 
Dhdrqi Pi#aka was never very popular in China. 

Consequentlv Tao-lin desired to protect his mysterious Sfitra. 
Because this Dha'rqi Pi#uka says, "one may ascend to heaven 
sitting on the dragon-drawn vehicle, one may order hundreds 
of gods as one's slaves. One's desired object may be achieved only 
by reciting the mystic gestures and formulae" 

While I-ching was at Niland%, he regularly went to the altar 
and wholeheartedly tried to study this Siitra; he worked quite 
hard but could not attain full success. His primary aim was to 
propagate this idea among a vast multitude of heterodox people. 
So he wrote down only a general outline. 

Tao-lin proceeded towards North India from Western border. 
He visited and saw the transforming influence (of Doctrine) in 
K'e-hsi-mi-luo, Kashmir and then he arrived at Wu-ch'ang-na, 
Udyina. There he searched for proper guidance for meditation 
and collected &% Pan-Joa, Prajiid-S~tra. 

1. Hetu Vidyd or Lagic, one of the five n'dyds (Wu-ming), was included in 
the syllabus for Indian children. The other four vidyds were Sob& 
oidyd (Grammar and Philology), Cikitsd vidyh (Science of Medicine), Silpa- 
sthdna vidyd (Arts and Crafts), and AMydhna uidyd (Metaphysics). The know- 
ledge of Logic helped the students to sharpen their mental faculties, thus enab- 
ling them to debate and deliberate in accordance with logical rules. 

I-ching ataks that after acquiring proficiency in Sabda vidyd a monk scholar 
could devote himself to Logic and ~bhidharmo-KOJ~. 

2. RajAd Sdtra or Prajffd-Pdramitd Sdtra constitutes an important and 
voluminous section of the MahPyPna literature. The growth and development 
of the MahHyina was very rapid in the first and second century A.D., due to 
the foreign influence says Keith, when a foreign Dynasty was ruling in India. 
The foundation of the MahPyina, in a sense, is PrajAd-PdramiM or Perfection 
of Wisdom. Keith calls Prajfld the "twin-sister of Sophia or Gnosis of Asiatic 
Greece" (A.B. Keith : Buddhist Philosophy, p. 2 16). 

The earliest group of MahHyina Siitras is known as Prajfld-Pdrmitd Sdtra 
in Sanskrit. I t  enables one to reach the other shore of the world. There are 
five large recensions in Sanskrit : Sata Sahasrikd PrajAd-Pdramifd in 100,000 
verses, Paficavirpfatikd SUhanikd in 25,000 verses, 18,000, 10,000 and 8,000 



Next, he set on his journey for Chia-pi-shih where he offered 
great reverence to the sacred lotus skull1 .4 P I])(,:+ WU-shuo- 
ni-sha, U~niia of the Lord, (it was the cranium of the Buddha). 

After the expiration of Tao-lin and I-ching who would be depu- 
ted to carry on this mission ? 

I-ching next arrived at Kedah Chieh-~h '~ '  in the 
South Sea. I t  was narrated later on, by some foreigners from 
north, that he met two monks in Hu3 country (either Tartar 
or Mongolia), agreeing in description with some of his friends, 
one of them was Tao-lin. He (Tao-lin), with another monk 

& 4 1  Chih-hung, was returning to his own country. It was 

verses respectively. The earliest of these Silrrm is A ~ I p r h i A d  Prajlld Pdrumitd 
Siltra. 

As early as the Han Dynasty, A J ~  Sdhawikd Prajffd-Pdramitd Sara was trans- 
lated into Chinese by Chih-ch'an. Towards the end of the third century, two 
translations of 25,000 Wisdom SCitras were completed by Dharmaraksa in A.D. 
286 and by Mokyda in A.D. 291. The Prajfia school war dominant in China 
throughout the fourth century when the Siitras were read, discussed and deba- 
ted by the Buddhist monks and literati of China. 

See Winternitz, H.I.L., Vol. 11, pp. 313-317; N.C. Dutt, Mdydno 
Buddhism, pp. 43-44; E. Ziircher, B.C.C, pp. 100-10 1, 124-1 26. 

1. In Sanskrit the meaning of Ugisn is, either a turban or the hair done in 
a knob on the top of the head. But here it means differently. I-ching's monk 
paid reverence to the Ting-ku or Cranium of the Buddha at Kapisa. Watten 
considers that a new meaning has been given to the term. The term Umifa 
here means 'Cranial Protuberance', Karoti which is one of the thirty-two signs 
of Great man, Mahdpuru~a, Ta-ch'en-fu. 

Fa-hsien also says that the city of Hilo possessed the U,rvIJa of the Buddha. 
Hilo, during his time, was a dependency of Kapisa. 

Hsiian-chuang narrates that this relic was kept in a casket in the tope at 
Hilo. Hilo has been identified with Hidda. I-ching's pilgrim paid offering to 
this sacred relic of the Buddha in Kapisa that must be Hilo, Hadda or Hidda. 

2. The Chola rulers of South India had direct relation with East Asian 
countries, specially with the Sailendra rulers of Sri-vijaya (Sumatra). The 
names of the countries conquered by Rijendra Chola (A.D. 1014-1044) are 
mentioned in the inscriptions of A.D. 1024 and 1030. The most prosperous 
island that the Cholas conquered is Sri-vijaya and the last is Kadara, the 
chief strong-hold of the Sailendra rulers at that time. Kadara or Kataha is 
identified with modem Kedah or Chieh-ch'a of the Chinese, in Malaya. 

See Reginald Le May, The Buddhist Art in Siam, y.  37; R. C. Mazumdar, 
Hind11 Colonies, pp. 37-40. 

3. It is a general term applied to any foreigner by the Chinese. Originally 
'Hu' was a Central Asian nomadic tribe, either Mongols or Tartars. 
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said that on his way back home, he was prevented to advance 
further by highway brigands. So he had to come back again to 
Ncrth India. He was fifty-six years old. 

# 4 T'an-kuang Lu-shih, Kr:qan~egharaSrni 
was a native of Chiang-ling in Ching-chou. He renounced 
the world, left his native place and reached the capital city. 

He became the disciple of the Vinaya master $&j Ch'eng. 
He (T'an-kuang) was a man of great literary taste and an elo- 
quent speaker. He studied the classics of both of his own country 
and of outside count~ies too and with devotion and respect ob- . 
served the canonical rules of discipline. He was alwap extremely 
courteous and polite. 

He reached South from where he started his voyage, crossed 
the vast boundless ocean, with intense desire for worshipping 
the sacred relics of the Buddha. He first arrived in West India 
and therefrom he went to 4 Ha-li-chi-luo 
Harikelal on the eastern limit of East India. No one had any 
information or knowledge of the whereabouts of this strong-built 
and middleaged monk. Probab1.y he was trekking at that time, 
either over the mountain or on the river. There at Harikela, it 
was told, that he met a monk from the land of the T'ang rulers. 
He was fifty years old a t  that time. 

He was very warmly received by the king of Harikela and was 
appointed as the head of the monastery there. He procured 
many sacred sfitras in original and Buddha images. He was 
fond of beating (the monks of the monastery). 

He fell sick here and passed away. in a foreign land. 
& kp Hui-rning-shih. Prajiii-jfiapti. The monk Hui-ming 

also came from Chiang-ling in Ching-chou. He was a man of 

1. Harikela was one of the renowned centres of learnir~g in Eastern India 
in the seventh century. I-ching's Ha-li-chi-luo has been identified with Hari- 
kela. The Chinese monks who visited this place were greatly honoured by the 
rulers who were ardent Buddhists. Harikela has been identified with Candra- 
dvipa, Bakharganj Subdivision (Bangladesh) comprising major pat ts of eastern 
Bengal including the coastal region. 

See Dr. N. R. Ray, Bdngcilit Itihjs, pp. 139-140. 
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honest and affectionate disposition, of high moral principle and 
of clear understanding. He not only studied the classics of China 
but also of outside countries. He had a soaring ambition. He 
reposed in the hope of seeing the sacred river' and directed his 
mind towards Venuvana, which always inspired his thought and 
imagination. He started his voyage for b ;I$ Chan-po, Champi.' 
In his voyage, he had to undergo much distress due to typhoon 
in the sea. He reached the copper pillar of Ma-Ytian, took rest 
in the capital and then went back to China. 

i& 9 $ Hstian-k'uei Lti-shih. The Vinaya master 
Hsiian-k'uei Mahimirga was a native of Chiang-ning 

\ f i  ;z 4 in ~4 Jun-chouf He belonged to a very noble 
and honourable clan Hu $4 . He was well versed both 
in his tory and literature. He himself was extremely courteous, 
righteous, devoted to Dhanna and respectful towards fellow monks. 
A man of great reputation for his broad and extensive outloak, 

1. The ancient NairaiijanH river, modern Lilajan. I t  is considered very 
sacred as Gautama Buddha attained Buddhahood on the bank of this river. 

2. The ancient Hindu Kingdom of ChampH comprised the modern states 
of North and South Vietnarns or southern portion of old Annam. It also com- 
prised the modern provinces of Quang-nam in the north and Bin-Thuan in the 
south. I t  extend5 from 18" to lo0 of N. latitude. The elegant name of Charnpi 
was derivcd from the name of the people of the land, Chams. The position of 
Champi served as a connecting link between India and China. The northern 
boundary of Champ; reached the Chinese Empire. The extent of Champi 
changed from time to time. In the second century A.D. the Hindu colonisers 
had already started reaching the coast of Annam either by sea or through 
Cambodia. ChampH was the first Hindu kingdom founded in this area. 

The Chinese pilgrim I-ching in the last year of the seventh century had 
mentioned the names of those countries, who greatly revered the 'Three Jewels'. 
In the list he included the name of Champ; too. That Buddhism got royal 
patronage and had good hold on the people of Chams, is proved by the fact 
(Chinese AnriaLs, Maspero, Tong Pm, 1910, p. 514) that in A.D. 605 a Chinese 
General carried off 1350 Buddhist manuscripts all "written in a script of Indian 
origin", after a military conquest of Champi. See Sir Charles Eliot, Hinduism 
und Buddhism, Vol. 111, Ch~pter  XXXIX, pp. 137-1 50; R. C. Mazumdar, 
Hindu Colonies, Chap. IV, pp. 149-1 74; Dr. P. C. Bagchi, India and China, pp. 
21-22; C. P. Fitz Gerald, The Southern Expansion of Chitzsc Peopk, pp. 1-4, 28-30. 

3. During the time of the Sui rulers it was known as Jun-chou and in the 
T'ang period Tan-yang in Chiang-su, (Kianzg-su) Lat. 32" lO'N, Long. 1 19" 
29'E, one of the ports open to foreign traders. 
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the Vinaya master left home when he was very young. As he 
grew up, he commanded respect and honour. His progress and 
achievements in the field of religion were unprecedented and 
unparallelled. Not only extensively he studied the Vinaya texts 
(Book of Discipline), but also he had specialised in meditation. 
He observed strict discipline which was rare among his friends; 
he always attended discussions and deliberations of the Buddhist 
,Sirtras and did make special study in $ & Hsiian-1.' A 
man of great literary merit, he acquired mastery over ancient 
Chinese calligraphy. The Vinaya-master Hsiian-k'uei used only 
three garments2 (like Buddhist Sramana). He took. the right 
corner of the robe and put it over the left shoulder without let- 
ting it stay on the arm. 

He had the habit of taking off shoes as he entered the temple; 
but on his tour, he always used them. He cared very little even 
if people laughed at him. He never relaxed in bed; he spent his 
time in sitting and meditating. What did he care for a comfort- 
able bed ? He refused to have food in large quantity. He lived 
on by begging only. He would always avoid the big eating house. 

Everyone is fond of straw-shoes and knows the art of making 
them but these tear out in no time. During his long wandering 
life, his feet would be exposed. Alas, what a suffering ! 

He had common ideals with his companions but he had great 
power of reasoning. He could bring a storm in calm water. He 
was not dogmatic and conventional as the comnlon people were. 
He was the only one who was so much conscious and alert about 
the Truth. How could he associate himself with cornnion people 
who were in darkness (of ignorance) and intoxication (of attach- 
ment) ? 

1. The teachings of the Buddha were systematically organised and deve- 
loped on the basis of Indian Buddhist scriptures and commentaries by venerable 
monk Chih-i (A.D. 538-597) and on this basis he estabiished the famous T'ien- 
t'ai school in China. Hsiian-i is the method of teaching of this school. See 
Soothhill-Dictionary, pp. 194-195. 

2. Three types of garments collectively called Tricivara which every monk 
must use-The Kdhiya, i.e. Sarighoiti or the 'double cloak'; The Uttarhariga 
or the 'upper garment'; the Antarolira or the 'inner garment'. 



He travelled from place to place and then reached,# 
Tan-yangl; there he made an agreement with a man to go to 
India on a pilgrimage. Immediately, he bade good-bye to his 
elder brother and friends in south. How sad was the separation 
from his brother and friends ! But he cherished the lofty ideal of 
propagating the religion which dominated his life and thought. 
With this aim in view, he reached Kuang-chouP where he was 
down with pneumonia. Once he felt that he had been tied up 
with the disease and he possibly could never go to the far-off 
land. He was very.much disgusted and disappointed and went 
back to his native place of % Ww3 and Ch'u4. He was 
only twenty-five or twenty-six years old. 

Later on, a monk named .fg Che reached India and told 
people that Hsiian-K'uei, a famous Chinese monk, had fallen 
sick and passed away ! Alas, how unfortunate he was ! His life 
had proved-how difficult it is to achieve one's own objectives ! 
He had a sincere desire and hope of acquiring the doctrine of 
reality, beyond limitation of positive and negative, the substance 
of Dharma; but all his hopes were in vain. 

Again he had the hope of bringing back the gift (the Law of 
the Buddha) from India. He finally had to abandon the desire 
for & #! Lung-sh~ ,~  NBgPrjuna9s doctrine. 

So, I (I-ching) comment with profound emotion-"The sage 
had passed away ! Who would come to succeed him ? What a 
bad luck that he had such a short life ! Alas ! his towering ideas 
were shattered into pieces. Like budding flowers he withered 

1. In other three editions it is @ instead of 78 yang. 
2. Modern Canton. 

3. The province of Chiang (Kiang)-su. Wu was one of the three-kingdoms 
from A.D. 229 to 280. The state of Wu comprised Che-kiang (Chiang)province 
Su-chou being the capital. 

4. Ch'u was the name of a feudal state which existed from B.C. 740 to 
B.C. 330. It comprised the Provinces of Hu-nan, Hu-pei, part of Kuei-chou 
and extended upto An-hui, Chiang-si and Ho-nan. 

See Choii Yun-hsi, 73cfirst Map: Ancient China in Transition. 

5 .  In other two editions it is $& Lung. 
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away. To understand a higher ideal is easy, but how difficult 
it is to put the same into practice in life ! 

"He had all the blessedness of Karma and virtue at the young 
age. He had passed on the lamp of Truth to the posterity. He 
had strong determination and aspiration. I, I-ching like to keep 
his illuminating and brilliant life immortal by writing his biw 
graphy so that he would be remembered by the generations to 
come, for many long autumns." 

Once the monk Hsiian-k'uei said "I will leave Kuang-chou 
(Canton) for $$ $& Kuei-1in.l As a token of remembrance 
I compose this poem for the m o ~ k .  " 

The verse consists of five characters, -"My heart goes to the 
sacred land of Buddhist temples. I dream to move in the land 
of the Buddha. I suffer from illness from young age. I ,  however, 
could not accompany my friends to India. All my high aspira- 
tions and hopes are dashed to the ground. Once the leaves fall 
from trees they can never go back to their original places. My 
heart's desire of the past had never been fulfilled. Will that aus- 
picious day ever come, when with the help of a cup or bowl2 
only, I shall be able to cross and reach India ? Shall I be able 
to witness the magnificient flow of Dharma in India ?" 

I-ching spent the first year of the Hsien-heng periodvn the 
Western capital4 in hearing and studying religious discourses. 
At that time he had in his company Ch'ii-i, a teacher of the Law 
of P i n g - p ~ , ~  Hung-wei, a teacher of the Sistra of Lai-chou6 and 

1. Kuei-lin mountain in Canton. I t  also means monastery. 

2. There was a monk in China, in the fifth century, who could cross a 
river with the help of a cup or bowl. Our author must have referred to the 
monk &A @ Pei-tu. 

3. This era was started in A.D. 670 by the T'ang Emperor Kao-Tsung. 

4. In ancient Chinese works Hsi-ching (Western capital) was known as 
Cochin-China. This name was also given to various capital cities under diffe- 
rent Dynasties. Ch'ang-an, Lo-yang, T'ai-yuan and even Kyoto in Japan 
were sometimes known as Western capital. 

5. Pinz-pu in Shan-si. 

6. Lai-chou (Lat. 37 O lO'N, Long, 120 lO'E), in Shan-tung province. 
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two or three other Bhadantas also. They made an agreement 
together to pay a visit to the Vultures Peak mountain (Grdhra- 
kbta) and set their heart on the Tree of Knowledge (Bodhi- 
druma) . 

The old age of the mother of the venerable monk Yi and his 
love for home in Ping-chuanl forced him to return home. Hung- 
wei, on the other hand, on meeting Hsiian-chang at Chiang- 
ning,' set his mind on An-yang3, Sukhivati (The Pure Land). 
Hsiian-k'uei accompanied (I-ching) upto Kuang-fu but like 
others he also changed his mind. Only I-ching started his journey 
with a young monk Shen-hsing from 3 -4 Chin-chou.' 

Unfortunately, he parted with his own friends in the Divine 
Land, who followed their own way, while he did not have a 
single new acquaintance in India. If at that moment he hesita- 
ted (to take a journey) his desire would not have been fulfilled. 
Being very much grieved at heart in his lonely life of solitary 
wanderings, he composed two verses imitating the one on the 
fourfold sorrow. ti "I had passed through thousands of different 
stages during my long solitary journey. The threads of sorrow 
had disturbed my thought hundred-folds. Why did the shadow 

1. See No. 3. 
2. In Chiang (Kiang) -su province. Formerly it was an Imperial resi- 

dence and was called Nan-ching. 
3. One has to recite or chant the name of Amitibha daily to be born in 

the Western Paradise or the Sukhivati. 
4. The province of Shan-si. I t  was a feudal state under the great Chou 

Dynasty (B.C. 1 122-256 B.C.) 

5. I-ching composed the poem imitating the poem written by Chang- 
heng (A.D. 78-139). During the rule of the Han Emperor Shun-ti (A.D. 
126-1 45),  jk f @ ~  Chang-heng's fame as a great historiographer spread 
far and wide. He was also a celebrated mathematician and astronomer. He 
constructed an Uronosphere which was considered as celestial globe. He 
incurred displeasure of the Emperor. who denounced him as a magician. 

A pair of odes on the eastern and western capitals (Ch'ang-an, Lo-yang) 
was written about A.D. 87 and the third ode followed in A.D. 110 during the 
time of his temporary retirement. 

See Needham, Joseph Vol. IV, 3, p. 86. 
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of my body walk alone on the borders of Five Indies? Then again 
I console myself.. . . . .An excellent generakcan resist an aggressive 
army but the resolution of a gentleman will never change.' 
If I am sad for short span of life and always complain of that, 
how can I fill up the Ch'ang-chih, long Asaikheya 
age" ?a 

In  the third year of the Hsien-heng period, I-ching kept the 
summer-retreat (Varsii or V a ~ s a ) ~  in devotional exercises in 
Yang-fu. In the early autumn he ~rnexpectedly met an Imperial. 
envoy ;.& 4 $& Feng Hsiao-ch'iian of $ Kung-choud With 
his help I-ching reached the city of Kuang-tung, and fixed 
the date with the owner of a Persian6 ship to sail for the South. 

1. Conftccius Analects. Chapter IX, 25. James Legge's translation, Thr 
Four Books. Arthur Waley's translation "You may rob the three armies of their 
commander-in-chief but you can not deprive the humblest peasant's opinion". 

See Arthur Waley, 77ze Analects of Confucius (Third Impression), p. 144. 
2. I-ching here has given the reference of Bodhisattva who has to pass 

through Asankhya ages on charity. 
3. The third chapter of the Mahivagga deals with the age old custom of 

retiring of the monks during the three months of the rainy season. According to 
this rule, the wandering recluses had to remain in a fixed place and they wele 
strictly forbidden to travel without any fixed local habitation. This practice is 
known as 'VassavLa'. The monks spending the rainy-retreat had to observe 
certain rules and regulation and to devote their time in devotional prayer and 
meditation. 

In China, the Buddhist monks also followed this tradition. This retirement 
was known in China as summer-retreat and the first retreat according to their 
calendar starts on the "first day of the dark half of the fifth moon and the second 
summer-retreat is on the first day of the dark half of the sixth moon. The first 
summer-retreat ends in the middle of the eighth moon while the second ends 
in the middle of the ninth moon." (Takakusu, ARBRIMA, p. 85, 219). 

4. During the period of the Sung Dynasty, $ \9] P'ing-nan was known 
as Kung-chou. I t  was in Kuang-si (Lat. 23" 32'N, Long. 1 10" 03'E). 

5. In ancient time, foreign trade had been conducted mainly by camel 
caravan with the Roman Empire through the Central h i a n  silk route. But the 
T'ang period (A.D. 618-907) ushered a new era in the history of China's mari- 
time trade with foreign countries like India, Malayan countries and Persia. 
In fact, ovel seas trade of' China was at first in the hands of Persians and Arabs. 
Oceanic trade between China and other countrieq resultcd in an unprecedented 
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In the meantime, he accepted an invitation from the envoy Feng 
Hsiao-ch'iian and went to $ -4 Kuang-thou.' The envoy 
again became I-ching's Dinapati, a patron. The envoy's younger 
brothers 8 $& Hsiao-tan and $ $4 Hsiao-chen-both Impe- 
rial envoys and ladies Ning and P'eng and other members 
of'the family gave him parting gifts. Before his departure, they 
gave him excellent food and other necessaries (for the journey). 
Everyone of them tried their best to help him so that Iching 
would not be in difficulties during his voyage. But they were still 
worried and apprehensive of difficulties he might face in a fore- 
ign land. He could feel the parental affection 'in them, giving 
whatever the orphan desired to have. They all became his great 
shelter and refuge and gave all possible assistance to visit the 
wonderhl regions. 

The power of the Feng family enabled I-ching to make the 
pilgrimage (to the Holy Land). Irrespective of the monks and 
laity, all in Lin-nanS were extremely grieved at the time of his 
departure. Even the learned scholars of north felt sad at their 
departure, thinking they would not be able to see them again. 

In the eleventh month they started their voyage looking 
towards the constellations I3 and $$ Chen4 and leaving 

P'an-yii-ehind them. Sometimes (on his journey) 
I-ching directed his thought towards far off Mrgadiva, 

prosperity of China under the T'ang rulers. During the last part of the seventh 
century I-ching mentioned the Pel sian ships coming in and going out from the 
port of Canton. 

1. Kuang-chou, Canton, Kuang-tung; comprised two district cities 
of Nan-hai and P'an-yil, the capital of the province; Lat. 23' 08' N.,111°17' 
E. During the time of the Wu Kingdom it was known as & P'anchou 
and at the time of the T'ang Ch'ing-hai. 

2. South of Plume Range i.e. Kuang-tung and Kuang-si. 
3. One of the 28 Chinese Zodiacal constellations. Its corresponding ele- 

ment is fire and the animal is snake. According to Indian astronomy there 
are 27 Zodiacal constellations. 

4. Another of the 28 Chinese Zodiacal constellations. Its corresponding 
element is water and the animal is earth-worm. 

5. Kuang-tung, Canton. 
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the Deer Park and sometimes he was engrossed in thought of 
paying a visit to the Cock-foot mountain (K~kkutapgda~iri).  

That was the time when blowing of the first monsoon just 
began. The ship, with a pair of ropes suspended from a hund- 
red cubit long mast, proceeded towards the Shu-fang, Red 
South'. Leaving behind the constellation $ Chi2 (as the ship 
proceeded) her two sails, five lengths (canvas) each were blown 
away. While they were ploughing through the vast ocean, 
breakers looked like huge mountains on the sea. Joining sideways 
with a gulf of stream, the huge waves seemed to be dashing against 
the sky like clouds. 

I t  was less than twenty days journey to reach Bhoga where he 
disembarked and stayed for six months, gradually learning 
Sabdavidyii S~s t ra  (Grammar). He received help from the 
King who sent him to Malayu (which has now been corrected 
as Sribhoga) where he spent two months and then he left for 
Chieh-ch'a, Kedah. 

In the twelfth month, he embarked on a royal ship from there 
and set sail for Eastern India. From Kedah it was a little more 
than ten days sail towards north to reach the land of the Naked 
People (Insulas Nudorum). Looking towards the east, the shore 
- o n e  or two li in extent-contained nothing but fl j. ;f- Yeh- 
tzu (Niirikela-cocoa-nut) trees, dense forest of betel-nutss 
and betel-palms. I t  was pleasant to look at. 

As soon as the ship advanced towards the shore, the natives, 
seeing the vessel, came rushing in hundred small boats. They 
reached the ship with cocoa-nuts, bananas, articles made of 
canes and bamboos and wanted to barter their commodities. 

The most important thing they needed was iron ; in exchange 
for five or ten cocoa-nuts they wished to get a piece of iron as large 

1. See Takakusu, ARBRPIMA, pp. 8, 9, fn.8. 
2. A Zodiacal constellation-Sagittarius, Dhanu. In Chinese it is said, 

Sagittarius loves wind and Taurus (Bull or Vysa) loves rain. "Chi-hao-feng, 
Pi--h a*yii. " 

3. Areca nuts generally are used by the Indians with betel leaves for 
chewing. 
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as two fingers. The men of that place were all naked, the women 
covered their bodies with leaves. The merchants in joke offered 
then1 clothes but they showed their unwillingness to wear any 
clothes by waving their hands. 

It was said that this country was in the direction of south-west 
of Sze-ch'uan. This land never produced iron; gold and silver 
were not common. But the main products were cocoa-nuts and 
tubers, on which the natives lived. Paddy was rare. Therefore, 
iron was regarded by them as most precious and valuable. Iron 
was known as & 6- Lu-hoY1 Lohi in that island. 

Generally, the natives of this place were not dark. They were 
of medium height. They were skilled in making cane-baskets. 
No other country could beat them in this skill. 

If anyone refused to barter articles with them, they would 
immediately attack him with poisonous arrows; even a single one 
would prove fatal. 

They sailed on for about half a month in north-west direction 
and then they reached Tgmralipti which was the southern limit 
of Eastern India. It was more than sixty yojanas from the Mahi- 
bodhi Sanghgrgma and Nglandg. Here I-ching for the first 
time, the teacher Ta-Ch'eng-teng, Mahiyina Pradipa and stayed 
with him for one year, studied Sanskrit (the language of the 
Brahmi) and practised Vyiikarana (Grammar-a treatise on 
words and the structure of S a n ~ k r i t ) . ~  

Next, I-ching with the teacher Teng took the road straight to 
the West, and hundred merchants accompanied them to Mid- 
India. From the Mahgbodhi Vihira at a distance- of ten days 

1 .  Lauha in Sanskrit. y,y% 2. The readine of the text (Taisho Ed. ) is 8T !$, ;$ 3 P 
Hsueh-fan-yu, hsi-sheng-wen-lun. But in the three editions of the 
Sung, Yuan and Ming Dynasties, the syllable ?d Wen is omitted. Accord- 
ding to the Taisho's reading the translation will be, he "learnt Sanskrit (The 
language ofthe Brahrni) arid practised the S~stras of the Srivakas or the 
Hinayina." But I think the reading of the three editions is better. Takakusu 
also translated as 'practised the science of words instead of Hinayina 
Sastras.' (Takakusu ARBRPIMA, p. xxxi). 
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journey, they crossed a big mountain and bogs. This dangerous 
and perilous road was difficult to cross. It was better and safer 

to travel in a company of inen rather than alone. 
All through, I-ching was very weak and tired due to various 

seasonal diseases. He wanted to avail the company of the mer- 
chants but as he was very much exhausted and tired he could 
not go with them. He still continued to move on, atter walking 
for about five li, he found that he required long rest and liked to 
stop for hundred times. There were more than twenty fellow 
priests of Nilandi with them. In the company of those priests, 
the venerable Mahiyina Pradipa proceeded in advance. I-ching 
was left alone to walk in the dangerous pass. When the sun was 
about to set in, immediately bandits and robbers came down 
from the mountain and surrounded him. Placing arrows on their 
bows, they shouted loudly, and one by one they glared at him 
and insulted him. They first snatched away his upper garments. 
Then they stripped him off his lower garments. Even the girdle 
which was with him, was also taken away from his naked body. 
At once he felt that he was on the point of death and he would 
not see the world again. If he was pierced by their arrows and 
lances, all his hopes to visit and pay offerings to the sacred land 
would be dashed to the ground. 'A man of fair complexion', 
according to the sayings of the land, should never be spared and 
he should be sacrificed before the altar. The story of this dreadful 
custom made him more terrified. Then he entered into a .bog, 
besmeared his body with mud and covered it with leaves. He 
resumed his journey slowly with the support of a stick. 

The sun had already gone down. It was quite dark and the 
inn was quite far off frorn this place. At the second watch of the 
night, he met the company of his fellow travellers. He could hear 
the venerable Teng calling out for him from outside the village. 
When they met, Teng offered him clothes to wear. First he took 
him to a tank and then after a wash they entered into a village. 
From there they moved on towards north and after a couple of 
days travel, they first reached Niilandg where the) worshipped 
the Miilagandhakuti, the Root Temple. 
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Next he went to the Vultures' Peak mountain and visited the 
place where heaps of clothes were kept folded. Later on, he paid 
a visit to the monastery of Great Enlightenment, Mahibodhi', 
where he worshipped the real image of the Buddha.' 
The priests and the laity of A $ Shan-tun$ (at the time 

of his departure from China) had presented him pieces of fine 
and thick silk. He made & Chia-sha, K%@ya4 using 
thoae silk pieces of the exact size of Tathirgata and offered it with 
great veneration to the image. The Vinaya-master HsGan of 

I-$ +(1 Pu-chou6 had given him hundreds and thousands of 
canopies to be offered on his behalf, at the altar of the Lord. 
The Dhyirna-master & An-tao of Ts'ao-chou6 
had requested him to worship the image of the Buddha 
which he did. I-ching with utmost reverence and undivided mind 

1. The MahHbodhi Saiighirima was origirlally built by a Ceylonese 
monk. According to the report of Wang Hsiian-t'se, the King Meghavarma 
rent an envoy to the court of the famous Samudra-Gupta (A.D. 335-376) 
of the Gupta Dynasty. Samudra-Gupta immediately gave permission to build 
a monastery for the accommodation of the Ccyloncse monks and pilgrims. 

The Chinese travellers Fa-hsien and Hsiian-chuang visited this SanghHrima 
during the fifth and the seventh century respectively. Both of thek stated that 
this MahAbculhi Sanghirjlma was constructed outside of the north gate of the 
Bodhi Tree. 

See S. &al, Fo-kuo-chi, C.T.T. ed. Vol. 51, No. 2085, p. 857. 
Bcni Madhav Rarua, Gayd and tk Buddha-Capd, (Calcutta 1934), pp. 

180-181 ; Dr. Debala Mitra, Buddhist Motrumrrt.~ (Calcutta 197 1 ) py. 60-63. 
2. Hsuan-chuang heard the story of carving of an image of the Ruddha in 

'true 1ikcna.r' by Maitreya. Once in this temple of Mahibodhi, Maitreya, in 
the guise of a Brahmin, started to carve an image with scented clay and a lamp 
inside the closed door of the temple and completed the 'beautiful image of the 
Buddha in true likeness' in little leu than six months. I-ching and other two 
pilgrims Hsuan-chao and Chih-hung raw this beautiful image of the monastery. 
I-ching alludes to this event. 

3. A province of moclcrn China, situated in the lower Yellow river region. 
4. One of the three Civaras or robes. 
5. Shan-tung, Lat. 35" 48'N. Long. 1 15" 33%. 
6. District in Ts'ao-chou Fu (Shan-tung), Lat. 34" 56' 

38'. Formerly it was a kingdom in Shan-tung. 
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prostrated himself (the knees, the elbows and the head touching 
the ground) before the image. He first prayed for China 
that the four kinds of benefits1 may prevail in the Dharrnadh~t~ 
(in the realm of the Law) among all the living beings there. 

He wished to meet the honoured Maitreya under the Niga- 
treea and to determine the true teaching (of various schools, the 
teaching which explains the truth of Bhiitatathati) and to attain 
unexcelled and perfect wisdom k & Wu-sheng-chih," 
which is not subject to births.' 

Next he visited all the sacred places, passed through 5 < 
Fang-chang6 ( in VaiSili ) and then reached Kuiinagara . Where- 
ver he went, he was sincere and devout. He entered into the 
M~gadiva, Deer Park, climbed the Kukkufapidagiri, Cockfoot 
mountain. He spent ten years in the Niland& monastery and 
collected the Siitrm. 

After some time he retraced his steps to go hack and reached 
Tknralipti. Before he reached there again he met a band of 

1. Four kinds of benefits conferred by Parents, teachers, elden and the 
monks, or "by 1. the Buddha, 2. King, 3. Parents and 4. benefactors". 
(ARBRPIMA p. 196, fn. 3). 

2. The tree of NIgapubpa will be the Bodhi Tree of Maitreya, the 'Bud- 
dhist hlessiah' when he will come to the earth. Maua  roxburghii, Rottleria 
tintocorca piper belet. Apte's Sanskrit English Dictionary. 

3. The knowledge of immortality, the knowledge which helps an Arhat to 
be free from the chain of transmigration. 

4. The four forms of births (1 ) 'T'ai-sheng. Jariyuja, birth from womb, 
(2) Tan-sheng, h d a j a ,  birth from eggs, (3) Hsi-sheng, Shivctaja,  birth 
from moisture, (4) Hua-sheng, Anupapidhika, birth by transformation. 

See VajruccAedikd Prajild-Pdrmitd Sdtra. (Translation by Kumirajiva). 
c77 Vol. VIII, p. 749. 
English translation by the Rev. S. Beal, Chaplain R.N., 3.R.A.S. 1863. 
5. Fang-chang means ten cubits in Chinese. Originally Vimala-kirti, 

a wealthy merchant, a great devotee and contemporary of the Buddha had a 
room in Vaiiili, which was measured after many centuries by the Chinese 
envoy Wang Hsiian-t'se in A.D. 643. The measurement of the room was ten 
cubits in lcngth and breadth. So the room of Vimalakirti came to be known ar 
Fang-chang. Later on, the abode of a head pricst and even monasteria were 
known as Fang-chaag. 
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robbers. He narrowly escaped the fate of being killed by their 
marauding swords. Thus he managed to exist from morning to 
night. (This only expanded the span of his life. ) 

He sailed from this port to reach Kedah carrying more than 
500,000 Slokasl of the Sanskrit Tr ip i tah .  Out of these, about 
some thousand Chiian had been translated into Chinese. 

On his way back he stayed in the crowded city of Sri-vijaya. 

# f f  $ Shan-hsing. The priest Shan-hring, Sugati was 
a native of Chin-thou? At an early age he left his own native 
place8 for Tung-shad (or monastery) to inquire into the Way 
(Buddhism). 

As he grew, he studied the rites on Discipline and expressed his 
feelings to learn Vidyimantra, spells. Mild and humble, frugal 
and simple by nature, he became the disciple of I-ching and 
followed him to Sri-vijaya but always remembered his own coun- 

try 
When he got ulcer, he took a small boat and returned to China 

at the age of a little over f~ r ty .  
@ $ :a af, $$ Ling-yiin. The monk Ling-yiin came 

from Hsiang-~ang.~ His Sanskrit name was Prajfiideva. A man 
of strong will and determination, of uncornnion qualities, he 
renounced the world at an early age. He was impatient to pay 
homage to the "sacred relics" of the Buddha. So he accompanied 
the monk Che in his voyage. They reached India after crossing 
the South Sea. 

He studied thoroughly the Sanskrit language. He was exemp- 
lary to others. He commanded great respect and honour from 
the king and the people wherever he went. 

1. Sung, hymn of praise. A stanza of thirty two syllables either in four 
linu of eight each or two of sixteen. 

2. It comprirer most of Shan-si province. 
3. Sang-tzu. Native place. Mulberry and Lindera 'King of trees'. Thuc 

two names indicate the native place. These are generally planted by parents 
around home. 

4. Eastern hills. Near the district of Ho-hi in Yiin-nan Province. Tung- 
&an also means monaptery. 

5. Prefectural city in Hu-pei. tat .  32" 06'N, Long. 113" 05%. 



He sketched the image of Maitreya which was an exact replica 
of the image under the Wisdom Tree. The size was in conformity 
with the original one. His superior artistic designs excelled even 
the skilful wolkers. Later on, he devoted his life to the cause of 
Buddhism in China. He possessed a rare ability to translate the 
Buddhist texts. 

(3 $f .f~y 6% Seng-che Ch'an-shih. Bhikgu Dar4ana 
Dhygnicfirya. The Dhyina-master Seng-che was a native of 

,P +q Li-chou. From childhood he was honest, digni- 
fied, pure and was inclined to Buddhism. His power of under- 
standing was very great He was sharp in debate, clever in argu- 
ments and an eloquent speaker; it seems he was always in the 
banquet. He was serious and quiet by nature. 

He deeply and enthusiastically studied the different collections 
of the Vinaya and mastered the entire system of DhyPna. He 
finally raised that general outline of both the Mddhyarnika and 
Sata .$dslra, which were in his opinionindispensablyand entirely 
connected with Chuang and Liu.' He had an absorbing passion 
for making pilgrimage to the sacred places. So he set sail for 
India. After reaching the Western land, he crossed through 
(many places) begging alms as a Buddhist priest. 

Visiting many sacred places of surrounding countries he 
advanced towards Eastern India. He reached Samatata, 
5 4 " tan-m~-tan-t'e.~ The king of the country was 

1. One of the mast celebrated philosophers and historians of ancient 
China (B.C. 80-9 A.D.). He was the author of the Han-shu or the Historical 
Record of th Han Dynarly (B.C. 206-220 A.D.). He started the modem style of 
historical composition. He sewed the Imperial rulers from young age and held 
various offices under the Han Emperor Hsiian-ti and two of his succeuorr. He 
was inclined toward Taoism and supernaturalism. 

See William Frederick Mayers, T h  Chinese Readers' Manual (Reprinted in 
China, 1939), p. 140, No. 404. 

2. Hsuan-chuang says, "This country (Samatata) which was on the sea- 
side and was low and moist, was more than 3000 li in circuit. I t  had more than 
30 Buddhist monasteries and above 3000 Brethren, all adherents of the Sthavira 
school. There were about 100 Deva-temples, the various sects lived pell-mell; 
and the Digambara Nirgranthas were very numerous" (Watters, 11, p. 187). 
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5 ,% +i* & ~ _ t  Ho-luo-she-po-t'0.l The king was a great 
admirer of "Three gem" i % San-paoa and was a zealous 
4 ;k t# A& Wu-po-so-chia, U p i ~ a k a . ~  . . 

The Dhyina-master was a zealous, enthusiastic and sincere 
adherent of Buddhist Faith. His love and perfect devotion for 
the Faith was rare in the past and sowould be in future. Everyday 
he made one hundred thousands of Buddha images according to 
the model of the Lord with clay and recited one hundred thou- 
sand Slokas from the Mahd-Prajn'i-Paramiti siitra. Same amount 
of fresh flowers were also offered to those images daily by him- 
self. The heaps of flowers gathered there would sometimes reach 
human height . 

At the time of royal outing, the royal carriage would be ready, 
the image of Avalokiteivara would be carried in front of the pro- 
cession. The flags, festoons and banners would flutter and sound 
of drums and music would fill the air. The image of the Lord 
was carried by the monks and the lay devotees at the head of the 
procession, followed by the king. More than four thousand 
monks and nuns dwelling in various cities received offerings for 
their maintenance from the king. Every morning an officer was 

Samatata of this passage has been identified with the site of modern Jessore 
in Bangladesh. (Cunningham ACI., p. 501 ) ; and Watters identified it'with the 
modem district of Faridpur in Bangladesh. According to Dr. N. R. Ray 
modern Tippera was a part of Samatata from the sixth century to the twelfth 
century A.D. and the entire land extending from the eastern bank of the 
Ganges and the BhZtgirathi to the mouth of the river Meghna was known as 
Samatata. 

See Dr. N.R. Ray, Bdngdlir Itihds, pp. 141-142. 
1. Chavannw has rendered the name of the King Hduo-she-pat'o as 

Harqabhata. But this King has been identified by some scholars with Rija- 
riljabhata, the son of Devakhadga of the Buddhist Kadga Dynasty who 
extended his power over Samatata. 

Dr. N. R. Ray thinb that the king mentioned by our author is definitely 
the same as king Rijarija(bhata) of the two hhrafpur copper plate inscrip- 
tions. 

2. The Buddha, the Law and the Order. 
9. The term for a Buddhist laity who followed the five commandments. 
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sent to the monastery who would go from room to room with 
folded hands to ask about the welfare ofthe resident monks. 
The officer, on behalf of the king, would inquire whether vener- 
able monk Che passed. the night peacefully. The monk in turn 
would bless the king by saying "May the honourable king be 
free from all diseases, may he live long to raise the: prestige and 
honour of the country and may he rule the country peacefully". 

The royal officer before returning from the monastery would 
discuss the affairs of the State. 

The intelligent, virtuous and wise men of India had extensi- 
vely studied the Siitras of the eighteen schools1 Shih-pa-pu (as 
existed in India) and they could explain clearly the Five Learn- 
ings, Pafica Vidyg and great 2?astras. These men of letters and 
eminent scholars from every corner assembled there in the capital. 
I t  was the popularity and kindness of the king which spread far 
and wide that drew a large number of people there. He was 
a jewel among all the kings. 

The monk Che was living in this Rija-vihiraa receiving special 
honour and respect from the king. He studied Sanskrit and 
gradually improved a great deal. 

1. The first schism in the Ruddhist Sahgha resulted in the development of 
two sects,-the Theravida and the Mahisinghika. Later on, there appeared 
eighteen schools, even before the time of ASoka. Ten schools among them 
gradually established their own positions and developed their own literatures. 
These principal sects are known as Sthaviraudda (Thcravdda), Haimabata, D h a -  
gupta, MahiJdsaka, KdJyapCya, Sarvdstivdda, Mifla-sarvdstivdda,Sammatiya, M d -  
sdrighika and Lokottaravdda. An account of eighteen schools of Buddhism from 
the original treatise of Vasurnitra was translated into Chinese by three dXe- 
rent authors. The Tibetan and Chinese translations of Vasurnitra's work give 
different accounts of the Great schism. 
See 2530 rears of Buddhism (Ministry of Communication and Broadcasting, 

Govt. of India, 1956.). pp.97-122; 
Rhys Davids, The Sects of the Buddhists, J.R.A.S. 1891, pp. 409-22; 
Rhys Davids Note on 18 schools J.R.A.S. 1892, pp. 1-7. 
Indian Antiquary 1880, December, pp. 299-300 ; A.C. Bannerjee, Principal 

SchouL and Sects of Buddhism. 
2. The Gunaighar (1 8 miles to the north-west of Comilla, Bangladesh) 

copper-plate inscription of Vinayagupta, the Cupta ruler dated A.D. 507 
refers to a monastery called Riija-vihiira, evidently built by a king. 
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I-ching could not meet the monk Che. On his arrival in the 
monastery he heard that the monk, who was over forty, once 
lived there. 

& Hsfian-yu, the disciple of the monk Che came 
6 -fi from , Kao-li. He accompanied his teacher to 

Sirnhala where he was ordained as a monk. There he lived for 
the rest of his life. 

THE ABOVE-MENTIONED FIFTY MONKS 

$. j~i$e% Chih-hung Lu-shih, Mahiprajfii. The 
Vinaya-master Chih-hung belonged to Lo-yang. 

He was the nephew of Wang Hstan-t'sel who 
had been sent by the Emperor as an envoy to the Western 
world. From childhood Chih-hung realised the unreality of 
this world. He abhored the company of the rich, frivolous and 
the worthless people. He preferred to give up this life of enjoy- 
ment and settle down somewhere far from the crowd. 

He left home, went to Shao-lin -17 ;ft monasterya and 
lived mainly on roots and fruits. He derived great pleasure from 
classics (Chinese). He himself was a good writer. He did not 

1. Ma Tuan-lin, a scholar of unrivalled erudition, belo~ging to the declin- 
ing period of the Sung Dynasty (A.D. 960-1278 A.D.). and the rising of the 
Yuan Dynasty (A.D. 1280-1341 A.D.) recorded an important event, when the 
T'ang Emperor T'ai-Tsung sent Wang Hsuan-t'se as a head of a new mission 
to the court of Harsha, the king of Kanauj, India, in A.D. 641. He was again 
scnt as envoy in A.D. 643. In  the next mission in A.D. 646, Wang Hsuan-t'se 
arrived in India, when King Harshavardhana had already died. The envoy 
received a check at the hands of Arjuna or ArupPfva who usurped the throne 
in A.D. 648. Wang Hsuan-t'se went back to Tibet and with the help of the 
famous King Srong-btsan-Gampo, defeated Arun5Sva and took him to China 
as a prisoner-of-war. This story of the Chinese envoy has little historical value. 
A very cordial and intimate relation was established between India and China 
just after Hsiian-chuang's return to China from India. 

2. Shao-lin monastery is situated cin the Sung mountain in Hu-nan 
Province. This monastery is specially famous for its nine years association with 
Bocihidharma (Lo-yang-chia-Ian-chi) who first started the Intuitional school 
( D h y h a  or Ch'an) in China. 
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like the noise and hubbub of the world. He liked the quiet and 
peaceful life of the monks and sages. 

He left 'L 71; Pa-shuil for San-Wus X 5 where he 
relinquished everything, put on monk's robe and became a 
mendicant under the guidance of the preceptor i h TpC 
Ts'o-ch'an, DhysnaraSmi. He wanted to imbibe the wisdom 
of his venerable teacher, but could not succeed. After trying for 
many years, he learned the Doctrine of the Lord. Hereafter, 
he went to $3 Ch'i-chous where the Dhyinamaster 
.;I Jen was living. Under his guidance, DhyinaraSmi / ~ .  

practised purifying his body and mind but could not awaken 
his soul. 

Next, he crossed the 'fa Hsiang' river, passed over the 

f45 4 Heng-ling%ountain, entered the Kuei-lin monastery 
and hid himself in a solitary place for many years studying 

the religion. There he became the disciple of the Dhyinamaster 
Chi. He stayed there enjoying the beauty of the mountain and 
river. The solitude and natural beauty of the vast forest enamou- 
red him. So he wrote (directed his pen) poems describing his 
inner feelings aroused by the surrounding gloomy fountains and 
hills. These poems expressed his extreme soft feelings for his 
far-off home. 

Then he acquired excellent knowledge from the teacher of 
San-wu and learned many things from the talented scholars of 
Chin-chiang. He was of very pleasant character and was never 
affected by anyone's flattery. 

1 .  A part of Ho-nan and Shm-si. Eight rivers- Pa, j& ' 

Ch'en ,% Ching, ;4 Wei, Feng, $& Kao, ;& 
Liao, ,$ Chii also called Pa-ch'iian. Tse Yiian Vol. I, 

p. 162, folio 2. 
2. Tan-yang. During the time of the T'ang, it comprised parts of C h h g -  

su (Kiang-su) and Anhui. 
3. Ch'i-chou in Huang-chou Fu. Hu-pei (Lat. 30" 03'N, Long. 115'' 

25'E). 
4. A large tributary of the Yang-tzc. It flows through Hu-nan. 
5. One of the five sacred mountah in central Hu-nan. 
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He left China with a fervent desire to visit and pay homage 
to the Western lands. Fortune favoured him; he happened to 
meet the Dhyinamaster $, (f Wu-hsing and came to an 
agreement with him (to sail for Western countries). 

He reached *?$ He-p'ul and sailed for the boundless sea. 

Due to unfavourable wind he could not proceed farther and 
remained at -k f Sheng-thing.' 

He resumed his journey again and reached Chiao-chou where 
he passed the summer retreat. Next, at the end of winter, he 
embarked a ship from the port, reached Sri-bhoga in South Sea. 
The experience they gathered in their travel was recorded in the 
narrative of the Dhyina-master Wu-hsing. They passed two 
years in the monastery of Great Enlightenment. With pious mind 
and sincere devotion, he worshipped the Lord. There he practi- 
sed and recited the Sanskrit Sistras. Thus he improved his 
language gradually. After learning the Sabda Sistra (a Treatise 
on words and their meanings), he acquired the ability to under- 
stand Sanskrit scriptures. He also studied the rules and cere- 
monies of the Vinaya texts and Abhidham. He already could 
expound KoSa and achieved great proficiency in Hctuvidyd 
(Logic). 

In the NilandH monastery he specially learned the Mahiyina 
and sitting on the Bodhimanda of the monastery of Faith, he 
learned the Hinayina. As a famous monk, he was very strict 
and rigorous in following the rules of the Orders. Being a very 
diligent and mindful student, he never wasted a single minute. 
He also studied the Vinaya Siitras composed by the monk 

Te-kuang, Puqyaprabha. He was talented enough 
to translate (into Chinese) immediately whatever he heard. As 
a traveller, he possessed nothing but note-books. Very seldom he 
reposed ; always he kept sitting. He had no desire. Pure, simple 
and honest, he was not only respectful to his superiors and elders 
but also polite to subordinates and young monks. 

1. A district forming the prefectural city of Lien-chou, Kuang-tung; Lat. 
21" 39'N; Long. 108" 59'E. 

2. SIX ARBRPIMA. p. 12, fn. 4. 
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He visited the Vulture's Peak mountain near Rijagrha, 
Mwadiva 01 Deer Park, Jetavana Vihira, K 7% T'ien- 
chiehl Deva Sopina, Amravanaa or Mangogrove and the 
caves for meditation. 

The long cherished dreams of visi ting these places were realised. 
He expressed his deep gratitude and reverence for these places. 
He always offered his own garments and food to others. In the 
Nilandi monastery best food was served and RPjagrha supplied 
all the necessities of life. 

After living in Mid-India nearly for eight years he advanced 
towards Kashmir in the North. Kashmir was as if his own home. 
The monk % i;, Lin-kung, it was told, was the cornpa- 
nion of Chih-hung. The whereabouts of the monk was not 
known to the writer. However, he contributed in translating 
sacred texts into Chinese. 

&, !,fi q$g Wu-hsing Ch'an-shih. The Dhyina- 
master Wu-hsing belonged to Chiang-ling in Ching-chou. In 
Sanskrit he was known as & # Pan-jo-t'i-po 
PrajfiPdeva. It means L8 Hui-ti'en (Prajaideva) in Chinese. 
He was a man of gentle, humble and pure disposition. He 
possessed the culture and refinements which he inherited from 
his birth. Extremely virtuous and kind, he had great ambition. 
His love for learning was great, from childhood he frequently 

1. Hsiian-chuang describing his visit to SBnkHSya narrates, " . .Within 
the enclosing wall of the Monastery were Triple stairs of precious substances 
in a row south to north, and sloping down to east, where Ju-lai descended from 
the Trayastrimf a, heaven". Watters suggests that the district SBnkas'ya took 
the name of Devavatira or DevPvatara~am, which means in Chinese "Place 
of Deva's Descent". I-ching has used the word T'ien-chieh, instead of T'ien- 
hsia-chii'. T'ien-chieh in Sanskrit is Devasopha or Devivatarnarh. SHnkPfya 
or Sankissa is in Farrukkabad district, Uttarpradesh. Here at Sfinkiiya the 
Buddha descended in the company of Sakra and BrahmH by means of a stair- 
case from the Trayastrimsa heaven. This event is known as the miracle of 
SHnkHiya. 

2. Not much before the ParinirvHna of the Buddha, Amrapili, the famous 
courtesan of VaiSHli made a formal performance of offerrng a mangegrove 
for the Buddha and the bretluen. The Buddha accepted the gift from her. 
She changed he1 life and became a great divotce of the Lord. 



visited the library. At twenty, the prime of his life, he war 
honoured with an Imperialofficer's port1 e.5 p9 Ch' m-ma-men. 

He studied thoroughly the classics of hundred schools of philo- 
sophers¶ and three Chinese  classic^.^ This geniua and talented 
monk was reputed as the most learned man in his province. 

The glow and radiance of his pure knowledge illuminated 

1. Chin-ma-men or the Golden Horsc Gate means the Hm-lin-yQan or 
the Imperial Academy or the Board of Academicians. 

In ancient Chinese bureaucratic y t e m  of education, the Hm-Lin 
Academy was the highest educational institution, which prepared schokn 
to let  an entry into the Imperial service. 

The Emperor Wu-ti of the former Han Dynasty (B.C. 206-A.D. 23) placed 
a bronze horse in front of the Imperial Academy. So it waa known u Cnin- 
ma-men. 

2. During the Waning state period, specially from B.C. 500, 'Hundred 
Schools of Thought' over-flooded China by hundredr of philmphen with 
different ideas and thoughts. The most important schoolr were the Confucian, 
the Taoist (Lac+tzc) and the Mohist. The school of Mc+tze propounded the 
philosophy of 'Univmal love', utilitarianism and pacificism. During the middle 
and the later part of the Warring states period, another group of philorophar 
also known aa the 'School of Names' (Ming-chia) included the Dialecticians, 
whose thinking was much like that of the sophists of Greece. In B.C. 280-235 
another group of philosophen came into existence; their school war known as 
the 'Legalist school'. The Legalists have been called totalitarians by modern 
thinkers. Late in the same period, we find another school known aa the Dip 
lomatists or T'sung-hag-chia. The emergence of the Hundred xhools with 
different views did not create any conflict among themselves. They were tole- 
rant towards one another. "Pai-hua Ch'i-fang, Pai-chia Cheng-ming". See 
Fung Yu-lan, Histoy of Chincsc Philosophy, (trans. by Derk Bodde), Vol. 2 
Princeton 1953. 

3. A new theory of "Mysterious learning" or Metaphysical school was 
introduced by the scholar-o.fficials of the feudal rulers during the last part of 
the Han Dynasty and during the period of Three Kingdoms. "This was one 
of the scholastic philosophies combining idealism and sophistry and, in form, 
it followed the traditioru of Taoism and the school of Names, interpreting 

Confucian classics in terms of the philosophy of Lao-tze and Chuang-tzc". 
Hou Wai-lu, A Short History of Chinese PhibsOphy, p.  3 1. The Three Ciasics 

included the three works of Lao-tze, Chuang-tze and Book of Changes (I-ching). 
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the entire San-chiangl and seven lakes.' He was a fountain- 
head of knowledge that watered the different rivers. He enjoyed 
the fruits of his previous Karma. 

He had great admiration for the Buddhist doctrines, the door 
to enlightenment. 

Fortunately, he met five eminent men who guided him in his 
pursuit of knowledge. He lived in the Teng-chieh monastery 
and for the first time started studying Buddhism with other dis- 
ciples sitting on the altar of the monastery. The monk Hui-ying 
(Prajfiivira) of the w Ta-fu-tien monastery became his 
Upidhysya (teacher) which in Chinese is known as # & & 8 ~  

Ch'in-chiao-shih, one's own teacher or He-sheng. 
Prajfiideva became the best disciple of the preceptor % & 

Chi-ts'ang @rigarbha). 
Each and every generation is marked by great men. He con- 

centrated on the study of the Law and thus he devoted his time 
in dwelling in DhyHna. He left domestic life and lived outside 
the society. He had the capacity to discuss and expound subtle 
metaphysics. Though he was young, his fame even surpassed 
that of his elders. 

Along with more than twenty people he, as a fully ordained 
monk, received the entire Commandments at the altar. Among 
all the disciples receiving instructions, he was indisputably the 
best. There was nothing left to add to his range of extensive 
knowledge. Residing in the dark cave of a mountain, he recited 

7 YY Fa-hua-ch'ao-tien Saddhanna-Pugdariko and 
other MahHyina Siitras. He did not require even one month to 
complete the seven rolls3 (chiians) of the SMras. 

1. There are various explanations of the term San-chiang (Three Riven) ; 
but generally it indicates the ancient mouths of the river Yang-tze. The three 
rivers of Yang-chou-(i) Wu-sung, (ii) Chi'en-t'ang river in Chimg 
(iii) P'u-yang. 

2. In ancient time, it was said that there were seven laku in the state of 
Ch'i. At present it comprises the entire boundary of Hu-pei province. 

See Tz'u-hai Dictionary, p. 8 
3. Chiian in Chinese means a roll of paper. But it also meana a book or 8 

volume. 



It  has been rightly said: A bamboo fishing trap is a means to 
catch fish; similarly searching for reasons is a means to reach the 
Truth. He must search for. a real preceptor with great spiritual 
underatanding, who would be able to direct him to practise 
Dhyina and thus would help him to be free from all the worries 
of the world and to achieve salvation. 

Therefore, he with a mendicant-staff went to Chiu-chiangl 
and fiom there reached 5 & San-yeha. He travelled 
over the mountain & Henga and settled down in 
Chin-ling.4 In  the peaceful surroundings of the monastery on 
the Sungb & and the 7 Hua6 mountain he retired and 
recited the Siitras for long. 

He travelled all over the big mountains in North. His sole aim 
was to acquire perfect knowledge and wisdom. He wanted to 
carry with him the principle and system of intent contemplation 

1. Chiang-si; it is alro the district city of Te-hua; Lat 29' 42'N; Long 
1 16" 08'; one of the ports of the Yang-tze. This region was known as Chiu-chiang 
(Nine Riven) during the time of Chin Dynasty. According to W.F. Myer, i t  

means the entire region through which the nine branches of the river Yang-tze 
flow (CRM, B. 362). 

2. The three principalitier of Ylieh in the wand and first century B.C. 
(i) Wu, the modern Chinang-su (Kiang-su) and part of Che-chiang, (Kiang) 
(ii) modern Fu-chien (Kien) and part of Che-chiang (Kiang), (iii)modern 
Kuang-tung and part of Tonkih. 

3. Hcng-shan in central Hu-nan, one of the beautiful mountain rpotr, 
was considered as one of the five sacred mountains of China. It is also a district 
in Hcng-chou Fu, Hu-nan, h t .  27" 14'N, Long. 112" 38%. 

4. Modem Chiang-ning province. Formerly an Imperial raidcnce and 
therefore called Nan-ching or Southern capital. Lat. 92' 05'N, Long. 118' 
47'E. Originally it was Chin-ling but it changed ita name during the T a n g  
period; it was called Chiang-ning. At present Chin-ling Buddhirt Text Society 
at Nanking preserver more than 120,000 printing blockr of Buddhist scriptwu 
(Chao Pu-chu, Buddhism in China, p.2, Peking 1960). 

5 .  Loftiest of the five ye& of the mountain in Ho-nan. 

6. The mountain Hua in Shen-si province on the wat.  One of the sacred 
mountains of the C h i n s  Buddhists. The Hua mountain ir the abode of Ksiti- 
garbha Bodhisattva. 
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to North. His craze was to imbibe the knowledge and perfection 
in minute details of the great Dhyanamaster. 

He crossed the dangerous mountains of the West and reached 
the East where he studied the pure and genuine knwoledge of 
the eminent Vinayamaster & Tao-hs6an.l 

He listened to the (discussion of) the old and new Sistras and 
SGtras, discussed all the ancient and modern ceremonies and 
rules. 

His knowledge was like boundless, fathomless ocean and high 
precipi tous mountain. 

Later on, Wu-hsing with the fellow-monk Chih-hung started on 
voyage. I t  took only a month to reach Sri-vijaya in favourable 
east wind. The king of the country welcomed him with utmost 
cordiality, scattering golden flowers and grains (in front of him) 
as he was a very honourable special guest. The four necesshriesa, 

w $ Szu-shih of a monk were offered to him. 
Knowing the monk had come from the land of the great T'ang 

rulers, the king showed him extra respect and honour. 
The monk Wu-hsing reached Mo-luo-yu in Mteen days on 

royal ship. They took another fifteen days to reach Kedah. 

1. Tac+hsuan (A.D. 596-667) a contemporary of Hsuan-chuang, 
d e n t  monk and celebrated Buddhist historian of the T'ang Dynarty, 
wru the author of eight works (NC App. iii, 21 ). His important works are 
Hsu-kao-mg-chuan (Further Biographies of Eminent monks. CIT. 50. No. 2060, 
425-707), Kwnq-hury-ming-chi (Further collections of Essays on Buddhism, 
CTT 52, N. 2103, p 97), and Fo-tuo lun-hung ( h a y  on the controversy 
between Buddhiam and Taoism, CTT, 52, 372a). 

Tao-hauan was an important person in founding a new Vinaya achool, 
Lii-bung or the Disciplinary achool on the basis of the Caturvarga Virraya of 
the Dlurmgupta achool. This rect is sometimes called Nan-rhan or Southern 
mountain, because Tao-hdm livcd in a monastery on Chung-nan mountain 
near Ch'ang-an. 

2. The four necersariu are, (1 ) pigdiyulopa-bhojanam(taking food by 
begging only), (ii) pamsukulacivararn (uring rag clothings collected from dust 
heapr), (iii) rukkha miilasen2sanam (sitting or lying under a tree), (iv) 
putimuttopheqajjam (using only excrements and urine as medicine). 

See N. Dutt, h l y  Momtic BudMism, Ed. 2, Calcutta, 1971, p. 154;JRAS 
1891, pp. 47677. 



At the end of winter, he sailed again for the West. I t  took 
another thirty days to reach f)? 4 gp Na-chia-po-t' 
an-nal. From there it was two days sail for Ceylon,where he 
saw and paid offerings to the Tooth of the Buddha. He sailed 
from Ceylon for the north-east by ship and after about a month's 
sail reachedHarikela which was situated on the east of Eastern 
India. I t  was a part of f i  Shan-pu-chou, Jambu- 
dvipas. There he stayed for one year and then moved towards 
Eastern India gradually with his constant companion Chih- 
hung. Nalindi was more than a hundred yojanas from there. 
After resting for some time, he advanced towards the monastery 
of Great Enlightenment. 

The king not only made all arrangements for his stay in the 
monastery but also honoured him by appointing him as the 
abbot of the monastery which was highly esteemed in the West. 
The abbot only had the right of discussion whereas the resident 
monks could only get boarding and lodging-that was all. 

Next the Dhyina-master turned towards Nilandi. There he 
heard discourse on Yoga and learned 4 Chung-kuan.' 

He made a special study of Koja and the canonical rules of the 
Vinaya with great interef t. 

Again he advanced towards +it $- Ti-luo-ch'a Tila- 
dhaka monastery> two yojanas west of Nilandi monastery. 

1. Nagapattinam w u  an important centre of Buddhism. Dhyinickya 
Wu-hsing, during his travel in India, viaited Nagapattinam (Lat. 10' 45'N, 
brig. 79' 50'E, District Thanjavur, Tamil Nadu). I t  w u  a port opened to 
foreign trade. 

A Buddhist temple was constructed at the request of a Chin- ruler for the 
Chinese Buddhist6 during the time of the Pallava ruler Narasiqhvarman I1 
(A.D. 695-722). It is raid that a Chinese architect and designer war crnpl+ 
yed for the construction of the temple. 

2. India. 

3. Chung-kuan is one of the San kuans ( Z sk ) . It is the via mcd* 
between the ideas of voidness and unreality of everything. 

4. I-ching, here, places the monastery of Ti-luo-ch'a or Ti-lo-t'u in 
Magadha about two yojanar we t  of Nilandf. According to Cunningham, 



The great monk of the monastery could excellently expound the 
Hztuvidyd (Logic). Sitting on the fragrant bamboo mat, he often 
studied the works of Dinnhga and Dharmakirtil. He was perhaps 
able to open the sombre door of Buddhism and unveil the mystery 
of it. 

He lived on begging alms only once a day. His wants were 
very few. He always lived as if he was beyond the realm of this 
world ofrnortal beings. In his free time he translated 7q $ $2 
A-chi-mo-ching, Agarnu Stitra and narrated the events of 
the Mahiparinirviina 4. $ ;E $f Ju-lai-ni-fan of Tathi- 
gata. This was the summary consisting of three chiians. Be- 
fore his return to China, he completed the translation of the 
Vinayas of the Sarvdrtiudda school. Though he could not make 
much progress in translating other Sistras, his translation 
(Vinaya) agreed with the translation done by the monk Hui- 
ning. The splendour of India could not shake Wu-hsing's love 
for the Divine Land (China). He always desired to go back to 
China taking the route through North India. 

A day after, I-ching came from Nilandi to see him off. Both 
of them travelled about six yojanas towards east. Then with a 
very heavy heart they bade farewell to each other. They wished 

Ti-luo-ch'a of I-ching is the same monastery of Ti-lu-shih-ka narrated by 
Hsiian-chuang. Cunningham statu that Ti-luo-ahih-ka is the Tiladaka i.e. 
modem Tittara. Fergusson is of opinion that it was in the Barabar hills in 
district GayB. 

See Cunningham ACI, pp. 521-523; Watters 11, pp. 105, 106, 107. 
1. Dharmakfrti was born in a Brahmin family of South India in A.D. 635. 

Intelligent and skilful, he attained great proficiency in five arts, in the Vedas, 
Vedhig~c m well as in grammar. From childhood, he attended the discourses 
on Buddhism. Later on, he became an ardent, devout Buddhist of brilliant 
intellect. He was ordained by Dharmapila of ~ i l a n d ~ .  In logical discourses 
and debates and understanding he even surpassed Dinniga. Dharmakirti is 
the author of many monumental works. His Nydyabindu, the Pramdpa-vdrtika- 
kdrikd, Pramd~auiniJcaya are some of his works on logic. Nydyabindu is extant in 
original Sanskrit. He may be placed on the seventh century since I-ching 
during his travel in India A.D. 671-695, has praised Dharmakirti as a great 
logician after Di-ga. 



to lee each other again. They paned with tean. It was realty a 
very moving scene. They wiped off their tears with slewea of 
their robes. The monk Wu-bring was fifky-six years old at that 
t h e .  

His perfect faith in and great devotion for the Buddha w a  
remarkable. It was a great pleasure for the Dhyha-master to 
watch the Wisdom Tree in foliage at the advent of spring every 
year, and to enjoy bath in the Dragon lake, Lung-ch'ih during 
that season. The Bamboo grove would be fresh yellow. He 
loved to collect flowers and offer them to the Vulture's Peak 
mountain. 

During the spring t h e ,  generally all amembled together to 
celebrate the festive occasion.l The Buddhist brethren, laity in 
myriads from far and wide poured spontaneously into this place 
and sprinkled water on the Wisdom Tree. 

In spring, the Vulture's Peak mountain would be flooded with 
palm sized yellow flowers that looked like pure gold. Everyone 
would rush to the mountain to pluck flowers. Thc wild forest 
was aflame with abundance of yellow flowers known as $. + 8 
Ch'un-nii-hua, Vasanta MallikA.s 

Once, I-ching with the DhyBna-master Wu-hsing climbed the 
Vulture's Peak mountain and made devotional offerings there. 
They felt extremely grieved at heart when they looked towards 
their own land from the top of the mountain. 

I-ching composed this poem expressing his feelings in mixed 
metres. 

"We witness the transformation of the sacred mountain peak 
and glance at the ancient city of Rijagrha. Thousands of years 

1. During the reign of the King Bimbidira, various festivals and fain 
were arranged in the capital. One such type of fair was known ar Giragga- 
S d i j a .  The word Giragga means, as the commentator says, the fatival on 
the top of a mountain. I t  also means that which are seen from the top of a 
mountain. Even now, on every full moon day in the month of KHrtika i.e. 
October-November, a fair is held at the village Giryak. 

See Dr. Amulya Chandra Sen, RdjagrAa 0 Ndhndd. 

2. "Having blossoms in Spring" : Cordia Latifolia-Monier William, 
SoruArit En~lish Dictionary, p. 930. 
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had already passed but the water of the lake remains pure and 
clear as it was before, and the Bamboo grove remains evergreen. 
The vague reminiscence of the past had thrown back its reflexion 
on the hard roads (of the city), but everything is in ruins. 

X # {A &- Ch'i-pao-shan-t'ai Saptaratna ygi sopba is 
the thing of past now. Previously when the Lord preached the 
Law, the heavenly flowers of variegated colours were scattered 
below. Now there is no dripping music of the flowery rain. 
These are the past events now ! What a pity I was not born 
then !I What great pain I feel (when I think) that this world is 
a burning house which deceives the worldly people. How sad 
that the island of pearls and gems is always obscure like the high 
peak of the mountain 

I have travelled beyond the boundary and in imagination 
I have crossed the Seven Seas and also the whole universe. 
The three disturbed realms are sinking into heterodoxy and 
falsity. Things are all in disorder and confusion. There is no 
real Truth. Its complete comprehension can only be achieved 
by compassion and generosity. By removing the /& . Ch'an3 
(six gunas) and calming down one's desire, one can discover 
the profound Doctrine. When one sacrifices one's own body 
and seeks complete annihilation of one's own being to initiate 
the mind,' this piramiti is known as Shih %b Dina, 

1. The same feelings overwhelmed the great poet Rabindra Nath Tagore 
when he visited the temple at Bodha-GayH. 'Why was I not b o ~ n  when he, 
at the touch of whose feet the whole universe was sanctified, personally walked 
through Gayi; why did I not directly feel the sacred impact of his presence, 
with my body and soul ?' 

Rabindra Nath Tagore, Buddha-deoa, Rabindra Rachantivali Vol. XI, p. 469 
(Centenary Edition, Govt. of West Bengal Publication, Calcutta, 1368 B.S.) 

2. According to Indian mythology, India is encircled by seven seas viz. 
Lavaga, Ikgu, Suri, Sarpih, Dadhi, Dugdha, Payah. Jambuplaksihvayau- 
dvipau S~l lmal i ic i~aro  mahin ! Kuiah Krauficastathi Sikah Puskaraicaiva 
Saptamah I /  Ete dvipiih Samudraistu Sapta Saptabhirgv~tiih Lavanekgu- 
surisarpirdadhi dugdhajal~ihsamam I /  Agnipur&ra 108, 1-3. 

3. I n  Sanskrit it means "Secondary element" an attribute of the "five 
elements". These six gupas are those of sight--caksu, sound-karga, smell- 
nisiki, taste-jihvii, touch-tvak, thought-manas. 

4. Thought, Manas. I t  is explained as material, worldly things. 



Charity.l Putting all the different passions under restraint and 
devoting to the Commandments like pure white pearls, is known 
as Chieh, &la,% moral conduct. Patience as arrnour protecting 
firmly against all evils, known as ren, kpinti,s En- 
durance. Only by observing untiringly these three (pirami t b  ) 
one can traverse the two vehicles. 

By forgetting one's toil, and overcoming innumerable obstacles, 
ceaselessly labouring in the interest of one's pursuits-is known 
as Ch'in, Virya,' fortitude. When one is deeply ab- 
sorbed in meditation and lost in transcendental thought it is 
known as Ting, Samadhi,6 Abstract meditation. The 
sword of wisdom that cuts away the illusion of thick fogs and 
froat (ignorance) is known as Hui, P a j ,  Wisdom. 

0 

4 Ta-chieh, Mahkkalpa time is eternal. One may 
cultivate (these piramitis). One may change one's heart 
by observing daily these six cardinal virtues or piramitis, 

( * 8if Liu-shih). Thus one will attain complete annihila- 
tion (of desire) and will repose on the bank of the river Hiranya- 
vati ; Chin-he,' eternally." 

They chanted and expounded Siitras temporarily in the Kuk- 
kuta grove for achieving all-round merits. The sound of preach- 
ing the-TI uth by the holy disciples still revibrated (could be heard). 
They had entered into the dragon palace in the deep sea in search 
of abstruse and mystical books'; they had stayed in the hermitage 

1, 2-3. First three of the six Piramitb. 

4. The fourth of the six Piramitis. 
5. The Mth PiramitB. Abstract meditation which ultimately leads to 

Niwba .  

6. The sixh PiramitCPrajfii or Wisdom. It  is the only way which helps 

men to reach the rhore of Nirviga. 

7. The Parinirvwa of the Buddha took place in the suburb of KuSinagara 

or Kusinira (District Dcoria, Uttar Pradesh) on the bank of ancient Hiraqya- 
vati (modern Gandak) . 

8. NZgBrjuna, the founder of the Mddhymnika philosophy and one of the 
mystics of later Buddhism, is said to have gone deep into the sea to collect 

literatures. I-ching is perhaps referring to this story. 



in the hills for the Truth. Due to propagation of the Law, gene- 
ration after generation, Buddhism is still in existence. 

The pathway of desert, river and snowy mountains is indistinct 
even in the early morning. The vast beach of limitless ocean is 
greatly disturbed even at night. To save one life, one has to 
sacrifice thousands of lives. 

The great knowledge or the lamp of Truth had been transmit- 
ted from the teacher to the disciples from generation to genera- 
tion. Though the long journey was perilous and hazardous but 
great panorama would enchant the travellers who encountered 
such great difficulties. 

The two vintages of the Nii-luan mountain were still visible 
in the east. The three turns of the Wheel of Law 2 &j 

San-lunl (which the Buddha turned) in the Deer Park in thc 
west, still flashed (in his eyes) . The lakea of the city of grivastia 
was still there and could be seen in the north. He greeted the 
sacred mountains with caves and five elegant peaksa and hundred 

1. The three wheels supposed to be the deeds of the Buddha or his body, 
mouth or discussions, mind or ideas. The first rolling onwards of the Wheel 
of the Law. 

2. A tope was built on the spot where five hundred S5kya maidens were 
insulted and mutilated by the King Virudhaka, the son of Prasenjit of Kobala. 
Later on, those maidens were purified and enlightened by the Buddha. Very 
close to the tope at Sr~vasti, there was a large dried pond where Virudhaka 
caught fire and died while he was enjoying the boat riding with the ladies of 
the harem. I-ching is probably referring to this event of Srivasti. 

3. Sr~vasti, situated on the bank of the AcirHvati (modern Rspti) the capital 
of the kingdom of KoSala (Oudh) was one of the most favourite resorts of the 
Buddha. The Axiguttara Nikiya gives the nama of the placer at which the 
Buddha with his followers put up or took his retreat diuring the three month 
of Vaasa. The great establishment of Jetavana-vihira was gifted to the Buddha 
by the well known merchant Sudatta-AnHthapin&ka of grivasti. The Buddha 
p u e d  maximum numbera of Vawa at Jetavana and delivered most of hu ser- 
mom here. 

Srivorti ham been identified with the modem villages of Soheth-Maherb ( k t  
27' 309N, Long. 82' 2'E), in Districts of Gonda and Bahraich, Uttar Pradah. 

See T. W. Rhya Davids. JRAS 1891, p. 339. 
4. The five sacred mountains associated with the life of the Buddha: 

(1) Vaibhsra, (2) Saptapargi, (3) Indrafaila, (4) GydhrakPta, (5) Sarpa- 
Saundika-Pragbhka. 
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tanks around the city. The brilliant fresh flowers brightened 
every corner. The Bodhi Tree looked glorious with the advent 
of spring. 

With a mendicant-stick, he proceeded towards the mountain 
and walked slowly in the Jetavana. He visited the place where 
the Buddha discarded his robes and also the mountain delivered 
by heaven. 

I-ching offered big golden flowers to the shrines of the Buddha. 
While he was circumambulating the Buddha's altar and was 
watching these old shrines he felt as if he was very near to the 
Buddha. 

The city of Rijagrha in India still carried in its bosom the 
reminiscences of the past activities. 

"I am far away from my motherland ; pang of separation makes 
me very much grieved. I always remember my home when the 
cold wind blows on the Vulture's Peak and the Nairaajani river 
flows by. I listen to the discussion of the Law happily. I never 
feel that I am growing older day by day. My aims and objectives 
in India have been fulfilled. Now I must return to the Divine 
Land (China) carrying the stick and the Sctras." 

t&?$ 69 % Dhyina-master Fa-chen Dharmavikam- 
pana came from Ching-chou. In personal appearance he 
was a tall, handsome man with elegant manners andwas kind 
in expression. He washed his feet in the waves of meditation, 
remained unperturbed and purified himself in the water of ocean 
(Dhyina). To be respectful and dignified was his guiding prin- 
ciple. He was a constant follower of Dharma. He recited the 
rules and precepts of the Vinaya and the SGtras. Sometimes he 
lived on the hills or at the bank of rivers. 

He had insatiable desire to visit the Western regions without 
delay and to pay devotional homage to the sacred shrines. He, 
therefore, with the Dhyha-master Ch'en-wu and Dhyinajggra- 
tiyana, another monk of his own native place, Ch'en-ju, the 
Vinayamaster of Liang-chou studied throughly the sacred boob, 
of his own country and of outside countries too. 
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He was not the only one who possessed merits but in his travel, 
he was accompanied by friends with common ideas and objectives 
and merits. like him. The ionk ,  therefore, left San-chiang with 
two friends, embarked on a ship and arrived at Sheng-ching 
and from there they resumed their voyage to reach the north of 
K'e-ling. After travelling over many places and crossing many 
islands they reached Kedah. 

After a short while, the monk Ch'en fell sick and passed away 
at the age of thirty-five or thirty-six. Some days after, a man 
met those two monks; they set sail together and returned to the 
east. They hoped to go to Chiao-chih. They reached & i:)& 

Chan-p'o, Champi This country is known as Lin-yi (Chinese 
name of Champi), where the monk Ch'en-wu died. 

I t  was told by the people of Champi then that the monk 
Ch'en-ju alone went back to his own country. He was greatly 
esteemed and admired by everyone though he failed to fulfil 
his objectives. 

These three monks went out of their country, but why none of 
them succeeded (in reaching India) ? 
k f? \,'& kg @ lThe Great Vinaya and Law master 

belonged to Li-chou, entered into an ecclesiastical life at an 
early age and grew simple, austere, honest and frugal. He had 
very few wants; therefore he lived on begging alms and perform- 
ing the duties (of a monk). He hoped to pay offerings to the 
sacred shrines of the Lord and a visit to the sacred city of 
Rijagrha. 

Everytime he said in despair "I would not be able to see Sikya- 
muni, the father of Mercy (KarunBmaya ) . The idea of Maitreya, 
of $ T'ien-kung, Devaloka (Tulita heaven )a  inspires my 

heart. I could neither see the Bodhi Tree nor could I watch the 
glorious flow of the if iq Hsien-he, Lucky river. How 

1. In the Sung edition and in the Imperial Record, it is ($ LP and 
not :? and in the Sung, Ming and the Yiian Dynasties editions it b 

i&$ Fa-shih and hot rhih only. 
2. Maitreya's Paradise, the fourth Devaloka where all the Bodhisattvv 

were to be born before they finally appeared on the earth as Buddha. 
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can I gather together all the emotions arising from the six organs 
of senses and practise to attain (six piramitis) in three Asan- 
khyeya,' San-chih ilis without visiting those places". 

Thereupon, in the second year of 7 i  :$. yung-shun (Ch'un)' 
period, taking a monk's staff, he voyaged in the South Sea with 
many companions in the beginning, but later on, they decided 
not to proceed further. He was, therefore, left alone. He follo- 
wed the Chinese envoy with the Buddhist Sitras and images. 
They embarked on a ship and reached Sri-vijaya Island after 
more than a month's voyage, and remained there for a couple of 
yean. He could not understand the language spoken by the 
people of K'un-lun. He studied Sanskrit books there. 

He led a very pure and simple life and with one heart and 
mind received the whole of the Commandments, Yiianchu. 
I-ching met the monk here only. The monk wanted to return to 
China with the hope of requesting the Emperor to build a monas- 
tery in the West that would seme the great purpose of human 
welfare. So he udertook the perilous sea-voyage. 

Thereupon, on the fifteenth day of the second month of the 
third year of %qJ( T'ien-shou era3, he set sail for Ch'ang-an. 
He took with him ten chiian of miscellaneous Buddhist Sfitras 

and Sistras newly translated, four chiian of 584 j q  
3 ;& Nan-hai-chi-kuei-nei&-chiian (Record of t k  inner 
law or riligion s m t f r a r  the South Sea cowtry through one who return) 
and two chiian of HJi-9:chitr-fa-too-slung-chum (Memoirs of 
eminent monks who visited Western region or India and its 
neighbouring countries in search d Law). 

1. In every Mah5 Kalpa there are thl ee Kalpas: (1 ) Perid of destruction 
(Ralaya), (2) Perid of formation (Sthiti), (3)  Period of reproduction 
&)ti). In order to become Buddha, every Bodhisattva attains six Pkarnith 
in three Asairkheya and 100 Kalpas to attain 32 signs. 

2. This era was started by the third Emperor Kao-Tsung of T'ang Dy- 
nuty in A.D. 6fi2. 

3. The Dowager Empress Wu of the T'ang Dynasty usurped the throne 
for twenty years. She changed the Dyrrastic title and adopted the title Chou 
in AD. 690. In order to commaorate thu event, she began a new era in the 
ume yeu. 
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Eulogising, it is said "since childhood you have insatiable long: 
ing for Dharma and very firm determination. You had already 
travelled all over China in search of the Truth and went to 
Western Land (India) as well to collect more information (about 
Buddhism). Later on, you went back to the Divine Land to pro- 
pagate the vastness and extensiveness of f :% Shih-fa, DaSa- 
dharmal for the welfare of the living souls. Thousands of 
autumns had passed away but you have not grown old." 

The four more monks qualified to be included in the Record 
of the South Sea (Record of the Buddhist religion aa practised 
in that region). 

Pi-ch'u-chen-ku Lii-shih. The Vinaya-master Bhikqu Chen-ku 
was known as 2 $ Sa-luo-chi-tuo, hlacitta in 
Sanskrit. The translation of it in Chinese is Chen-ku, firm and 
erect. He belonged to - fll Jung-ch'uan in Cheng.' His 
family name was Meng. From his childhood he grew kind 
and compassionate and directed his attention towards Mui- 
yuan? At  the age of fourteen he lost his father. 

He realised the unreality of life and that the Law of the Buddha 
alone is real. 

Thereupon, self-possessed and mindful, he desired to pay a 
visit to the sacred places. With this aim in view he went to the 
monastery of 3 $ + Teng- t'ze-Ssu4-the monastery of 

1. The powen of the Buddha butowing correct knowledge. The Powa 
of (1 ) understanding between right and wrong, (2) of knowing what ia the 
Karma of every being, (3) different stages of Dhyana liberation, (4) the power 
of giving moral direction to living beings, (5) of knowing actual conditions of 
all beinga, (6) of ffiving direction and resultant consequences of all laws, 
(7) of knowing all causes of mortality, (8) powers and faculties of all 
beings, (9) end of all beings, and (10) destruction of all illusicma. 

S e w .  E. Soothhill--A Dict io~ry  ofchinrss Buddhist Tern., p. 46 (b). 51 a. 
2. A feudal state under the Chou Dynasty. Modern K'aifeng in Ho- 

nan ( k t .  34" 46'M, Long. 113" 56'E). 
3. A celebrated monk of the Tang period (A.D. 618-907), lexicographer, 

compiled a dictionary of souncb and meanings of the Buddhavataduaka Mtra 
NC No. 1606. 

4. This temple was constructed during the Chen-Kuan period (AD. 
627-650) of the T'aq Emperor Yai-Tsung in Cha'ng-an. 
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Universal Compassion where the monk Yiian was living at Fan- 
shuil :L J- He extended his services to the abbot of the 
monastery. The religious fervour in him waa greatly heightened 
and thus he achieved the ability to recite the great Buddhist 
Sii tras. Unfortunately, his preceptor paqsed away after three 
years. 

Later on, he visited the fk & Lin-18 and other mowte-  
ria in Hsiang-choua to seek a teacher for religious 
guidance. He wished to unveil the mystery of meditation. He 
could realise that his comprehension of the Law was not enough. 
His paver d discrimination between real and unreal was very 
much limited. 

He again proceeded towards the Kingdom of ifi 4% (the 
Eastern Wei rulers) Tung Weia to hear (the discourses) and study 
the text Q tfl Wei-shih, Vijilcrptimdh~td.~ Next going to 8 -4 

1. According to Han Dynasty r e c d  Fan-rhui war the name of a river in 
Henan . During the Sui Dynasty this was the name of a place in Henan. 
Modern name of' the place is K'ai-feng in Henan. 

2. Hsiang-chou u modern Chang.te (Lat 96' 07'N, Long. 114' SO'E) 
in Ho-pei province. During the Wei Dynasty, it war known as Hsimg-chou. 

3. The Eartan Wci Dynmty ruled only for sixteen years from A.D. 5% 
to 550. Their capital w u  at Ych in Ho-nan province. 

4. Asahga, the elder brother of Vambandhu, war ruporuible for convertiry 
Vmubandhu from Hinaywa to Mahayha. These two brothers initiated md 
formulated the doctrina of the Idealistic school in India. The rcholan difta 
about their data;  some amign them to the fourth century, others to the fURh. 
After his convmion to the new faith, Vasubandhu made a supreme contribution 
to the VijiUnavHda by writing the monumental work Vij9ti-i-mdtr~td-Siddlri. 
He propounded his philorophy of Vijfihavida in two classical treatirer V W  
tikd and TSMaCiAd in twenty and thirty vcnes respectively. His philosophy 
repudiates all belief in the reality of the material objective world 
rupporting that the Citta (Vijfiua) of Ci t tad t ra  (VijilPnamHtra) is the 
d y  reality. 

Pards or Chen-ti, a native of India, first introduced the idealistic 
teachings of the Indian marten Asahga and Vasubandhu to the Chin- Bud- 
dhist world by translating the SJtras belonging to the VijAdAaobdin school. 
Durhg the T'ang paid, the S d u k j ~ ,  Fa-hriang or the Idealistic school wao 
developed by Hsoan-chuang and K'uei-chi. Hsilan-chuang translated the 
VijMpti-mdlratd-SUi with all the Indian commentaries into Chinee. Later 
an, he rummariKd all thae  into one work, with Dharmapila's commentary, 
Yijwti-~tratd-SidMi-$&tra. 
Sn Winternitz, HIL Vol. 2, p. 960, f.n.4. 
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An-choul he studied Fang-teng' under the Great 
DhyHna-master Yu. 

Some days had passed by, a wonderful form suddenly appear- 
ed before him. Again he left for Ching-chou, passed through 
many mountains and rivers still seeking for perfect knowledge. 
He wanted to know what was not known before. 

Next, reaching Hsiang-chou, he met the Dhyina-master Shen- 
tao and received from him the knowledge of victorious deeds of 
AmitPbha. Then he left this impure and corrupt world and 
desired to take shelter in heaven, the abode of eternal tranquil- 
lity and virtue. He always thought of receiving the same pain 
and agony as was felt by the < Ta-shih, MahAsattvas. Why 
dots not Vijfiaptimitrati change into Pure Land, Ching-fang ? 

Next he proceeded towards the monastery of Great Enlighten- 
ment, the place of Dhyba-master Pradipa, where he received 
instructions from his superior. Even at the teacher's utterance of 
half a word, he could grasp the whole meaning. He made an 
exclusive study of canonical rules with the Dhykna-master. 
He carried on the important responsibility of (preaching) 

Wu-tea of + 4 Shih-tsun, the Five Virtues of 
L~keivarar i ja ,~ the World-honoured One. He deeply studied 
various Siitras and S~stras. At that time he was a strong up- 
holder of \ Szu-i Cat~r4arana.~ He was anointed with 

1. An-chou Fu in P'ing-an. 
2. The Vaipulya SQtras or the SQtras of 'infinite meaning' are the MahH- 

jOna SOtras, supposed to be preached by the Buddha before he fint moved the 
Wheel of Law. Among the MahHy5na Siitras, the nine SOtras are of great 
merit and regarded as the most important of all texts. These are the A ~ l a s k -  
rikd-fmjAdpdramitd, the Saddharma-pugdarika Sufra, the Lalitavistara; the Lodkd- 
wtdra, the Suvamaprabhdsa, the Cat~duy aha, the Tathdgata-guhyaka, the Samd- 
dhirdja and the Ddabhdmihara. These are called the 'Vaipulya SQtra'. 

3. At the end of three month's rainy retreat, every monk had to confess 
or had to acquire five virtues at the PravHragH ceremony. These are : "Free 
dom from predilection, from anger, from fear, not to be easily deceived, ciir- 
canment of shirkers of confaion". 

See N. Dutt. Early Monastic Buddhism, Vol. I, p. 293. 
4. 'The Lord of thc World', 'World-honoured One*, which has been the 

epithet of every Buddha. 
5 The four requiritu (Catupaccay~) of Bhikyu. They are u u d y  given 
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the principle of Pashieh, eight stages of mental concen- 
tration, asta vimokqal that greatly influenced the different sects. 
His prodigious wisdom and profound knowledge of * $ Liu- 
tu, six Piramitis, was high like the crest of a mountain. He was 
not confused with five earthly dirts (that taint the true nature) 

& Wu-ch'en.' He was undisturbed by nine distresses 
7% ?& Chiu-naoa and excelled outwardly in the four currents 
\e, : ;ti Szu-liu4 and inside he lit the knowledge of 5 f(- Santing.' 

He was greatly respected by monks and laity both equally and 
was regarded as the Chief of the Sect. He was specially invited 
and permitted to enter the divine capital. He spent many years 
in the Piirvirima % $ Tung-Ssua under the Dynastic rule 
of the Wci. The monk Ku was a little more than twenty years 
old. There sitting at the feet of Dhyitna-master, he acquired 
brilliant scholarship in complete Commandments IN 4 
Yiian-chii. 

in the P&li tutu as Civara, Pipdapita, Sentma,  and 8il.n-prccayr-bhqaija 
(Majh-Nikdva I. 33). But in the Dfgh Nddp 11, 55, g h a . ~ ~ c h . d u u  for 
the firat two. 

1. Liberation or Release in eight forms. "The term vimo4.  ir ap1.ined 
in the Abhidhnna-Kob-V'khyd as that which removes the veil covcriq the 
higher meditation. Its another meaning is that it maka the adeptr tum their 
face from the phenomenal world." 

N. Dutt. Earb Masstic Buddhism, pp. 268-69. For the eight fit- of 
mental concentration aee AbhiMonne-Koh Vvd&hyd (Japaacsc Edition), pp. 
666-669. 

2. The objects of five senses are riipa, raaa, gandha, daMa and rpui8 
which being worldly or dirty things, can taint the true nature. 

9. The nine d b t r a s  vide &)$~hih-tu-lun. Commentary on the 
fiajlld-ParamibSdtrd. 

4. (i) Illusion due to imperfect perccption, (ii) duke, (iii) existence, 
(iv) ignorance. 

5. Three forms of Samidhi; (i) Rung $ mind nude empty of 
'me', (ii) Complete removal of the idea of form &. 9, Wu-re, (iii) free 
d m  from all deire WJ-yflan. 

6. The monastery of Eastern grove was built by the authoritia at tbe 
request of a Buddhist monk Hui-yung at Lu mountain. The name was mwa-  
vihka. There was a similar notable monastery, IQrvirPma to the north-emt 
of Jetavana-Vihi~a in India. It war so called becaw of ita utuation on 
the east of the city of Sr~vastl. 
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Then he took only one year in learning the general outlines 
concerning the laws of the Vindyas. 

Again he advanced towads An-chou, spent three- 
yean with the Vinaya-master Hsiu studying mindfully 
written explanations by the Vinaya-master & Hsiian. Not a 
single questien remained unanswered by him; he excelled even 

" 6 ~  ;$ @ U-po-li, Upi1i.l He had gone through the five 
Pi'en.8 He also received lessons from a Bhikquni, nun & $- 
Pi-su-ni. He had perfect comprehensioxl of all that is abstruse in 

Ch'i-chii.' 
According to the rules of Vinaya, he became a Parivrijaka, 

recluse, at the age of five; he was ordained before he attained 
maturity. Ten years had already passed when he left his own 
hearth and home. He achieved his goal, before he was twenty 
years old. 

The Vinaya-master Hsiu was the best disciple of the Vinaya- 
master Hsing (Abhyudaya) of 8 Shu-chtine4 At 
the age of twenty he was fuliy ordained and continued his 
stay at Sze-ch'uan. There the monk Hsiu studied the Vinaya 
for four years from a monk teacher. Next he went to Ch'ang-an 
where he became a guest of the monk Hsiian and settled there. 

The monk like a domestic goose drinking only the essence 

1. Upai,  one of the mast eminent disciples of the Buddha, belonged to a 
barber's family. Being ordained by the Buddha, he became a monk and de- 
aired to meditate in the forest. But at the advice of the Lord, he stayed among 
men and got his lessoas on Vinaya directly from the Buddha. He regarded 
Upa i  as one of the most renowned Vinaygdharas. In the first council of 
Rgjagtha, he recited the whole Vinaya and decided all the questions regard- 
ing the Vinaya. I t  was a great privlege to learn Vinaya from Upai, even 
when the Buddha himself was living. 

See Upsli Vagga, Adguitura-Nikdya. 

2. (i) Phajika, (ii) Sanghavaiesa, (iii) Prgyafcitta, (iv) Pratidganiya, 
(v) Duqk~ta. 

3. The five above and two more (i) SthGl&tvaya, (ii) action and speech, 
Kuma and Vac. 

4. The modem province of Sze-ch'uan, the capital Ch'an-tu was known 
M ShQ-chiln in ancient time. 



from a vessel of milk mixed with water,' collected the m n c e  
of Perfect Knowledge for the happiness of the Paradise (Sub& 
vati), the isles of Blessedness. In sixteen years, he never left the 
teacher. 

He studied thoroughly the discipline of numerous rchoob of 
thoughts. The Commentary of the Dhyana-master was carehlly 
preserved as a fundamental text of the sect. Then he went to 
San-yang in Pa-shui, and from there again proceeded to Kurng- 
chou, his birthplace, to report the achievement he had made. 
Then he moved to An-chou where he propagated the g r u t  
and magnificent teachings of the Vinaya. The princes with all 
the grandeur welcomed him with honour and respect. The 
ancient Vinaya says that though there are different schools, yet 
the rules of Vinaya are followed uniformly by each one of them; 
there is no difference. 

He lived in the Dahbala monastery f 6 $ Shih-li Ssu. 
He went to the abode of pea= at the age of little more than 
seventy. 

He was very simple and pure by nature. His eyes and ears 
we1 e always alert to bring every matter to the notice of a superior. 
Oh ! what a gigantic pillar he was in tht: realm of the Buddha 
during that period ! H c  would be regarded as the greatest man 
by the posterity. 

I t  is truly said that the pearls from the river' ig Hnn and 
jade of aching are from di&rurt places but both are 
attractive and fascinating. The twigs of cassia and the leaves of 
orchid have rhe same fragrance though they grow in different 
seasons. 

1. Thin idea might have been taken from the fmau Sanskrit &oL. of 
PanCdantra KathhuAla'. 

Anantapharp kila SaWa4btraq-j I 
Svalpq tathhyurbahavaka vig- I /  
S B r q  tat0 grfiyamapbya phalgu I 
HaqhryathH kgiramivhbumadhyHt I /  

2. The south-eastern sea board between Yang-tze and Pearl rivcn h u  
many shorter rivers; the river Han ir one of them flowing directly to the rea. 

3. It comprised the province of Hu-nan, moat of Hu-pei and part of Kuci- 
chou. 
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The monk Ku obtained the Vinaya texts and thoroughly 
studied them With more effort; he studied the Siitras and 
Sbtras. Moreover, he recited thousand times the Satidhomo- 
ptqtdarika Sntra (Lotus Siitra), Fa-hua-ching and Vimokakirtinir&~a- 
Sotra, Wei-mo-thing.' He regularly attended the prayer with 
sincere devotion and always remembered ( the canonical rules). 
Though the monk Ku believed in 5 #; San-yeh, Trividha- 
dvara (karma) still he had equal interest in observing the four 
ceremonies Szu-i .% 

Next, he went to Hsiang-chou and stayed there with a monk. 
Here he seriously listened to the discourses on VZ ,$ SU- 
tan-luo, the Sitras (sermons of the Buddha) and searchec! for 
the mystery Tui-fa-ts'ang, AbhidharmapiMa. He understood 
fully the deepest thought of Abhidhqrma and followed a very tem- 
perate and frugal life. 

Resting in the magic city. ?b*& Hua-ch'ang (illusion) 
finally one reaches Ratnadvipa4 Q 5% Pao-chu i.e. after 

1. Vimola Kikti-Nir&ta-Siltra is one of the outstanding work of Buddhist 
literature. I t  was extremely popular Mahayha SBtra among the Chintse 
gentry. During the epoch of the Three Kingdoms, Chih-chien 
translated t h  SQtra. Later on, during the period of the Chin (A.D. 265-317) 
Dharmarakqa and the Indian UpLaka Chu-shu-lan undertook the trans- 
lation of the same Sfitra before Kumarajiva went to Ch'ang-an. The original 
name of thL Upbaka is not known. Dr. P. C. Bagchi has rende~td this name 
as Suklaratna and Matsumoto, Sangharakga (ZOrcher, BCC. IIA, pp. p. 346.) 

Vimalakirti was a great devotee of the Buddha, a man of profound wisdom 
and of enormous wealth. Vimalakirti, a famous householder of Vailili, discussed 
the 'Gate d Unique Law' sitting side by side with ManjuSri. This scene has 
been depicted on the Lung-men cavu many a time. The bu t  translation of the 
SQtxa was done by Kurdirajiva and its commentary was written by Seng-chao. 
$& $ @ 2 k\ Wei-shu-shih-la-chih) . 

S4dManna pw&rfka Sdtra was a favourite scripture of the large masses of 
the Buddhist society during the period of the six Dynasties but Vimalakfrti- 
Nirhia-Sdtra was much more popular with the Chinese intellectuals and gentry 
cla.uu. 

2. The four rituals or ceremonies taught by the Master Confuciur: (i) 
Literature, (ii) Personal Conduct, (iii) Being one's true self, (iv) Honesty 
in social relationship. 

3. Magic city in the bPad&rmapup&arfka Sdtra. 
4. Illusory island in the same SPtra. 
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resting in imperfect Nirvana finally one achieves the goal of 
perfect Niwina. 

Crossing the river Hsiang-shuil, the monk Ku advanced t+ 

wards Lu-shan2 & A He admired the noble principle of 
the Lord that relieved the world. 

He lived in the Tung-lin monastery where he propagated his 
ideas. 

He had a passionate desire to pay a visit to Ceylon to have a 
glimpse of the Buddha's Tooth and other sacred places. In the 
4 4% Ch'ui-kung period,' he went to Kei-lin with mendicant- 
stick and followed the principles of the Buddha wherever he 
travelled. He gradually arrived at a distant mountain valley 
where he was graced with the blessings of the Lord to continue 
his journey. Next he reached and stayed at P'an-yii in Canton. 
The Buddhist disciples living there requested him to teach the 
Vinaya treatises. That was the glorious age when three Up&- 
dhygyas (Buddhist officers)' were appointed by the great pious 

1. The Upper reaches of the stream are known as Tai-pai river. The 
river Hsiang-shui is to the south-east of Pao-chi in Shen-Si. 

2. The mount Lu is situated to the south-west of the district Hshg-tze 
in Chiang-si (Kiang-si) and to the south of Chiu-chiang, a port on the Ymg- 
tze. The mount Lu is famous for its natural beauty, and it waa a v a y  popular 
centre for tne Buddhist learning. A monastery was built on the eastern dopa 
of the mountain called the Tung-lin-Ssu (Mowtery of Eastern grove). I t  
was finished in A.D. 386. Saighadeva, a Kashmirian mork who tranalatcd the 
Sarvdstiuddin likrature into Chinese, lived in Lu-shan. 

See TCTJ. Lu-shan-chi, Vol. 51, p. 1024, No. 2095. 
3. This era was started in A.D. 685 by the Empress Wu of the Tang 

%=tY. 
4. These ofRccn seem to be like the DharmamahPdtras, a dam of offi- 

cials, created by the King As'oka. The mention of Dharmamah&n4triu in 
found in the Rock Edict V. The activities of these ofllcials were manyfold. 
The main idea of Aioka was to promote the moral welfare of his subjects. So 
he appointed DharmamahZun5tras to spread Dharma, to bestow grants, and to 
look after the welfare of the different contemporary sects like Buddhists, Jains, 
Ajivikas and others. The activities of the Buddhist officials appointed by the 
Ta'ng ruler were mainly to promote Buddhism, to propagate moral law and 
justice in the country. 
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T'ang ruler, with the hope to kindle again the Buddha-Sun that 
removes the darkness of ignorance. The Buddha-truth, like a 

barque, ferries men out from the sea of mortality to Nirvina. 
In the end, this imposing and dignified monk became a symbol 
ofvinaya. So Ku commanded respect and was very much sought 
after. 

He discussed and expounded the teachings of % $. 4~ 
P'i-nai-yeh, Vinaya, at Tripitaka Bodhimanda 

2 & i(i *& 
San-ts'ang-tao-ch'ang for nine years and completed seven P'ien, 
chapters (Pirijika, Sanghavafeqa, Prgyaqcitta, Pratidomya, 
duqba-Karma and Vik-action and speech). He not only 
excellently taught the Buddhist disciples but also properly guided 
the laity. 

The Acirya (Receptor) Tu-li of the @j 8 Chih- 
chih monastery was greatly respected by everyone o l  that 
period. Sitting on the platform, every time he encouraged his 
disciples with his excellent method of teaching and with untiring 
zeal and sincerity. 

The Acirya with a loRy and high moral character, left home 
at an early age. Even at the age of seventy, he observed respect- 
fully the rules of Wu-p'ien. Only the blessed one can attain the 
highest wisdom. 

The able guidance of the Acirya helped him in crossing the 
waves of Dhyiina pond and led him to reach the deep ocean of 
the Law to attain Nirviina. After surmounting the rocky height 
of "thought range" one can reach the lofty peak of the highest 
prajfli. He perfectly realised the illusory nature of the world 
and was aware of the fact that mind is the fundamental source of 
all things. Though everything in the universe is unreal, the deeds 
of beings produce results. He played the supreme role of a bridge 
across the stream (of life). His continuous writing on the Siitras 
pitaka served the purpose of providing mental nourishment to 
all. In  fact, his exposition on enlightening knowledge, had great 
influence on mankind. He advised conscientious people to com- 
bine the highly esteemed Vinaya with Teachings. 
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Taking leave .of his disciples, the monk Ku retired to mountain 
valley. He desired to dwell as a recluse under the pine trees and 
to cultivate meditation, the object of his heart's desire. The 
abbot of the Meng-ch'ien temple specially went to 
meet the head of the P'in-yang monastery and 
told him that the young monk Ku was an embodiment of the 
highest truth, knowledge, compassion and forgiveness. Day and 
night he-selflessly served the people and respected their view- 
points. 

The monk Ku wished to enter into a life of rest and meditation 
in a monastery. He cherished the desire to build a barrack (for 
-the monks) with a long corridor having direct connections with 
roads and steps and to reconstruct the foundation (of the build- 
ing) and to dig a pond round the monastery. His sole aim was to 
propagate the purity and richness of Aqtavimokqa, eightfold 
path of liberation. At that time, he constructed a platform where 
he hoped to explain to the people the essence of Ch'i-chu, Seven 
precepts. He also wanted to erect a mausoleum for the ashes of 
Buddhist priests1 and behind it a Mahiyiina B~dhimanda at the 
back of the altar 4 %& Chieh-t'an to cultivate and practise 
the purity and richness of Samidhi ib $ 2 % Fa-hua-san- 
~ e i . ~  Though he had firm determination to carry out his 
plan, yet at the end he never succeeded in his pursuit. .He conti- 
nued to observe the reles and ceremonies of $ Pu-sa, 
UpavasathaS and had already made the general sketch (of the 

1. A cemetery where a generation of monks had left their asha can be 
seen down below the Krsnagiri or Kanheri caves in Western India, about 
twenty five miles from Bombay. 

2. Saddharmapu~~wika Su'tra has mentioned the name3 of sixteen Saddhis 
such as Dhvajigra KeyCira, Saddharma pundarika, Naksatraxija vikrdita etc. 

See H. Kern. '17rc Lotus of the True Law (Translation), Ch. 23, p. 593. 
3. The Buddhist rite of Upavasatha or Uposatha is marked with the cita- 

tion of the PPtimokkha on every full-moon and new-moon day. In observing 
these sacred days the Buddhist monks should make selFexamination and con- 
fessio~s. They keep fasting on these days. Hence these days are called Upa- 
vasatha. It is not an innovation started by the Buddhists. Fating on the full- 
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building). Though he stayed with many preceptors, he was not 
sure whether to advance or retire. 

I-ching went to the ship a t  the mouth of the river Bhoga to 
send letters as a credential to Kuang-chou through people request- 
ing them to meet his friends and ask them who embarked on a 
ship and to keep ready the papers, ink cakes etc. for copying 
Sanskrit Siitras and at the same time to find some means to hire 
scribes. The merchants at that t h e  sailed in favourable wind 
and raised their sail to the utmost height. Thus he (I-Ching) was 
carried back; even if he asked to stop, there would have been 
no way. He realised from this that influence of Karma which 
determines the fate is beyond human planning. 

Next, an the twentieth day of the seventh month of the Yung- 
ch'ang period (A.D. 689) they arrived at Kuang-fu. The monks 
and laity as well, met and received him with respect. He sighed 

'- , L- 

and said to the resident monks of the a,! a Chih-chih (The 
Edict)monastery that he (I-ching) went to the Western country 
with a primary hope of transmitting and spreading ( the Law). 
O n  his way back he remained in the island of the South Sea. 
He took along with him (from India) texts containing more 
than 500,000 ilokas of the Tripitaka. I t  was absolutely nescessary 
that he must go there onee again But he was more than fifty 
years old; while crossing the running waves once more, the 
horses that pass through cracks1 may not stay and to protect 
the life would be difficult. 

, If the time for the morning dew comes suddenly, to whom 
should these books be entrusted ? The sacred canon is consi- 
dered to be the important doctrine; who would accompany 
him to collect these ? The right type of person who could easily 
translate the Siitras must be found out. The assembly unani- 

moon and new-moon days was observed in India even in earliest time. ( ~ a t a -  

patha Brcihmana 1 1  1 .  The DarSapiir~amLa, Sacred Books of the East, Vol. 
XII, Part I . ) .  

The Upavasatha-day ceremony in China differs from what it is in India, 
1 .  ?$ + $ 4.3 j!* See Takakusu ARBPSHSS p. xxxv fen. 

\ 
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mously told him that a monk named Chen-ku, living not very 
far from that place, had studied the Vinaya from early age with 

absolute sincerity and perfection. If he was available he would 
be the best for him (I-ching). After hearing this, he said that 
Chen-ku would be the right type of man whom he was looking 
or since long. 

Then, he sent a letter requesting Chen-ku to accompany him 
on his voyage roughly informing him about their preparation. 
Chen-ku also opened the letter and agreed to his proposal. He 
took leave of the quiet forest of Pines and stream (the solitary 
abode of the monk) with joy. In front of the hill of the Stone 
gate (north-west of Kuang-tung) he tucked up his sleever;, raised 
his skirt and entered the Chih-chih (The Edict) temple. They 
began to like each other and shared their feeling to remove the 
worldly dust. They sacrificed their five limbs (for the cause of 
religion). They concluded in friendship as if from ages they were 
friends. Though they did not meet each other before, still they 
were cherishing common aspiration and common desire. In the 
pleasant night they discussed various matters relevant to their 
future plan. 

The monk Chen-ku said, "when virtue wishes men to meet 
thev unite without any introduction. We are naturally united. 
Time has come when no one can stop it even if they want. May 
I then earnestly propose to propagate and spread the teachings 
of the Tripitaka together and thus help you to lit thousand 
lamps. " 

When they proceeded towards the mountain Hsia (near 
Kuang-tung) to bid farewell to the abbot Ch'ien and other resi- 
dents of the temple, Ch'ien, the head of the temple, decided to 
perform every rite and acted accordingly. He never in tended 
to keep them any longer with him; on the contrary, after knowing 
their aims and objectives, he extended his help and shared their 
happiness and joy. He was never worried for what he might be 
wanting for himself. He was sincerely giving assistance to others. 
Moreover, he lavishly ~rovided them with money and other 
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necessaries so that they would not be short of anything in their 
journey. 

The priests and the lay followers of Kuang-fu gave them enough 
money and food. Then on the first day of the eleventh month of 
the same year (A.D. 689) they sailed by a merchant ship for 
Fan-yii.l From there they advanced towards Champ5 aiming to 
reach Sri-vijaya after a long voyage so that they would become 
the ladders for every sentient being, or like a boat they would 
help them to cross the vast ocean of passion. I t  was a real joy 
for them that their long cherished resolution was going to be 
fulfilled. They hoped not to fall in the course of their long 
journey. The monk Chen-ku was then forty years old. 

It  is said that a wise man performs deeds due to his Karma of 
previous birth. At young age, he purified his thoughts and strived 
only for blessedness. To receive knowledge and. kindness he was 
passionately searching for a renowned, superior and real precep- 
tor. He was unconcerned about his own affairs and material 
gain. The monk Ku had only thirst for virtuous men and price- 
less things like Truth. He received and grasped the knowledge 
of the classics of the wonderful Dharma -9y Ch'ao-tiena 

and understood unchangeable reality and its true meanings 
hidden behind all phenomena. He was extremely virtucus and 
honest at heart, unblemished in character, prsosperou s and fear- 
less. Being indifferent to worldly glory and position, he longed 
to discard (this body) like old shoe. If he had to live in great 
difficulties he would not grudge for it. And he travelled all over 
like a busy bee in search of & Se3 and $ Hsiang4, Riipa 
and Gandha. 

Giving up the comforts of life, he proceeded alone in search of 
Chinese cultural heritage. The philosopher Ku devoted his 

1. It was a prefecture (district) on the South-Sea in Kuang-Chou (Can- 
ton). 

2. Siitras of the MahHyPna School. 

3. One of the five skandhas and one of the six Bihya-Byatanu. 

4. One of the Sadiyatana, six senses. 
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attention to voluminous literature to seek the knowledge of the 
Vinaya and thus he could succeed in discovering the principles 
of the network (of the Vinaya). Further, he made much pro- 
gress in deep mysticism. 

His long cherished desire was to extend his felicitations to the 
distant Wisdom Tree. Thereupon, with a staff of chenopodium 
he reached the Kuei-lin monastery. He was delighted in climb 
ing the valley andiit was a great joy for him to know the things 
of the world. Finally he followed the traditions of China. The 
monk Ku was again pleased to know the new religion that spread 
speedily in the South. He hoped to preach and spread the religion 
which was not done before. Congratulation for such strong 
determination. He could sacrifice his own self for the cause of 
others. 

The monk became a good companion of I-ching and both of 
them reached $\q Chin-thou.' They had the determina- 
tion for noble action $2 $7 Fan-hsing (which ensures a 
place in Brahmaloka). On this basis, they became very good 
friends. Like a brother he helped I-ching throughout their jour- 
ney, either by sea or by 1 and. 

When the aim and hope of lighting the lamp of preaching 
(Buddha's teaching) would be fulfilled in his long life, then alone 
he would be free from mortification. After reaching $ti-vijaya 
he could feel that he had achieved the object of his long cherished 
desire. He listened to the discourses on religion which he had 
never heard before and watched those practices and customs 
which he had never seen before. 

He translated many texts, at the same time he acquired much 
knowledge. He examined the customs and practices with great 
care and overcame the stalemate. 

He saw new things, gathered new experiences and a new vista 
of law and culture opened before him. He had extensive know- 
ledge and vast wisdom. Every time he encouraged himself to 
carry out the noble cause. Being respectful, frugal, laborious 

1. Suvarnadvipa. 
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and affectionate, he was never overshadowed with horror of 
death.' He was afraid that "Too many cooks spoil the broth". 
Moreover, a solitary man can relieve the suffering and distress 
peacefully. A flame of fire in favourable wind may cover thou- 
sands of lamps and put them into obscurity !2 

The monk Chen-ku had one disciple whose family name was 
& Meng and first name 3. Hsiian-yeh. He was known 
as D $5 Seng-chia-t'i-p'o, Sanghadeva. Though his 
grandfather originally belonged to the north, he had to live 

in the south as an Imperial officer; so his family also temporarily 
shifted to Kuang-fu. As a great patron of the Faith, he received 
religious instructions from the preceptor. Though he was tender 
in age, his determination was very strong. The officer (Sangha- 
deva) met the head preceptor with an earnest desire of acquiring 
extensive knowledge. Hsuan-yeh wished to accompany his 
teacher. He was predestined to study Buddhism leaving his 
own home and family. He sailed for hi-vijaya. He quite under- 
stood the local language of K'un-lun, studied thoroughly Sanskrit 
books and chanted beautifully Abhidharmakoja verses and other 
Buddhist hymns. He became an attendant, and later on he be- 
came an interpreter. He was seventeen years old. (In three 
editions it is + 70 years old). 

Bhiksu Tao-hung. His Sanskrit name 
was Buddhadeva. I n  Chinese it is ($ 72 @- $ . Chueh- 

ti'en which means divine wisdom. He belonged to & 
Yung-ch'iu in 'T 94 Pien-chou.4 His family name was $q Chin. 

1 ~d @ 4 $ T& 9 Morning you hear, evening you die (Lun-yB. 
Confucitrs Analects, tr. by James Legge Book IV, Chap. VIII, Clarendon 
Press, 1893). 

2. I t  is interesting to note the same idea in the SubhZ~ita. 'Ekaicandras- 
tam0 hanti, na ca t i~ lgano '  pi ca'. Only one moon can remove the darkncso 
which countless stars cannot do. 

3. During Ch'un Ch'iu period Yung-ch'iu was the capital of a feudal 
state of Ch'i. The ancient city of Ch'iu was in present Ho-nan. 

4. Modern K'ai-feng in north Ho-nan, forming also the district city of 
Hsiang-fu (Lat 34" 52'N, Long 114" 33'E). In ancient time this place was 
known as Pien-liang, T'ang period Pien-chou. 
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His father was a companion of a merchant. Therefore, he 
travelled all over the south. He crossed the rivers of the north, 
south and central China and climbed five mountains1, scattered 
all over the country. In the course of his wandering life, he 
passed through 46 9 Shao-pu2 and next he went to Hsia- 
shan.= He saw the lonely desolated cliffs and valleys, witnessed 
the solitude and serenity of the fountain-heads of streams, gather- 
ed new experiences and knowledge, and put on black robes' 
discarding ordinary clothes. 

At his young age, Tao-hung was carried away from place to 
place like duck-weed by Karma without any hindrance. He 
travelled many places with his father and teacher, visited Kuei- 
lin that aroused his' imaginations. He retired to a quiet place. 

His father was known by the name Dhygna-master Ta-kan. 
He went to the Dhygna-master Chi to study esoteric or mystery 
of soul, spent a couple of years there and acquired knowledge 
about essential meaning of the doctrine, in general. Next he 
went to Hsia-shan. Then Tao-hung along with his father left 
home and became a monk. He acquired some knowledge in all 
the branches at the age of twenty. He left for Kuang-fu and 
entered the Buddhist monastery. Though he was young and his 
expectations were not much, still his ideal of life was very high. 
Hearing of I-ching's arrival, he wanted to pay a visit to this 
wonderful monk. On his inquiry, he was told that I-ching had 
been living in the $1 a Chih-chih monastery. Immediately 
he reported to I-ching with a feeling of reverence and conven- 
tional courtesy. He discovered that both of them had the com- 

1. In India there werc five sacred mountains associated with the life of the 
Buddha. In China they had also five mountains considered very sacred by the 
Buddhists. These are Ching-shan, Pei-shan, Nan-shan, at Han chou and A- 
yu-wang-shan, King Afoka mountain and T'ai-pai-shan at Ningpo. 

2. I have not been able to find out the word Shao-pu but if it is Shao- 
chou, then it is & ir Ch'ii-chiang in Guang-tug. 

3. Hsia-shan, modem Ch'iung-lai is on the north-west of the huge moun- 
tain fringing the Sze-ch'uan Basin. Ch'iung-lai is the most majestic and mag- 
nificent scenic spot. 

4. The Buddhist monks sometimes used to wear black robes. 
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mon ideals. He again and again felt very much tempted to meet 
him. Whatever may be in fate, one must make sacrifices (for 
acquiring greater knowledge). He heard that acquiring knowl- 
edge is like crossing the towering waves bu t to him it was nothing 
but waves of a small pond. Gazing at a huge whale of limitless 
sea, it appeared to him as if it was a small fish. After some time, 
he went to a far off place and bade farewell to the mountain- 
abode. He went back to Kuang-fu with the monk Chen-ku. 
Thereupon, he took voyage to the South Sea and reached 
Suvarnabhtimi where he determined to copy the Tripitaka so 
that he would be remembered for thousands of years (thousand 
autumns). 

He was intelligent, modest, and gentle with profound know- 
ledge. He worked hard on different styles of Chinese calligraphy, 
studied again the philosophy of Chuang-chou. The Chapter 
Ty gQ Ch'i-wul was vain and meaningless to him, equally 
the teachings of . Chih-ma2 appeared to be very far- 
reaching. He crossed many rivers, travelled on foot in the desert. 
Though the merit he acquired would not illumine but finally 
he must be praised for his heroic plan. How to carry out this ? 
In search of Law, he cared very little for his own life; he never 
cared for his own happiness but was very much eager to work 
for others' happiness. He did not care for his own relations but 
the entire world became his own kith and kin. It was a joy for 
him to regard everyone as his own self. How could it be possible 
for him not to treat a man as a man but as a dog ? This was his 
generosity and benevolence. 

Arriving at Sri-vijaya, he devotedly studied the Vinaya Pitaka. 
He not only translated the Buddhist texts but also took notes on 

1. Allusion to the famous metaphor in Chuang-tze, Chapter xxiv. The 
name of the Chapter is Ch'i-wu-lun. a g,$ ) often used in Chinese 
Buddhist literature to elucidate the expedient nature of the doctrine. 

2. It is probably an allusion from Shih-chi (The Historical Recod). 
Chao-kao tried to put the second son of Ch'in Shih-Huang on the throne. 
He made a gift of stag to the prince, invited all the courtiers and said that it was 
a horse. They were to prove that it war a horse and not a stag. ( $5 &, 6 ,% 

' Chih-lii-wei-ma) . 
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scriptures with the aim of propagating (Buddhism). He wished 
that the lusture of 'Precept' like pearl would be again brightened 
up and would illuminate (the name of the Buddha). He aspired 
to attain perfect Nirviina removing the thick screen of mortality. 
To complete a great task one has to start with a small beginning. 
He would be rewarded for the unlimited good he performed for 
the welfare of the world. He attained an esteemed position. He 
was twenty years old then. 

2- 4 $?h 84 Pi-ch'iu Fa-lang. His Sanskrit name was 
& $ $& Ta-mo-t'i-p'o, Dharmadeva. In Chinese it 
means God of religion ~h K Fa-t'ien. A native of $78 
Hsing-yangl in Hsiang-chou,'he lived in the temple of $ #; 3 
Ling-chi (Spirit temple). His surname was An-shih. 

In fact, he belonged to a great enlightened aristocratic family. 
The members of the family were traditionally holding high offices 
in the Imperial services. At young age he left home with the 
hope of entering into an ecclesiastical life. He afterwards left 
his home and travelled all over, deserts and mountains, to the 
South. Reaching Fan-yii, I-ching informed to the traveller Fa- 
lang of his arrival. Though his knowledgewas not very compre- 
hensive, yet in fact, he hoped to be greatly attached to him. Lang 
desirg to have the pleasure of the company of I-ching during 
his sea-voyage. I t  was not yet a month when they arrived at 
Bhoga. Since he reached there, he started practising (for the 
cause). The monk Lang, then concentrated in the profound 
classics of Hetuvidyi and studied it day and night. From sunrise 
to sunset, he pondered over and listened to the mystical and 
abstruse doctrine of Abhidharma. He then added the final 
basket to complete his knowledge. A mountain can be made 
with each basket of earth but it is incomplete even without one. 

He devotedly studied the Tripitaka. He was determined to 

succeed in Wu-pi'en. He never shirked manual labour. He posses- 
sqd profound knowledge and wisdom. The purpose of his life 

1. It is a river port on the Han-shui in Hu-pei. 
2. Hu-pei Province. 
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was to do good to others liberally and extensively; with this aim 
in view he untiringly copied down (the Buddhist scriptures). 

He lived on alms. Keeping his shoulder bare and dirty bare 
foot, he observed all the important ceremonies and rituals reveren- 
tially. Though he never succeeded in his endeavour he 
had been striving hard to fulfil his desire. All his companions 
and followers desired to be self-contented. The monk was greatly 
respected because he had the unique habit of doing good to 
others. Respectfully and sincerely he always strove for the Truth. 

His great desire was to save all beings. For the sake of future 
generations he would bear the great light of the Compassionate 
Maitreya. He was only twentyfour years old. 

The monk Chen-ku and four others set sail for Sri-vijaya and 
landed there. He spent three years at Sri-vijaya, gradually stu- 
died and acquired proficiency in Sanskrit and Han (Chinese) 
1itet.ature. Then after a while, the monk Lang left for K'o-ling. 
He passed the summer over there; fell sick and died. 

Chen-ku and Tao-hung preferred to stay at Sri-vijaya for the 
cause, they did not return to Fan-yii. Both of them stayed to- 
gether ; rest of the monks went back to Kuang-fu. Not only they 
tarried long but also they waited for their (other two monks') 
return. The monk Chen-ku went to the Tripitaka Dharma- 
manda and widely diffused the teachings of the Vinaya. At the 
end of the third year, he got ill and passed away. Tao-hung 
went back alone and passed the rest of his life in the South. 
No news was available about Tao-hung after that. Though 
Iching occasionally wrote to him, there was no reply from the 
other side. 

Alas ! all the four disciples sailed together and made sincere 
efforts to light the torch of Dharma. Who can predict the destiny 
of life? One may live long, one may be left behind. I-ching was ex- 

tremely sorrowful at the recollection of this. The parable of a linl 

1. One of the four fictitious, supernatural animals of China, a f a b u l o ~  
creature of good omen whose appearance at the Imperial Court was a sign of 
heavenly favour. Its appearance would be followed either by good government 
or by a birth of a pious ruler. The male counterpart is Ch'i. 
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(a female unicorn) is difficult to describe. I t  is difficult to 
achieve great fortune because life is too short. 

All the followers of the Buddhist Trinity (the field of blessed- 
ness) +& @ Fu-tienl should share the wealth (of wisdom) 
and cross (this sorrowful world). 

All would be free from the torments of the world on attending 
the first meeting of Maitreya under the Dragon flower-treea 
where he would preach the Buddha-truth. 

1. The field of blcuedness i.e. any sphere of kindneu, chkty  or virtue. 
2. Champaka tree, the Bodhi tree of Maitreyo. 
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